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ABSTRACT
Nanoelectronics holds some answers about how we can increase the capabilities of
electronics devices while reducing their weight and power consumption. The heterogeneous 3D
integration and functional integration of nanoelectronic devices, memory elements, and
interconnects are potential solutions to future silicon technology challenges which result from
increased power dissipation and thermal heating due to continuous scaling. Single electron
transistor (SET) technology is such a promising and elegant technology. A recent breakthrough
at Universite de Sherbrooke (UdeS), Canada has enabled to show the first true demonstration
that a metallic SET can operate under normal electronic circuit conditions and even at
temperatures exceeding 130° C due to device capacitances in sub attofarad range. SETs must
normally be cooled at temperatures much below the normal operating temperatures of a standard
microelectronic circuit in order to benefit from their unique nanoscale properties like ultra-low
power dissipation, nano-scale feature size and unique characteristics of Coulomb Blockade
oscillations. As a consequence, a major undertaking for the project "SEDIMOS" between UdeS,
Institute of nanotechnology, Lyon (INL), France and STMicroelectronics, France is underway to
further explore fabrication and working of hybrid SET-CMOS circuits. The purpose of this thesis
is to research the possibility of realizing hardware support for hybrid SET-CMOS circuits by a
systematic approach of design, analysis and simulation.

The metallic SET transistors considered in this work are fabricated within the chip
interconnect layers using CMOS back-end-of-line (BEOL)-compatible processing. The CMOS
process integration can be divided into front-end-of-line (FEOL) and BEOL processes. The
FEOL includes processes required to form isolated CMOS transistors whereas BEOL is the
second portion of the IC fabrication where the devices get interconnected through the wiring
using multiple layers of dielectrics and metals. Therefore, metallic SET circuits can be easily
stacked above the CMOS platform presenting a low cost, low thermal budget, improving the
overall yield at high-volume production of highly integrated systems. This considerably
decreases the interconnect parasitics and increases the density of functions while maintaining the
overall acceptable performance.
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Many problems such as low current drivability, delay and small voltage gain that hinder
SET technology for its implementation in integrated circuits can be alleviated by intelligent
circuit design. Although a complete replacement of CMOS by SETs is unlikely in the near
future, an augmentation of CMOS with SETs is desirable if interfacing from and to CMOS
works well. Interfacing from CMOS to SET circuitry is simple as the current and voltage levels
are small and in accessible range. But interfacing CMOS from SET circuits is delicate due to
SET logic's low current driving capability for CMOS and its interconnect. There is no concrete
research on the interface issue wherein a SET-only circuitry drives a CMOS and its
interconnects.
For such hybridization to become possible, it is necessary to demonstrate the SET logic
driving capability for CMOS with sufficient current drive and output voltage. The core SET
logic can be designed to operate at low voltage, but at the interface the output of the SET logic
must be in a voltage range that can be fed to a CMOS input for proper logic functionality. It is
hence necessary to develop and adopt a systematic design methodology for such hybrid circuits
at a specific technology node for room temperature operation. In this thesis we will look at a
generalized design methodology that can be applied to (a) develop a fabrication model with
parasitic effect of a hybrid SET-CMOS and SET-only circuits, (b) design and analyze the SET
based fundamental building block in hybrid SET-CMOS or SET-only circuit and (c) simulate
such a circuitry to assess its merits. More specifically, we will address the interfacing issue of
such hybrid circuits in which we exploit the maximum capability of a SET logic in terms of
driving capability, voltage response and power for a room temperature operation.

The main objective of this Ph.D. thesis can be divided into 4 parts: (1) developing an
efficient computer aided design tool for simulating large scale SET and SET-CMOS circuits; (2)
developing an organized design methodology for hybrid SET-CMOS logic with interconnect
parasitic effects at a technology node meeting a given voltage requirement and room temperature
operation; (3) study electrical parameters like voltage, gain, driving capability, and power of
hybrid SET-CMOS as well as SET-only circuits, and (4) present a discussion to improve
performance of SET-logic by SET device physical parameter variation and circuit architecture in
hybrid SET-CMOS and SET-only circuits.
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The result of this research motivates the application of SET logic in 2 stages realizing
some properties beyond those of CMOS devices. The first stage is the heterogeneous integration
at chip level around a CMOS core. In such a circuitry, the SET introduces new functionalities
such as reconfigurable logic, random number-based circuits, and multiband filtering circuits that
can be combined with CMOS based general purpose processors or I/O signal restoration. The
second stage of application is to use a new information processing technology focussed on a
"new switch" exploiting a new state variable to provide functional scaling substantially beyond
that attainable solely with ultimately scaled CMOS.

iii
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RESUME
La nanoelectronique se presente aujourd'hui comme une approche interessante afin
d'augmenter les capacites des dispositifs electroniques tout en reduisant leurs poids et
consommation

energetique.

L'integration

heterogene

3D

fonctionnelle

de

dispositifs

nanoelectroniques, elements de memoire et d'interconnexions est en effet une solution
potentielle pour les futurs defis qui vont se poser a la technologie silicium en raison de
l'augmentation des puissances a dissiper et de l'echauffement thermique du a la miniaturisation.
La technologie des transistors a un electron (ou SET - Single Electron Transistor) est
prometteuse et elegante. Une percee recente a l'Universite de Sherbrooke (Canada) a permis de
presenter la premiere vraie demonstration d'un SET metallique operant sous des conditions de
circuit electronique normal, et meme a des temperatures depassant 130°C, en raison des
capacites du dispositif inferieures a l'attofarad. Les SET doivent en effet normalement etre
refroidis a des temperatures bien inferieures a celles d'operation des circuits microelectroniques
« standards » afin d'afficher leurs proprietes d'echelle nanometrique, telles qu'une tres faible
puissance consommee, une dimension nanometrique et une unique caracteristique, les
oscillations de Coulomb. Dans ce contexte, la raison d'etre majeure du projet « SEDIMOS »
entre l'Universite de Sherbrooke, l'lnstitut des Nanotechnologies de Lyon (INL), France et
STMicroelectronics, France est d'ouvrir la voie pour la fabrication et le fonctionnement des
circuits hybrides SET-CMOS par une approche methodique de la conception, de l'analyse et de
la simulation.

Les SET metalliques presentes dans ce travail sont fabriques a l'interieur des couches
d'interconnexion de la puce grace un procede compatible avec l'unite de fabrication finale du
CMOS. Le procede d'integration CMOS peut etre divise entre unite de fabrication initiale (Front
End Of Line :FEOL) et unite de fabrication finale (Back End Of Line : BEOL). Le FEOL inclut
les precedes requis pour former des transistors CMOS isoles tandis que le BEOL est la seconde
phase de la fabrication du circuit integre lors de laquelle les dispositifs sont interconnectes en
utilisant de multiple couche de metaux et d'isolants. En consequence, des circuits de SET
metalliques peuvent etre aisement ajoutes par dessus la plate-forme CMOS, offrant un cout
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reduit, un faible bilan thermique, et ameliorant potentiellement le rendement global dans le cadre
d'une production de masse de circuits hautement integres. Ceci diminue considerablement les
effets parasites dus aux interconnexions et augmente la densite d'integration tout en maintenant
des niveaux de performance acceptables.

Plusieurs problemes, tel un faible courant, un faible gain en tension et un delai important,
qui entravent l'implementation de la technologie SET dans les circuits integres peuvent etre
contournes ou reduits par une conception intelligente de ces circuits. Bien qu'un remplaeement
complet des CMOS par des SET soit peu probable dans un futur proche, une augmentation de
l'integration hybride SET-CMOS est souhaitable si l'interfa9age depuis et vers les CMOS est
satisfaisant. L'interfa9age depuis les CMOS vers les circuits SET est simple puisque les niveaux
de courant et de tension sont faibles et accessibles. En revanche l'interfa9age de CMOS depuis
des SET est rendu delicat par leur faibles niveaux de courant compares aux CMOS et a leurs
connexions. II n'existe a l'heure actuelle aucunes recherches concretes sur les problemes qui se
posent pour le cas ou un circuit de SET uniquement piloterait un CMOS et ses connexions.

Pour rendre possible une telle hybridation, il est necessaire de demontrer que les
capacites d'attaque de la logique SET vers des CMOS offrent un courant et une tension de sortie
suffisants. Le cceur du circuit logique SET peut etre en effet con9u pour operer a de faibles
tensions, mais a l'interface la sortie du circuit SET doit etre dans une gamme de tension
suffisante pour entrer dans un circuit CMOS. II est par consequent necessaire de developper et
d'adopter une methodologie de conception systematique pour de tels circuits hybrides operant a
temperature ambiante. Dans cette these, nous nous pencherons sur une methodologie de
conception generaliste pouvant etre appliquee a (a) le developpement d'un modele de fabrication
integrant les effets parasites de circuits hybrides SET-CMOS et uniquement SET, (b) la
conception et l'analyse du bloc de fabrication fondamental SET dans des circuits SET-CMOS et
SET seulernent et finalement (c) la simulation d'un tel circuit pour evaluer sa valeur. Plus
specifiquement, nous aborderons les problemes d'interfa9age de tels circuits hybrides dans
lcsquels nous exploiterons au maximum les possibilites de la logique SET en termes de capacite
d'attaque, de reponse en tension et de puissance pour une operation a temperature ambiante.

v
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L'objectif principal de cette these de doctorat peut etre divise en 4 parties: (1) Le
developpement d'un outil de conception assistee par ordinateur pour la simulation de circuits
SET et SET-CMOS a grande echelle; (2) Le developpement d'une methodologie de conception
organisee adaptee a la logique hybride SET-CMOS avec leurs effets parasites operant a une
tension specifiee et a temperature ambiante; (3) L'etude des parametres electriques tels que les
tension, gain, capacite d'attaque et puissance des circuits hybrides SET-CMOS et SET
uniquement; et finalement (4) La presentation d'une discussion sur Amelioration des
performances de la logique SET grace a la modification des parametres physiques des SET et de
l'architecture des circuits SET-CMOS et SET.

Le resultat de cette recherche motive l'application de la logique SET en deux etapes
realisant certaines fonctions allant au-dela de celles des dispositifs CMOS traditionnels. La
premiere est l'integration heterogene au niveau de la puce autour d'un coeur CMOS. Dans un tel
circuit, les circuits SET introduiraient de nouvelles fonctionnalites telles que de la logique
reconfigurable, des circuits bases sur des nombres aleatoires et des circuits de filtrage multibande pouvant etre combines avec des processeurs a usage general base sur du CMOS ou la
restauration de signal E/S. La deuxieme etape serait une nouvelle technologie de traitement de
l'information concentree sur un « nouveau commutateur » exploitant une nouvelle variable d'etat
afin d'atteindre un degre de miniaturisation fonctionnelle depassant ce qui est atteignable par un
CMOS ultime.
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CHAPTER 1.
1.1

Introduction

Future of microelectronics and nanoelectronics
The Moore's law has guided targets for the semiconductor industry for the last 40 years.

The international technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) predicts the technical
capability the industry needs to stay on Moore's law. For several decades planar CMOS
technology has been the workhorse for IC designers. It has been scaled as per Moore's law
resulting in ever decreasing device size and in a number of technology nodes, the present being
32 nm. The ITRS predicts that the end of MOSFET scaling will arrive in 2024 with a 7.5 nm
process [ITRS, 2009a]. Getting to 7.5 nm presents some long term difficult challenges such as
continued scaling of multigate devices in aspects of equivalent oxide thickness (EOT), junctions,
parasitic resistance, contact silicidation, mobility enhancement, and a number of problems as
shown in figure 1.1. In addition to below mentioned scaling problems, the most worrisome

GATE

JUNCTION

Lithography
Gate depletion
Gate resistance

Shallow Junction formation
Junction resistance
Contact resistance

GATE DIELECTRIC
Gate-dielectric tunneling
Dopant penetration

WIRING

CHANNEL

Wire resistance
Interconnect capacitance
Elect romigration
Crosstalk noise

Random dopant distribution
Inversion-layer capacitance
Punch-through
Direct source-drain tunneling

Figure 1.1 Problems in the Scaling of MOSFETs [Oda et Ferry, 2006]

technological challenges would be increased power dissipation, integration density, shrinking
noise margin in addition to cost increase in lithography. Despite the decrease in power for a
single device, increase in power dissipation is governed by technology miniaturization, which
allows for higher integration density and faster switching speed as shown in figure 1.2.
1
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Figure 1.2 Power dissipation as a function of generation node. Power density on the surface of
current and past microprocessor generations (open circles), on-chip clock frequency (open
triangles), power-delay products for a single device (solid squares), estimated power density for
the basic switch with linear driving function (open squares). [Goddard III et al., May 2007]

From this, it is evident that CMOS scaling will likely become very difficult with a need
to augment the capability of CMOS by introduction of novel devices and new information
processing architectures. Post-CMOS devices must further reduce the cost and increase the
performance of IC's. The parallel rise of new technologies shall evolve new manufacturing and
design paradigms in addition to new devices. The advancement is anticipated in 2 phases. First
phase would be heterogeneous integration of new technology with CMOS to add functionality to
that attainable by ultimate CMOS. The second phase would advance this technology to realize a
new multifunctional scalable platform. Research in nanoelectronics envisions extending CMOS
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and proposes new devices and technologies that perform either processor or memory functions or
both in universal devices.
The direction for further progress and research in future ICs can be separated into 3 main
domains (figure 1.3), (i) "More Moore", (ii) "More than Moore", and (iii) "Beyond CMOS".
Moore's law applies only to (i), while (ii) and (iii) abstains from it and aggressive scaling is no
longer the driving constraint. "More Moore" considers CMOS miniaturization at lower cost,
higher performance and lower power dissipation, as seen by the semiconductor market trend for
the previous 40 years. The second trend "More than Moore" (MtM) encompasses the hetero
geneous integration of digital and non-digital functionalities into compact systems. "Beyond
CMOS" is characterized as the capability to scale the performance of ICs beyond the ones
attained by ultimately scaled CMOS. Some examples are carbon-based nanoelectronics, spinbased devices, and ferromagnetic logic.
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Figure 1.3 Nanoelectronics Technology Development Paths [ITRS, 2009b].
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1.2

Potential nanoelectronics devices and application areas
Nanoelectronics typically encompasses devices and technology in which the critical

dimension is less than 100 nm and governed by new physical phenomenon (quantization of
channel charge in MOSFET or Coulomb blockade effect in quantum dot). The device exhibits
unparalled electrical or optical or mechanical properties due to its nanoscale dimensions and
hence encourages the discovery of new paradigms for information processing. It focuses on
engineering aspects to produce such components and applies it to micro or nanodevices / systems
for various applications. ITRS organizes emerging nanodevices into 3 categories as below
[ITRS, 2009c],

Table 1.1 Emerging nanodevices
Category 1
MOSFETs, Extending the
channel of MOSFETs to the End
of the Roadmap

Category 2
Unconventional FETS,
Charge-based Extended
CMOS Devices

Category 3
Non-FET, Non
Charge-based 'Beyond
CMOS' Devices

CNT FETs
Graphene nanoribbons
III-V Channel MOSFETs
Ge Channel MOSFETs
Nanowire FETs
Non-conventional
Geometry Devices

Tunnel FET
I-MOS
Spin FET
SET
NEMS switch
Negative Cg MOSFET
Excitonic FET
Mott FET

Collective Magnetic Devices
Spin Transfer Torque Logic
Moving domain wall devices
Pseudo-spintronic Devices
Nanomagnetic (M:QCA)
Molecular Switch
Atomic Switch

[1]

E x t e n d i n g t h e c h a n n e l o f M O S F E T s t o t h e e n d o f t h e r o a d m a p : Nanodevices in this

category lists MOSFET structures that use field effect functionality to modulate the flow of
current. They may use alternate channel material offering a higher quasi-ballistic charge carrier
velocity and higher mobility than strained silicon or different geometry with parameters relevant
to high and general performance logic. Introduction of materials like strained Ge, SiGe, III-V
compound semiconductors, CNTs and graphene offers rich physics that may enable development
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of a new information-processing device. The technology is fraught with several very difficult
material, process and device challenges.

[2]

Extended CMOS (Charge-Based): These set of devices specially offer co-integration

with CMOS platform, to extend the functionality of ultimately scaled CMOS. A hybrid
integrated system of nanoelectronic devices is built to enhance CMOS. They offer lower power
dissipation by providing a steeper sub threshold turn-on current voltage characteristic (S < 60
mV/decade). One such device is the tunnel FET (TFET). In TFETs, the channel current is
modulated via a source-channel tunnelling process in a FET-like device structure. Limitations of
the TFET include low on current (Ion), development of device modeling and a hypersensitivity
to structural and material variations.

The second device is the impact ionization MOSFET (IMOS) wherein, impact ionization
generation of channel charge modulates the channel current. Because of its higher-impact
ionization-generation rates and reduced breakdown voltages, there is an increase in the device
drivability and scalability. The challenge with this device is the possibility of high density
integration. The third device, negative gate capacitance (Cg) MOSFET is obtained by replacing
the insulator of a MOSFET gate stack with a ferroelectric insulator to implement a step-up
voltage transformer that will amplify the gate voltage. The device operates with low-voltage and
low power because of the sub threshold slope lower than the classical limit of 60 mV/decade.
The challenges include, the negative capacitance if achieved, is not enough to realize a high
performance switch and the response time of the polarization in ferroelectric gate dielectric.
The next in this category is the spin transistor, divided into 2 groups, spin-FET and spinMOSFET with different operating principle. The source and drain of both devices are composed
of a ferromagnetic material. The switching operation in spin-FET is achieved by spin precession
or dephasing of spin-polarized charge carriers injected into the channel while in spin-MOSFET,
relative magnetization configurations of the source and drain are used to modify the output.
Although the spin-MOSFET has not been realized, the key challenge is injecting a high
percentage of spin-polarized electrons from a half-metal source into the channel, and how these
devices interconnect. One more addition to the list is NEMS switch facing a major challenge for
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volt level operation at GHz switching speed. Finally the device of our concern, the single
electron transistor (SET) can potentially deliver high device density and power efficiency at
good speeds if the issues of large threshold voltage variation and low current drivability can be
solved. In this work, we have investigated and showed for the first time a systematic approach to
analyse, design, and simulate large scale SET / hybrid SET-CMOS circuit at 22 nm node
validating SET logic driving capability with CMOS comparable output voltage and GHz
frequency at room temperature.
|3]

Beyond CMOS (Noncharge-Based) Devices: Logic devices evaluated in this section

are novel devices for more specialized tasks like associative processing, communication, multi
valued logic and ferromagnetic elements for non-volatility, radiation hardness and error
tolerance. They demand architectures other than von Neumann. They are collective spin device,
moving domain wall devices, atomic switches, molecular devices, pseudospintronic devices,
Bilayer pseudoSpin Field-Effect Transistor (BiSFET), nanomagnetic logic devices. Each of these
devices offers a common advantage of reduced power dissipation, but each has several
challenges.

1.3

Single electron transistor and its hybridization

Many potential alternatives to beyond CMOS technologies for logic applications include
ID structures, channel replacement materials, single-electron transistor, molecular devices,
ferromagnetic devices, and spin transistors. Such device circuitry will encounter limitations in
interfacing with the external world, and hence must be integrated with conventional CMOS for
I/O, functional and technology based limitations. The terascale level of integration of such
devices with CMOS helps to realize substantial gains in power dissipation, performance, or
density. While many of these promising technologies are on the horizon, they are abounded with
variability, manufacturing challenges, and confined by existing CMOS manufacturing
infrastructure. The candidate technology must have scalable potential greater than CMOS, low
energy consumption for anticipated device density, room temperature operation, switching speed
that can compete or outperform CMOS. From recent research, literature studies and ITRS update
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2010, the use of a SET as a potential building block for future hybrid circuits is confirmed and
justified

These CMOS-SET hybrid systems represent an opportunity to leverage the immense

infrastructure and computational power of modern CMOS while also taking advantage of the
SET's unique functionalities. From this research, it will not be an exaggeration to say that, in a
longer term, a new SET based information-processing technology might become dominant by
adding new functionality (both logic and memory) in back-end-of-line (BEOL) CMOS process.

1.3.1 Concept of single electron transistor
After introduction of a SET transistor by Likharev in 1987 [Likharev, 1987] there have
been many publications related to its applicability in LSI systems. Thesis and books [Visscher,
1996; Mahapatra et Ionescu, 2006a; Wasshuber, 2001] are recommended for historical reviews,
further reading and approaches to SET, since we present only the theory that is relevant to the
functional behaviour of a SET. The unit cell of a SET is a nanoscale sized tunnel junction
(barrier) which consists of two conductors separated by a thin oxide. The device as shown in
figure 1.4 contains a small island together with one or more gate electrode coupled capacitively
to the island. The source and the drain electrodes are attached to the island via a tunnel barrier.
Here, Cs and C<j are the tunnel junction capacitances and Rs and Rd are the tunnel junction

Gates
O
'gl

Source
CSRS

O

Cg2

O
ag3

Drain

Island

" CdRd
Tunnel Junction

Figure 1.4 Equivalent circuit of a multigate SET

ITRS 2011 reports that SET has been dropped from Emerging Research Devices due to insufficient research
activity.
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resistances. The operation principle of a SET is a charge balance between the gate electrode and
the island coupled by a capacitor C j. This research is focussed on a room temperature operating
g

metallic SET with capacitively coupled gate (C-SET) fabricated by the nanodamesence process
at UdeS [Dubuc et al., 2008]. In this thesis, we shall consider symmetrical C - SET, meaning Cs
= Cj = Cj and Rs = R(/ - R,, with one control gate Cgi = Cg and a tuning gate Cg2

=

Ch- More

details on fabrication and operation of the metallic SET is covered in chapters 2 and 3
respectively.

The current through the SET consists of electrons tunnelling through the source to the
island and from the island to the drain terminal. To understand its working principle, the source
and the drain terminals are grounded. By applying a voltage Vgi to the ith gate, a charge of CgjVgj
is accumulated at the gate electrode resulting in a total charge of XCgjVgi at the gate. If the total
charge of -ne ("n" is the number of electrons, "e" is the elementary charge) on the island is
balanced with that in the gate, then £CgiVgj = ne is satisfied. In this condition, since the number
of electrons, n is stable, no current flows through the island. This is known as the Coulomb
blockade. Further increase in the gate voltage increases total charge on the gates and the charges
become unbalanced. With ]TCgiVgj = (n+l/2)e, the electrostatic potential for n electrons and n+1
electrons becomes equal, which implies n or n+1 electrons in the island. When a small voltage is
applied between the source and drain electrodes, electrons flow from the source to the island

0)

1

2

3

>

Number of electrons (I Cgi Vgi / e)

Figure 1.5 Gate-voltage vs. drain current characteristics of a multigate SET
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leaving n+1 electrons in the island. The number of electrons in the island returns to n, once an
electron has tunnelled from the island to the drain. The current hence flows due to single electron
tunnelling by repeating these steps. With further increase in the gate voltage, n+1 electrons
becomes stable. This causes periodic characteristics of the source-drain conductance as a
function of the gate voltage, as depicted in figure 1.5.

It is possible to define the transport regions of a SET as a function of the drain-source
voltage, Vd and the gate voltage Vg (with capacitance Cg). Such a conductance plot as a function
of both Vd and Vg is known as a stability diagram, as shown in figure 1.6. In the diagram, the
Coulomb blockade occurs inside the diamonds, hence called Coulomb diamonds. They are the
stable regions with the number of electrons (n) in the island with a periodicity of e/Cg along the

\
Unstable
JK
region
non-inverting gain (Avi)
Ids - const/""

^ Unstable
region

n = -l

diverting gain (A|)

n=0

Stable region

Stable rc gion

Unstable
region

Stable region^/

y ^

Unstable
region
~0

Figure 1.6 Stability diagram of a SET
Vg axis of the stability diagram. Outside of Coulomb diamonds the number of electrons
fluctuates between certain integers in the island. In the adjacent regions, a fluctuation by only
one electron charge is possible. As there are electrons passing through the island one after the
other, these are the regions of single-electron tunnelling. The slope of the graph 1.6 defines the
maximum inverting voltage gain (A]) and the non inverting gain (AVi) which are defined by SET
parameters as,
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Inverting gain, Ai = Cg / Cj
Non-inverting gain, Avi = Cg / (Cg + Cj)

(1.1)

(1.2)

These equations identify the possibility to obtain Ai greater than 1 by designing and fabricating
Cg > Cj. Hence, similar to CMOS logic, logic circuits based on SET inverter with gain greater
than one can be made. More details based on designing SET logic with parameters like gain,
temperature, delay and bandwidth shall be discussed in chapter 3.

Figure 1.7 (b) shows a simulation result of Ids - Vds characteristics and figure 1.7 (c) and
(d) shows the IdS - Vgs of a SET circuit (figure 1.7 (a)) with the parameters derived in section
3.2.7 at 300 K using the simulation method developed in section 4.5. The Ids - Vds is plotted as
Vgs is varied from 0 V to 1.6 V. The width of the Coulomb gap reduces from a maximum to zero.
In the Ids - Vgs characteristics of figure 1.7 (c) and (d), the current as seen in the coulomb
oscillations increases in magnitude as VdS increases. The period is AVg = e/Cg = 3.55 V. Such
periodic function is not possible in conventional devices and it is useful in logic circuits like
adder or parity check circuits.

As an emerging technology and with the advancements in fabrication technology, SET
offers a greater scaling potential than CMOS as the device properties depend basically on the
nanoscale sized tunnel junction. The operation principle confirms that the performance of SETs
will improve as their size is reduced, in contrast to MOSFETs that require complicated structures
and dopant profiles as the device size is reduced. It is expected that the circuit design with such a
device shall be characterized by "functional integration" which will reduce the number of
interconnections and devices in a basic building block. A SET circuit consumes less energy than
CMOS and can be fabricated with conventional lithography technology in silicon. The literature
study limits its operation to cryogenic temperatures. Although SET device is a fast switching
device (when driving load less than its total capacitance), all recent research limits its full
potential due to low current drivability.
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SETs can be applied to general purpose Boolean logic, but significant circuit and
architecture study will be required to exploit its full potential. Because of the SETs capability for
room temperature operation [Dubuc et al., 2007], they have a promising application in high
density memory and logic circuits with conventional silicon LSI processing techniques.
Companies like Hitachi Inc., Toshiba, and Agilent Technologies have already demonstrated
single-electron memory and have in their roadmap a planned production in the 2010 to 2015 time
frame. Other possible applications of SETs include: metrology for precision measurements, logic
circuits, Microwave detector, and magneto electronics.

1.3.2 SET hybridization
It is believed that through the integrated approach of CMOS-hybrid systems, new
dimensions of functionality and value in integrated circuits and systems can be achieved. The
SET and CMOS have complementary properties. The SET disadvantages of low current drive
and high output impedance can be compensated by CMOS high gain and current drive, high
input impedance, and mature fabrication technology. At the same time the CMOS drawback of
scaling further to sub-10 nm physical limits (particularly, the tunneling currents increases with
the increase in the temperatures and gate voltages, resulting in significant contribution to the
subthreshold current even at 300 K) and power density can be overcome by nanoscale SET
device functionality, or programmability due to coulomb blockade oscillations and its ultra low
power dissipation. Moreover, room temperature operation of a SET is not a major issue now
[Dubuc et al., 2007], Hence the near future foresees SET-CMOS hybridization [ITRS, 2009a;
Wasshuber, 2003; Ionescu et al., 2002]. This brings new functionalities with few devices,
unmirrored in pure CMOS through SET-CMOS hybridization done in BEOL.

12
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Figure 1.8 Schematic diagram of future SET/CMOS hybrid LSI [Uchida et al., 2002]

To study the feasibility of hybrid SET-CMOS circuit at room temperature, SET logic and
CMOS inverter were fabricated on the same chip and its operation demonstrated at Advanced
LSI Tech Lab, Toshiba Corp, Yokohama, Japan [Uchida et al., 2002], They presented future
prospect on hybrid SET/CMOS LSI (figure 1.8) wherein, SETs are used in a programmable low
power block and CMOS is used in a high speed I/O circuit block. Table 1.2 illustrates SETCMOS high performance circuits with novel functionality which cannot be attained by any other
alternative. The proposed hybrid SET-CMOS logic circuits offer high current drivability,
reduced number of conventional devices, low power dissipation and much less area compared to
CMOS. For room temperature operating SETs, such a high performance hybrid circuit should
not be far from the reality.
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Table 1.2 SET-CMOS high performance circuit examples.
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1.4

Open questions and Project objectives
Heterogeneous 3D integration and functional integration of nanoelectronic devices,

memory elements, and interconnects are possible solutions to future silicon technology
challenges which are limited by increased power dissipation and thermal heating due to
continuous scaling. We have seen that the SET is a potential building block for future hybrid
nano-CMOS circuits. In such a circuitry, the SET can perform new functionalities such as
reconfigurable logic, random number-based circuits, and multiband filtering circuits that can
combine with CMOS based general purpose processors or I/O signal restoration [ITRS, 2009a],
It is hence necessary to develop and adopt a generalized but systematic design methodology for
such hybrid circuits at a specific technology node for room temperature operation. Moreover,
SET use in commercial ICs is questionable, specifically at the SET-CMOS interfacing unit. In
order to make such hybridization possible, it is necessary to prove SET logic driving capability
for CMOS with sufficient current drive and output voltage. The core SET logic can be designed
to operate at low voltage, nevertheless, at the interface the output of the SET logic must be in a
voltage range that can be fed to a CMOS input for proper logic functionality. More importantly,
a recent breakthrough at UdeS [Dubuc et al., 2007] has enabled to show the first

true

demonstration that a metallic SET can operate under normal electronic circuit conditions and
even at temperatures exceeding 130° C. Indeed, this type of device must normally be cooled at
temperatures much below the normal operation temperatures of a standard microelectronic
circuit in order to benefit from its unique nanoscale properties. The SET transistors are fabricated
using CMOS BEOL-compatible processing; hence the SET circuits can be easily stacked above
the CMOS platform. This decreases the interconnect parasitics and increases the density of
functions, improving yield at lower cost and thermal budget of highly integrated systems.

As a consequence, a new undertaking of a project "SEDIMOS" between UdeS, Institute of
nanotechnology (INL), Lyon, France and STMicroelectronics, France has been signed, to further
explore fabrication and working of SET and SET-CMOS hybrid circuits. The purpose of this
thesis is to research the possibility of realizing hardware support for such circuits by first,
presenting a design and simulation method for a large scale integrated circuit. The designed logic
can be used as a building block for other logic applications. The design methodology and
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simulation method presented in this thesis can be adapted to any SET or hybrid SET-CMOS
circuit. Following it, we have investigated the case of a SET-CMOS interface which exploits full
potential of SET performance in terms of its CMOS driving capability and CMOS comparable
output at GHz frequency voltage for room temperature operation, then provided design criteria
and circuit architecture for delay improvement. The overall idea is to provide working model
which proves SET logic efficiency in SET-only as well as hybrid environment, proving SET
candidacy as an alternate device to CMOS in the long run.

Previous research and study related to SET technology and its future can be divided in 4
main categories. The first category which accounts for most of the research effort is in the field
of device physics and device fabrication. The second research category focuses on the
application of SET devices like logic and memory. The third category with a little amount of
publications is at the level of circuits and system design. The fourth one, which accounts to the
least amount of published research, is in the area of SET hybridization with the existing CMOS
technology. Many unresolved issues in bringing this technology together need attention. The
work presented here falls under 3rd and 4th categories. We present a vision that accounts to SET
technology hybridization and in long term as an independent technology. The SET-CMOS
hybridization embraces the current and future scaling of CMOS by co-integration of SET to
enhance new functionality and modality.

To study SET and its hybrid circuits, there have been simulation methods developed, but
with some or other constraints in regard to design or simulation. The SET logic circuit simulation
was limited to either: few devices and lacked in depth parametric analysis, tradeoffs in electrical
and SET physical parameters and interconnect parasitics in addition to spice coding. A more
efficient simulation method which .can simulate large SET / hybrid SET-CMOS circuits, with
speed and accuracy is required to study the full potential of such circuits. Hence the primary
requirement of this study was to develop such a method in Cadence environment.

According to the literature study and as mentioned above the major obstacles for SET
implementation both in SET only and hybrid circuits which restricts its application to
commercial ICs are; its room temperature operation, low driving capability, and a very low
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output voltage compared to CMOS. The SET electrical response depends on its physical
fabricated parameters. It is difficult and a challenge to design SET parameters to attain CMOS
like voltage and delay at room temperature in hybrid as well as SET-only circuits. No work
demonstrated this capability nor suggested it could be possible. In order to achieve the designed
response, difficult challenges related to implementation of SET or hybrid SET-CMOS based
nanoelectronics can be divided into those related to:

1. Develop an efficient simulation method for large scale SET as well as hybrid SET-CMOS
circuits,

2. Implement design consideration for SET-CMOS hybrid circuits based on SET physics and
circuit theory and tradeoffs between different electrical and fabrication parameters to
optimise hybrid SET-CMOS logic parameters,

3. Develop a design methodology (analytical) for hybrid SET-CMOS logic for its use in
commercial ICs,

4. Design, simulation, and parameter optimization of integrated SET-CMOS hybrid circuits to
study its efficiency,

5. Study hybrid SET-CMOS logic performance and driving capability in terms of delay, -3 dB
bandwidth, gain, considering the interconnect parasitics effect at room temperature operation.

This leads to the following research questions:

1.

Can we develop a simulation method for a SET and hybrid SET-CMOS logic in Cadence
environment used for present LSI simulation? If yes, then is it possible to simulate such
circuits at higher technology nodes, not supported by Cadence library? If made possible,
validate the Cadence SET simulation by standard SET simulator (SIMON) along with
CMOS definition at future node.
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2.

Given the range of SET fabrication parameters, is it possible to develop a design
methodology for hybrid SET-CMOS logic circuit? The design methodology to design SET
device parameters, must consider hybrid circuit conditions for power supply, temperature,
interconnect, CMOS logic load, I/O voltage. Then evaluate the circuit for delay and
bandwidth as a function of interconnect length or capacitive load at 22 nm node.

3.

For future nanoelectronics I/O functionality, can a SET logic drive CMOS logic? To study
SET logic driving capability in a hybrid environment, first develop a fabrication model for
hybrid SET-CMOS logic considering parasitic effects. Then design, analyse, optimize, and
simulate the hybrid circuit to study SET logic driving capability for a load (CMOS logic +
contact + interconnect). Measure SET logic delay and -3 dB bandwidth in hybrid
environment and power consumption of the hybrid circuit.

4.

What is the SET logic driving capability for a similar SET logic, considering interconnect
parasitic effect (interlayer and coupling)? Measure delay and bandwidth for the fabrication
model proposed.

5.

Is it possible to improve the driving capability of SET or hybrid SET-CMOS circuits by
circuit architecture or device parameter variation? Study the performance by simulation.

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. We proposed a simulation method for a large SET and hybrid SET CMOS circuit at any
future technology node in the Cadence environment. It has capability of schematic editor and
performs parametric analysis. The Cadence hybrid simulator results were verified with the
SET standard simulator SIMON. For CMOS defined at future technology node, the Cadence
simulation characteristic curves were verified with those predicted.

2. We discussed design tradeoffs between electrical response of a circuit and physical SET
parameters in hybrid SET-CMOS architecture. We then presented a design methodology to
design SET logic that can be implemented in SET-only or hybrid SET-CMOS circuits at a
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future technology node. The methodology takes into account room temperature operating
SET parameters, interconnect parasitics and CMOS logic load.

3. We demonstrated a hybrid SET-CMOS logic fabrication model with parasitic effects. Then
simulated hybrid SET-CMOS cascaded logic to study SET logic driving capability in terms
of delay and -3 dB bandwidth with varying interconnect load and CMOS comparable output
voltage. The simulation parameters are of realistic room temperature operating SET and as
per ITRS predictions.

4. We demonstrated a fabrication model (with parasitic) to study SET logic driving capability in
a SET-only circuit (consists of 16,384 SETs). Then simulated the circuit to study delay and
bandwidth as a function of SET fanout and estimated the power. Further possibility of
improvement in driving capability by circuit architecture and parameter variation is
supported by simulation results. Finally a comparison between SET and CMOS logic with
interconnect parasitic is presented for delay, bandwidth and power.

Overall we have showed that it is possible to bring the SET and CMOS technology on a same
platform to take advantage of both the technologies in future nanoelectronics wherein we can use
a SET to add new functionality without using important silicon space for CMOS.

1.5

Thesis frame work

The remainder of this research thesis is organised as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews the SET device background, its operation, different fabrication
methods and SET models and simulation. Later part of the chapter focuses SET nanodamascene
fabrication process, logic circuits and memory implementation along with the benefits and
problems of SET technology.
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Chapter 3 presents a design approach for a SET logic circuit with simulation results. In
order to efficiently practise design, analysis and simulation of the circuit for targeted electrical
response it is advisable to narrow down the parameter window. Given the circuit condition like
supply voltages, I/O voltages, gain, temperature and load, design the SET device parameters
which are within fabrication range OR for given SET parameters, fix

the circuit voltage

condition for a given gain and load. The SET device electrical and fabrication parameters trade
offs are addressed, followed by a systematic design methodology to analyse the SET logic
parameters both for unipolar and bipolar I/O response. Later, the methodology approach is
applied to simulate various SET logic gates.

Chapter 4 investigates SET-CMOS hybridization, its motivation and challenges, in terms
of design, simulation and fabrication. We have introduced a simulation method for hybrid SETCMOS circuits with conventional electrical devices in Cadence. This method is more efficient
when compared with other simulation methods adopted by other researchers.

Chapter 5 proposes a case study for SET-CMOS interface unit. It consists of a hybrid
SET-CMOS cascaded inverter circuit and its fabrication model with interconnect parasitic effect
which is then simulated. The choice of such a circuit enables to determine if SET logic can drive
CMOS logic, and if at all, then with what delay and bandwidth. We also propose design
considerations to improve SET logic driveability in hybrid circuits supported by simulation
results. This is followed by a study of SET logic drivability in SET-only circuit. It includes
circuit diagram, its fabrication model, and details of parasitic calculation. The simulation handles
a large circuit of more than 8192 parallel SET inverters driven by a single similar inverter,
considering interconnect parasitics (interlayer and coupling) for delay and bandwidth analysis.
Finally we compare the SET logic with CMOS and present a circuit architecture to enhance SET
logic driving capability in hybrid environment.
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2.1

SET Background

Introduction
Design and simulation of hybrid SET-CMOS circuit demands integrated knowledge of the

SET physics and its fabrication along with circuit theory and its application. Hence, in this
chapter a general background of SET technology is presented covering all the aspects from the
SET theory to its applications in ICs. In section 2.2 we present the theory that is applicable to
the functional behaviour of SET devices. Sections 2.3 discuss SET models and simulation
methods. Next, section 2.4 is devoted to various SET fabrication methods and section 2.5
describes fabrication process of room temperature operating SET developed at UdeS. Sections
2.7 and 2.8 examine SET applicability to logic and memory circuits. Finally Section 2.8
includes potential advantages and problems associated with the SET technology.

2.2

SET theory
In 1920, L. De Broglie [Broglie] and Schrodinger discovered that electrons behaved both

as a particle and in some instance as waves. This behaviour then culminated in formulation of
Schrodinger wave equation and it forms the basis of quantum mechanics. According to it, there
is a non-zero probability that the electron would tunnel through the potential barrier. The
probability is large if tunnelling through the barrier lowers the total amount of energy present in
the circuit [Grabert et Devoret, 1992b], This phenomenon is known as quantum tunnelling effect
and the junction through which the electrons tunnel or not is the quantum tunnel junction as
depicted in figure 2.1. It is characterized by a capacitance Cj and a resistance Rt, which depends
on the physical size of the tunnel junctions. Tunnel junctions together with capacitors form the
basic building block in SET circuits. The operation of a SET can be explained by the orthodox
theory as in the next section.

21
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Figure 2.1 (a) SET junction sketch (b) circuit symbol for SET junction

2.2.1 Orthodox theory
K. Likharev [Likharev, 1999] developed the "orthodox theory" of a single electron
tunnelling. It describes charging effect such as Coulomb blockade, Coulomb oscillations and
electron transport in a single electron circuit consisting of tunnel junctions, capacitance and
voltage sources. The theory calculates the tunnelling rate across each junction taking into
consideration the change in free energy of the system. The orthodox theory makes the following
approximations:
• The electron energy quantization inside the conductors is ignored,
• The electron tunnelling time through the barrier is assumed to be negligibly small in
comparison with the other time scales,
• Co-tunnelling (explained later in this section) is ignored.
In absence of tunnelling, the electrical behaviour of a SET tunnel junction corresponds to a
capacitor. A capacitor Cj, charged q, contributes

a2

to the energy present in the circuit.

Hence the tunnel events change the energy of the circuit in steps of:

where e = 1.602 x 10

19

C and the energy Ec is referred as charging energy.
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During tunnelling, the electrons tunnel through the junction one after the other [Averin et
Likharev, 1991]. However, the charge present on the tunnel junctions can include arbitrary
fractions of the electron charge. Non-integer multiples of the electron charge results from a
part of electron wave function on tunnel junction and a part of it spread over the capacitive
island in a SET circuit. This effect will result in unlocalized charge. For a charge
quantization on each specific island, the tunnel junctions must have sufficient high
tunnelling resistance, so that the charging energy also called Coulomb energy dominates
over the quantum charge fluctuations. It can be denoted by the equation,

(2.2)

here R t . C j is the characteristic time for charge fluctuations, the time constant for charging
capacitor Cj through tunnel resistor Rt and h is the Planck's constant.

• The second effect which is relevant to the observability of a single electron tunnelling is the
thermal energy. If the thermal energy dominates the charging energy Ec, the quantization
effect becomes non-observable. Hence,

ec ^

(2.3)

where kn is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature

The occurrence of a tunnelling event depends on the amount of free energy in the circuit.
If the amount of free energy decreases as a consequence of a tunnelling event, then that electron
will tunnel after some time td, thus bringing the circuit to a lower energy state. The tunnelling
behaviour of electrons can thus be determined by calculating the free energy before and after the
potential tunnelling event. The total amount of free energy in a circuit is calculated by
summation of charges stored on each capacitor including tunnel junctions and the charges
transported by the voltage sources. It is given by,
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i=0

j=0

In the above equation, for a circuit consisting of k capacitors Cj each containing a charge qj,
contributes to the free energy by

a-2

, and I voltage sources Vj, where each transferred a charge qj

(t) since t = 0, contributes to the total amount of free energy as calculated in equation 2.4. By
calculating the amount of free energy before (Fjnitiai) and after (Ffmai) the tunnel events, it is
possible to calculate the corresponding change in free energy AE = Ffma| - Fjnj,jai.

For logic circuits, consisting of many capacitors, tunnel junctions and voltage sources,
calculating AE to determine occurrence of tunnel event becomes tough and challenging. With the
amount of elements required to create a logic circuit, it becomes prohibitive to perform such
calculations. Nevertheless, by introducing critical voltage, the calculation to determine the
possibility of a tunnel event is reduced to comparison of applied voltage to a tunnel junction with
its critical voltage.

2.2.2 Critical voltage
The above equation for change in free energy is reduced to [Lageweg et al., 2004],

AE = -e(\Vj\-Vc)

(2.5)

Vj is the applied tunnel junction voltage and Vc is the critical voltage.

The critical voltage Vc referred as Coulomb gap is the threshold voltage for the tunnel
events and it is the minimum voltage required to initiate tunnelling (AE < 0). The cirtical voltage
is independent of voltage sources and the charge distribution throughout the circuit and depends
only on the SET device capacitances. It is calculated once per tunnel junction. Wasshuber uses
orthodox theory to calculate the critical voltage [Wasshuber, 2001; Wasshuber, 1997], To
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calculate the critical voltage of a tunnel junction, the capacitance as seen from the tunnel junction
is determined by the Thevenin's equivalent circuit. Voltage sources are zero and grounded with
node charges set to zero. For the circuit in figure 2.2, the critical voltage is given by,

Vc=

r

(2.6)

2 (Cj+Cc)

Figure 2.2 Thevenin equivalent of the circuit seen from a tunnel junction

where Cj is the capacitance of the junction, and Cc is the Thevenin capacitance i.e. capacitive
value of the remainder of the circuit as seen from the junction. The derivation of Cc, critical
voltage and tunnel junction voltages is implemented in chapter 3. For all junctions in the circuit,
if tunnel events cannot occur in any of the circuit's tunnel junctions, i.e., |Vj | < Vc, the circuit is
in a stable state. In this thesis, we apply this circuit theory to the design and analysis of a SET
logic circuit and derive the circuit parameters as per the applied conditions discussed in chapter
3.
The tunneling rate can be calculated as:
\1 v i \ ~ v c

(2.7)

e Rj

If we are interested in delay due to tunneling, it is required to use a probabilistic model, since
tunneling is stochastic in nature. If Pernor is the probability that no charge has been transported
after t<j seconds then:
Perror

=^
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We can then express the minimum switching delay tj as follows:

error

In (Perror) e Rj

(2.9)

As seen from the above equation, there is a compromise between delay and the error rate. For a
large error probability, error reduction mechanism can be used. In addition to the switching error
probability in equation (2.9) the other two phenomena that may cause errors are thermal
tunneling and co-tunneling. The error probability due to thermal tunneling is described as the
probability that a tunnel event will occur across a junction even if |Vj| < Vc at any temperature T
> 0 and is given by,

therm

AE/k g T

(2.10)

2.2.3 Co-tunneling
As per the orthodox theory, there is no tunneling within the regime of a Coulomb
blockade at low temperatures. But this is only an approximation as the "quantum" many electron
transport is possible through classically forbidden intermediate states. In a SET transistor,
simultaneous tunneling of two electrons through intermediate states with an extra electron or a
hole in an island is referred to as co-tunneling. The co-tunneling process is called "inelastic" if
there remains an electron-hole excitation after the process (figure 2.3 (a)) or is "elastic if no
electron-hole excitation is left (figure 2.3 (b)). Such a process provides current within the
Coulomb blockade range. The effect was first predicted in 1989 by Averin and Olintsov [Averin
et Odintsov, 1989] (for a review see [Grabert et Devoret, 1992a]) and then observed
experimentally by Geerlings et al. [Geerligs et ai, 1990] in small arrays of oxide layer tunnel
junction and by Glartti et al [Glattli et al., 1991] in a semiconductor SET.
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For a SET (with 2 tunnel junctions), the co-tunneling rate is proportional to (R|/Rt)2 and
arises when the inequality Rt » Rk is satisfied poorly (Rt is the tunnel resistance and Rk is the
resistance quantum = 25.8 kST). On the contrary, a very large Rt shall reduce the speed of the
device because the time scale of all the single charge tunneling process is proportional to Rk/Rt-

o

o

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3 (a) inelastic tunneling (b) elastic tunneling

One option to tackle co-tunneling is to replace each junction involved in tunneling by N
junctions (N > 1) separated by an island. But this also results in a linear increase of the delay
time due to electrons tunneling through the N times as many junctions as before. The other
option is to add a resistor between SET circuits and the supply voltage lines [Zorin et ai, 2000].
The miniature resistors which isolates the tunnel junctions from a power source make it possible
to realize a high environmental impedance |Z(co)|» 25.8 kfi for wide frequency range which
results in an enhancement of the Coulomb blockade in the I - V curve of a SET device. This will
reduce co-tunneling without significant increase in delay. Co-tunneling effects can be sufficient
to result in an error at each of the transfer and destroy the digital information. In order to
simulate co-tunneling, "SIMON" can be used.
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2.3

SET Models and Simulation

To simulate a SET based circuit, 4 approaches have mainly been used: Monte Carlo, Master
equation, Macro modelling and analytical models. The simulation method developed in this work
is of the category analytical model which is based on a definition of the SET device based on its
physical and electrical behaviour. Models are needed to design a circuit with SET junctions. The
model must include the phenomenon that describes the tunnel junction behaviour. It should be
possible to connect SET junctions to other conventional circuit elements like a resistor and a
capacitor. Moreover, the tunnel condition should be expressed in terms that can enable efficient
circuit design. For a SET based circuit design, it is important to express the behaviour of
junctions in current and voltages rather than the quantum mechanical effect, which is the reason
for behaviour, but is not so important for the circuit design. A brief description of different
simulation method is presented below.

1) Monte Carlo (MC) Simulation Techniques, calculate probabilities of all possible tunnel
events under the present biasing conditions, and choose one of the least possible random
tunnel time for the step. Examples of MC simulators are SIMON [Wasshuber et al., 1997],
MOSES [Korotkov et al, 1995], SENECA [Fonseca et al., 1995], and KOSEC [KOSEC,
1997], Specially, SIMON is widely used to validate other SET models. It has a graphical user
interface (GUI) and it calculates transient and stability behaviour of SET circuits. MC
simulations give very accurate SET characteristics but they are extremely time-consuming
for large circuit simulations and they do not offer a co-simulation environment with
MOSFET devices. For a SET based circuit, we will validate the result of the simulation
method developed in this work with SIMON.

2) The Master Equation (ME) approach is developed using the orthodox theory with statistical
mechanics. A set of equations are used to describe the electron movement in the circuit
which then computes the drain-source current of the transistor. The drawback of this method
is that, it is required to know all the possible states the circuit can occupy to write down the
system of equations. That is an impossible task; because the number of possible states is
infinite and one has to find the ones that matter most. For a small circuit ME has an
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advantage over MC method. It is faster and has no problems resolving very rare events.
Nevertheless, as the size of the circuit increases, the number of states necessary to include in
the analysis grows exponentially and renders ME approach infeasible. An example of such a
simulator is SETTRANS [Likharev, 1999],

3) Macro modeling method in SPICE [Yu et al., 1999] or HSPICE [Karimian et al., 2009] is faster
than MC simulation and large circuits can be simulated. It supports co-simulation with
MOSFET. It is not based on orthodox theory and consists of device modelling using an
equivalent circuit, parameter extraction and subsequent circuit simulation. Hence, because of
its non physical nature of SET operation, the SET parameters are not easily scalable. The
simulation parameters cannot be varied as per SET device parameters, which makes
simulation based analysis a tedious task. It approximates the results of MC and ME
simulators, and is often limited to a range of parameters.

4) Analytical modelling in Smartspice simulator [Uchida et al., 2000] [Mahapatra et al., 2004]
have been successfully implemented to carry out AC, DC and transient simulations. The
advantage is co-simulation environment with MOSFET making the study of hybrid SETCMOS a possibility. The first compact model by Uchida et al [Uchida et al., 2000] is based
on the orthodox theory of correlated single electron tunnelling and the steady state master
equation. However, the model is limited to |VDS| < E/Cj; for the single gate resistively
symmetric SET without consideration of background charge effect. Then, extension to
Uchida's model by Inokawa et al. [Inokawa et Takahashi, 2003], from NTT laboratories is
applicable to asymmetric SETs with background charge effect but limited to |VDS| < c/C^,
thus applicable to digital circuits only. The models by Le Royer et al [Le Royer et al., 2002]
and G. Lientschnig et al. [Lientschnig et al., 2003], based on the Master Equation (ME) are
quite accurate and also valid for |VDs| > e/C^ but time consuming for large circuits because
of the many exponential terms in the model.

The Mahapatra-Ionescu-Banerjee (MIB) model [Mahapatra et al., 2004], which is an
extension of Uchida's model [Uchida et al., 2000] is also based on the orthodox theory and ME
and is applicable to both digital and analog domains. The model is valid for temperature T <
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e2/( 10 KB C^), |VDS| 5 3e/CJ and accurate for single or multiple-gate, symmetric or asymmetric
device geometries with background charge effect. Recently, the model developed by Xuan et al.
[Xuan et al., 2009], for a room temperature operating SET takes into account the Schottky
current (thermionic current). It calculates the tunnel current considering the junction dimensions
and hence for circuit design it becomes difficult to directly control the junction resistance
parameter in the simulation.

Figure 2.4 below depicts transient waveform obtained by MIB and Xuan et al. model of a
SET inverter at room temperature. The SET is a low voltage operating device but the parameters
chosen here are for a worst case of SET operation in terms of voltage which is comparable to
CMOS. It can be seen that the voltage dropped by 12% in Xuan et al. model and the delay
increased by 6% compared to MIB model. Although thermionic current cannot be neglected at
high temperature, a better agreement can be expected at lower operating voltages and
temperature in terms of output voltage level and delay. With this difference in terms of voltage
and delay, the circuit operation for the designed parameters (section 3.2.7) does not differ much.
So, for our hybrid circuit design and analysis which demands great deal of parameter variation
for SET device resistance and capacitance, we shall consider MIB mode appropriate for room
temperature operation and voltages comparable to CMOS. Moreover there is always a possibility
of performance improvement by circuit architecture and parameter analysis.

Other approaches to SET circuit simulation demonstrated in PSPICE [Zhou et Lu, 2007]
and MATLAB [Zardalidis, 2006] have been reported. Approaches 3 and 4 demand coding in
SPICE or Smartspice. Coding complexity increases with size and different parameter analysis, as
a result transparency and flexibility to circuit operation lacks. High level design of hybrid circuit
at high frequency and interconnect effects with reasonable simulation time should be made
feasible. With current methods, this is not possible. A simulation method which can handle this
diversified design complexity characterized by design rules and interface with standard cell is
necessary. Hence, we have successfully implemented a new CAD framework for the design and
simulation of large scale SET digital and analog circuits compatible with CMOS technology
including active or passive conventional device elements (section 4.5).
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MIB model parameters
Ci = C: = C, = C4 = 0.03 aF
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Figure 2.4 SET model comparison, MIB [Mahapatra et al., 2004] and Xuan et al. [Xuan et al.,
2009]. (a) SET inverter schematic with simulation parameters (b) transient characteristics at
different capacitive load (c) delay curves with different capacitive load.
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When compared with the analytical modelling in Smartspice simulator [Mahapatra et al,
2004] our method has the advantage of schematic editor and the circuit simulation does not
require SPICE coding, hence the designer has greater control over the circuit design. Moreover
Cadence software is currently used for VLSI simulation and it gives circuit designer the facility
to use the inbuilt CMOS library for hybrid SET-CMOS circuits on the same platform. The CAD
framework developed in this work is based on Spectre simulator, a leading circuit simulator
which facilitates performance through user-friendly simulation setup and capable of highcapacity analysis. It is possible to perform parametric analysis and measure of electrical
parameters is easily possible by the use of calculator. For a circuit with millions of transistors
(SET or MOSFET), running the simulation with Spectre simulator is more efficient than the
SPICE simulator.

2.4

SET fabrication technologies
From the SET operating principle, any conductive material can be used as a base for SET

fabrication. Silicon, as a base material, is the best candidate since it allows the use of
sophisticated fabrication facilities developed for CMOS ICs. To date, there have been a variety
of SET fabrication processes proposed and their characteristics examined. The researches aimed
and focussed on achieving high-temperature operation of SETs. The important aspects of a SET
fabrication on silicon are:
1. SET island size reduction. For room temperature operation, the total island capacitance
must be at most of the order of 1 aF,
2. Attachment of 2 tunnel junctions to an island,
3. Low tunnel resistance but theoretically limited by R)<,
4. Control of size and position of island with good reproducibility,
5. To have better control of the SET characteristics for LSI application, the fabrication method
must be with high accuracy, good reproducibility and controllability.
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The first experimental demonstration of a SET was conducted with metal-insulator
system in 1987 [Kuzmin et Likharev, 1987; Fulton et Dolan, 1987], Later in 1989, Scott-Thomas
et al first observed Coulomb blockade oscillations in Si SETs [Scott-Thomas et al., 1989; Field
et al, 1990]. The characteristics originated from Si island that had been unintentionally formed
in a narrow one dimensional channel of a double gate Si MOSFET. In 1990, Meirav et al
[Meirav et al, 1990] fabricated SET with GaAs/AlGa two dimensional electron gas systems. But
the operating temperature of these early-era SETs was below 1 K as the size of island was not
small enough. These initial devices were followed by the fabrication of room temperature
operating SET [Takahashi et al, 1995; Yano et al, 1995]. SETs have been fabricated using
different techniques to define the tunnel barriers and the island. The island can be defined by
high resolution lithography or SETs can be based on MOSFET structures or using silicon
nanowires. A brief description of various fabrication methods followed by the one developed at
UdeS is presented next.

SET made from MOSFET

SETs can be fabricated by defining the island lithographically in the inversion layer of Si
MOSFET [Matsuoka et al, 1994], However, since the fabrication process is similar to MOS, the
possibility of achieving high density integration (than MOS) is questionable. Another drawback
is the need to realize smaller island to obtain room temperature operation. A SET can also be
developed by scaling of MOSFET in which the operating principle is single electron tunnelling
through dopant-induced quantum dot (QD) giving rise to measurable current which is not
lithographically developed but located in a nanoscale channel of a FET. SETs fabricated from Si
[Shin et al, 2010] or FDSOI [Pauliac-Vaujour et al, 2011] based MOSFET have been reported
with a geometry and process developed to take advantage of the inhomogeneous dopant profile
in the narrow channel region of a MOSFET.

Pauliac-Vaujour et al. showed that with shrinking the gate length in future generation
MOSFETs, SET effects occur at high temperature. Because of the decrease in channel width and
the extension depth, it results in more access resistance which will be larger than the quantum
resistance. Combining it with increase of Coulomb energy when the channel size decreases,
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electronic confinement occurs over the whole channel of the device and it then behaves like a
QD. The MOSFET turns into a MOS-SET and the electrical transport is dominated by Coulomb
blockade. Electronic confinement by means of resistive access requires downscaling of channel
width, gate length and the space between patterns. The patterning technology strategy which
combines hybrid lithography (e-beam and deep UV) with plasma etching succeeded in defining
such MOS-SET with a gate length of 14 nm and a pitch of 80 nm. In such a device, each
individual dopant has an uncontrolled position in the channel and hence affects device
characteristics resulting in device-to-device variability. Another approach proposed by Shin et al
to modify FET to scale the device to its ultimate limit using deep-trench and pattern-dependent
oxidation forms a SET with a Coulomb island size of less than 5 nm. Experimental
demonstration of hybrid literal gate formed by SET combined with FET displayed > 5 bit multi
switching behaviour at 300 k with a voltage swing of ~ 1 V [Shin et al., 2010].

Island formation by lithography

The method has compatibility advantages with present LSI. Initially the island is defined
by a high resolution e beam lithography and reactive-ion etching. Followed by silicon oxidation
to reduce the island dimensions and passivate the defect states created during the etching
process. This helps to define the island with a known dimension to design and obtain better
reproducibility of the electrical characteristics. Silicon SETs with a lithographically defined
island are mostly on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) materials, the separation by either oxygen
implantation (SIMOX), the bonded oxide type or SiGe material (Cain et al., 2001). For the
devices in SOI material, a top silicon layer of about 50 nm is doped n-type [Ali et Ahmed, 1994]
or p-type [Leobandung et al., 1995] to obtain either single-electron or single-hole operation.

Figure 2.5 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image and a schematic of a SET
fabricated in SIMOX SOI material by Ali and Ahmed in 1994. The device was fabricated on SOI
wafer with top 50 nm thick silicon layer heavily doped by phosphorous implantation which was
thinned to 40 nm by oxidation. A uniform 1 D Si wire with side gates was made by electron
beam lithography (EBL) and dry etching. It was followed by the tunnel barrier formation in Si
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wire by a second EBL and etching. This produced a ~ 100 nm long island isolated in between the
tunnel barrier whereas the separation between island and side-gates was ~ 500 nm. However, the
Coulomb blockade was observed only for a temperature of few Kelvin.

100nm

Tunnel Barriers

Tunnel barriers
(b)

Figure 2.5 (a) SEM of a SET in SOI. (b) Schematic diagram [Ali et Ahmed, 1994]

The SET operating at room temperature was obtained by the pattern-dependant oxidation
(PADOX) process [Takahashi et al, 1995; Namatsu et al, 1995], A schematic diagram is shown
in figure 2.6 (a). This device consisted of small nanowires defined in a top silicon layer of a
SIMOX material by processes like EBL, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma oxidation
and ECR plasma etching. Then the PADOX process was used to define ~ 10 nm ultra small
island in the centre of the nanowire whose ends were isolated by the tunnel barrier. During the
process, the Si nanowire is subjected to thermal oxidation in a dry oxygen ambient atmosphere.
As a result compressive stress is exerted on its middle part. The extent of the oxidation is self
limited as increasing stress prevents further oxidation. Figure 2.6 (b) shows the current-gate
voltage characteristics dependence on temperature. The Ec of this device ranged from 10 to 50
meV with the largest corresponding to a 7 nm Si island diameter and Cj = 1.5 aF. Such a small
dimension which is below the lithographic limit is possible due to the thermal oxidation,
resulting in room temperature operation. An improved version of the PADOX called verticalPADOX (V-PADOX) [Ono et al, 1998; Ono et al., 2000a] enabled fabrication of 2 SETs in a
very small ~ 50 nm sq. area. It has a potential for high integration. Additionally, Ohata et al.
[Ohata et al, 1995] reported SET fabrication using lithographically defined structure on
polysilicon instead of SOI.
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Figure 2.6 (a) Schematic of a SET by PADOX (b) Typical conductance oscillations of a SET
as a function of gate voltage at various temperatures and at a drain voltage of 10 mV [Takahashi
et al., 2000a]

SETs using discrete silicon nanocrystals

One way to make SET island is use of silicon nanocrystals with controlled size and
shape. The silicon nanocrystals of diameter ~ 8 nm ± 1 nm are grown using plasma
decomposition of SiFLj. Then the surface oxide of 1.5 nm thickness on the nanocrystal can form a
tunnel barrier, hence isolating the nanocrystals. SETs with different configuration (planer or
vertical transport device) had been fabrication by its use [Dutta et al., 1997; Nishiguchi et Oda,
2000]. In the planar device the nanocrystals are deposited between the source and the drain
contacts defined in a SOI film and separated by a gap of 30 nm. The current is controlled through
a top-gate supported on a deposited oxide layer and it is possible to observe single-electron
charging effects at room temperature (figure 2.7) [Dutta et al., 2000]. Although this method
provides small island capacitance, it is difficult to put nanocrystals at a desired place. Random
deposition makes fabrication of a SET with same parameters difficult, nevertheless, selective
deposition technique can solve it.
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Figure 2.7 Fabrication process of single electron transistor based on silicon nanocrystal [Dutta
et al., 2000].

SETs using other methods

Crystalline Si nanowire SETs can be obtained by utilizing single-electron effects in
silicon nanowires defined in SOI materials. The island is formed by nanowire whereas the tunnel
barrier formation is attributed to different mechanisms like disorder in doping, fluctuations in the
surface depletion or formation of the regions of SiOx [Smith et Ahmed, 1997; Ishikuro et
Hiramoto, 1999]. SETs fabricated from carbon nanotubes [Postma et al., 2001] have an Ec of 41
meV. Pashkin et al fabricated AI/AI2O3 metallic SET by angled evaporation technique with Ec of
115 meV [Pashkin et al., 2000]. The island diameter was only 2 nm, operated at room
temperature and had a junction capacitance of 0.7 aF. Metallic Ti/TiOx SETS [K. Matsumoto el
al., 1996] employed AFM based oxidation to define island with Ec of few tens of meV. Room
temperature SET with large peak-to-valley ratios (PVRs) Coulomb oscillations include island
defined by undulating ultra-thin SOI film [Uchida et al., 2003] or island defined in pointcontents [Saitoh et Hiramoto, 2004],
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From this literature review, it can be concluded that SETs can be made in a variety of
materials and with different facilities. The lowest limit on the SET total capacitance is 0.3 aF
reported by Park at el [H. Park et al., 2000], which was built by placing

molecule between

electrodes spaced 1.4 nm apart. Below is a description of nanodamascene fabrication steps for a
room temperature operating metallic SET developed at CRN2 laboratory, UdeS.

2.5

The nanodamascene fabrication process
The SET developed is capable to operate at temperatures exceeding 130° C [Dubuc et al.,

2007] because of the low tunnel junction capacitance of ~ 0.03 aF. A Ti metallic SET using the
Ti/TiOx interface at the junctions is fabricated on SiC>2 substrate by the nanodamascene process
using EBL, chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) [Dubuc et al., 2008] and finally plasma
oxidation [Beaumont et al., 2009]. EBL and CMP enables finely controlled alignment step for
posting the island at a chosen distance from the control gate with the tunnel junction capacitance
in sub aF range. Whereas, O2 plasma oxidation allows to fine control (decrease) the total
capacitance, hence maintaining room temperature operation [Beaumont et al., 2009]. Since
hybrid SET circuit simulation demands SET fabrication knowledge, we cover the fabrication
process here. Figure 2.8 is a schematic of a single gate SET with dimensions which will be
referred in following steps.

Figure 2.8 SET schematic.
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1. Si wafer preparation :

The Si wafer is oxidized to obtain 100 nm thick Si02 layer on which the devices will be
fabricated.

2. Photolithography:

In order to develop structures like probing pads which are at least 50 p.m x 50 p.m and some
passive devices like metal-insulator-metal (MIM) as testing structures photolithography is
performed. The photo mask as shown in figure 2.9 (a) has 36 SETs in the centre surrounded by
test structure for process control. After photolithography the patterns are etched. Figure 2.9 (b),
(c) and (d) are the zoomed images of the same structure. The SET transistor and nanowires shall
be formed as described in later steps.

SET sample

SET structure

zoom 3

zoom 1

zoom 2
4 SETs with
contact pads

Figure 2.9 (a) Photo mask for 36 SETs with MIM and TLM structures (b), (c), (d) Zoomed
images of (a) (SEDIMOS project documentation).
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3. The trench formation:

Next is EBL to create a trench for the channel and the SET gate. The channel whose width
determines the dimension of SET island

'wj

'(figure 2.8), will be used to make the SET island

and the junctions. As shown in the diagram 2.10 (a) patterns are printed by EBL directly on Si (>2,
since it is a high definition electron beam inorganic resist with resolution better than PMMA.
Then develop the resist followed by advanced oxide etching (AOE) (figure 2.10 (b)). This gives
rise to nanometric trenches ~ 20 nm deep and uniform with the peripheral parts.

Figure 2.10 SET trench formation (SEDIMOS project documentation) (a) First EBL (b) SiC>2
dry etch

4. Ti island and gate formation:

The second EBL creates a pattern on an organic resist in a direction perpendicular to the trench
to form the SET island and the gate (figure 2.11 (a)). After developing the resist, Ti metal is
deposited on the surface, figure 2.11 (b). As seen some metal will enter the trench to form the
SET island and the gate while the rest of the Ti is deposited on the resist. Finally the lift-off
process takes away the resist with metal on it, leaving the metal to form the island and the SET
gate as shown in figure 2.11 (c). The metal width, "wg" determines the second dimension of the
SET island (figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.11 SET Ti island and gate formation (SEDIMOS project documentation) (a) Second
EBL (b) Ti deposition (c) Lift -off

5. The tunnel junction formation:

Ti metal is plasma oxidised to form tunnel junction as shown in figure 2.12. A 5 nm thick TiC>2
layer covers the island. This determines the device dimension "dj" (figure 2.8). The SETs
fabricated by this method always have a symmetrical structure.

Figure 2.12 SET tunnel junction formation, oxidation (SEDIMOS project documentation).

6. The source and the drain formation:

After oxidation to form tunnel junctions, Ti is once again deposited with thickness sufficient to
completely fill the etched structures during steps 3 and 4 as shown in figure 2.13 (a). This forms
the SET source and drain. Finally chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is performed on the
wafer to remove all the useless metal and oxide and decrease the SET height (figure 2.13 (b)). It
determines the SET dimension "ti" (figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.13 SET Source and Drain formation (SEDIMOS project documentation), (a) Ti
deposition (b) CMP

2.6

SET logic
The SET logic allows variety in circuit design and system architecture. Consequently,

much research on methods of computation has been proposed, analysed and experimentally
demonstrated. SETs can behave as a switch due to their conductance characteristics modulated
by the gate voltage. The use of peak and nearby valley as an ON and OFF state enables SETs to
function like MOSFETs. Moreover, advanced CMOS technology can be employed by use of
SET inherent features like multi-gate capability and multiple-valued logic. They enhance SETs
low power capacity due to reduced number of devices in the circuit. Finally, single-electron
transfer logic may achieve ultimate low-power ICs wherein, a single bit is represented by a
single electron.

2.6.1 CMOS-type logic
To reduce the power consumption complementary circuits [Tucker, 1992] can be used. It
is advantageous to construct single electron circuit wherein SET operates analogous to
MOSFETs in CMOS logic. This allows designers to utilize sophisticated design technology of
the present LSI generation. As described earlier, the SET inverting gain for symmetrical C-SET
is given by AVj = Cg/ Cj. High inverting gain is possible if Cg > Cj. But increasing Cg increases
total capacitance C^ and hence the operating temperature decreases. As SETs exhibit negative
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transconductance complementary circuits using physically identical SETs can be implemented.
Figure 2.14 (a) represents CMOS-type SET inverter proposed by Tucker [Tucker, 1992] together
with experimental realization of the same by Heji et al [Heij et al., 2001] based on metallic tunnel
junctions (figure 2.14 (b) and (c)). SET 1 is used as a p-switch and SET 2 as a n-switch. The
NAND and NOR logic architecture is presented in figure 2.15 (a) and (b) respectively. XOR can
be constructed by mimicking CMOS counterpart. Other recent demonstration by Ono et al [Ono
et al.,

2000b] fabricated a SET inverter on SOI substrate with gain greater than one at 27 K.

The inverter in figure 2.14 needs control gate and it can complicate the circuit design.
Hence, a possible solution to it is to use a floating gate instead of a control gate. Uchida et al,
demonstrated a new type of programmable SET that can behave as a p-type SET or n-type SET
at room temperature [Uchida et al., 2003]. In such logic, a SET with a non-volatile memory is
the key element. It is possible to tune the phase of the Coulomb oscillation by controlling the
electron trapping in the memory node. Complementary SET behaviour at half-period phase shift
can be induced by memory function. For SET based logic circuits with higher voltage gain,
merged SET-MOSFET logic is desirable [Inokawa et al., 2002],

Vs?
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n i i5-11jCs. ^ST
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(a)

V i it V >

(b)
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Figure 2.14 (a) SET inverter circuit (b) Implementation of SET inverter [Heij et al., 2001] (c)
Input-output characteristics of the inverter are plotted for two values of the induced charge
difference. The solid lines are simulations using the orthodox theory for single-electron tunneling
[Heij et al., 2001]
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Figure 2.15 Complementary SET gates, (a) NAND gate (b) NOR gate

2.6.2 Merged MOSFET-SET logic
The SET drain current is limited by its tunnel junction resistance which must be larger
than the quantum resistance (25.8 kft) required to maintain a Coulomb blockade. This results in
a slow signal response of a SET based circuit when the output is connected to heavy load of the
next stage logic and its long wiring. Moreover the drain voltage is less than e/Cj, hence the
output is limited to small gain low voltage signal. To overcome this drawback, SET-MOSFET
circuits have been proposed. The circuit diagram of merged SET-MOSFET inverter with a
constant current load of Io is shown in figure 2.16. The operation of this circuit was verified by a
SET and MOSFET fabricated on same SOI wafer [Inokawa et al, 2001a], The SET was
fabricated by PADOX. A large voltage gain equal to product of SET and MOSFET gain can be
obtained while still preserving the oscillatory I-Vg characteristics of the SET device.
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MOSFET

Figure 2.16 Merged SET-MOSFET inverter circuit

2.6.3 Multigate SET
A new kind of functional device can be created by exploiting the inherent capability of a
SET to have multiple gates while exhibiting oscillatory conductance as a function of the gate
voltage [Takahashi et al., 2000b]. Figure 2.17 refers to equivalent circuit of a multigate SET
operating as XOR gate utilizing the oscillatory conductance characteristics due to the Coulomb
blockade. Figure 2.18 (a) is the SEM image of 2 equal gate exclusive-OR fabricated on SOI by
PADOX and electron-beam exposure [Takahashi et al., 2000b]. A 2 or more input XOR SET
gate requires just one SET whereas in conventional CMOS, 2 input XOR requires 16 transistors.
Multigate SET enables to construct multibit adders with a small number of SETs without any
wire crossing. It has advantage of reduction in area (compared to CMOS) and high speed
operation (due to reduced number of devices), provided the total capacitance of the SET is
maintained in sub aF range.
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Figure 2.17 Equivalent circuit of (a) a multigate SET and (b) its operation principle. Drain
current Ij at small drain voltage depends on the number of electrons in the SET island, which is
determined by the summation of the products of each Cgi and Vjni. Id is minimum when the
number of electrons in the island is an integer [Takahashi et al., 2000b].
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Figure 2.18 (a) SEM images of 2-input-gate XOR SET structure (b) current switching
characteristics of a structure when the input-gate voltages (Vinl and Vin2) were switched
between 0 and 0.2 V. The measurements were made at 40 K and a drain voltage of 10 mV
[Takahashi et al., 2000b],
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2.6.4 Multiple-Valued logic (MVL)
SETs can be used for MVL due to its oscillatory behaviour in Id-Vg characteristics. It is
regarded as an advanced logic which can attain higher functionality with fewer components and
interconnections. A universal literal gate (figure 2.19 (a)) is the basic component of the MV logic
and it consists of a SET, a MOSFET and a constant current (CC) load Io [Inokawa et al., 2001b].
This provides multipeak negative differential resistance (NDR) operation, thus converting a MV
input to a periodic binary output (figure 2.19 (b), (c)). Inokawa et al., fabricated a literal gate and
a quantizer (static memory) using PADOX and demonstrated their operation at 27 K [Inokawa et
al., 2003], In addition, they showed that literal gate can be applied to build analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), a MV adder and MV static RAM (SRAM).

$
'Od

(a)

(c)

Figure 2.19 (a) Schematic of the universal literal gate [Inokawa et al., 2001b] (b) Ij - Vj n
characteristics, which are almost completely independent of Vout since the Vds of the SET is
kept nearly constant at Vgg minus Vth, the threshold voltage of the MOSFET (c) Expected
transfer (Vout - Vjn) characteristics

Another way to implement SET logic is by using pass-transistor logic where all the basic logic
functions in addition to adder can be implemented [Ono et al., 2002].
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SET Memory
A memory cell operates basically in 2 stages, the storage of digital information and its

readout. SETs can be used in both information storage and readout (sensing). Although most of
the proposed single electron memories are floating

node type or multiple-tunnel junctions

(MTJs), our discussion is limited to SET based memories.

1. Static RAM

Conventional static RAM can be mimicked with SET devices. The operation of the
design proposed by A. Korotkov et al [Korotkov et al., 1995] operates similar to a conventional
flip-flop. Two inverters connected in a circle constitutes a bistable flip flop as shown in figure
2.20. All the results of the inverter analysis can be directly applied to design this RAM.

Vin.set
a

C

Vinrreset

b=d

Figure 2.20 Complementary SET static memory cell (flip-flop) [Korotkov et al., 1995]
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2. Multiple - valued single electron SRAM

The schematic of MV SRAM is based on MV logic discussed above (figure 2.17). The
SET drain voltage is kept constant at a low enough value by the MOSFET. By connecting the
SET gate to the MOSFET drain (figure 2.21 (a)), multipeak negative differential resistance is
attained as two terminal characteristics (figure 2.21 (b)) [Inokawa et al, 2001c; Inokawa et al.,
2003]. As a result, the SET input voltage determines the current flowing through the circuit.
Many stability points appear with a proper load device (constant current) and the circuit works as
a multiple-valued memory. As shown in figure 2.21 (b), the I-V curve reflects the SET
characteristics where the current oscillates as a function of the applied voltage. It features fast
write operation and stable retention while the power is ON.

V
v
4—hl ) mosfet

stability points
4

(a)
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Figure 2.21 (a) Multiple-valued memory schematic (b) 2-terminal I-V characteristics of the
combined SET-MOSFET circuit with the SET gate shorted to the MOSFET drain [Inokawa et
al., 2001c]

Figure 2.22 shows MV SRAM practical design with 4 transistors and its layout [Inokawa
et al., 2003]. MOSFET Ml is used in depletion mode to sustain SET drain voltage around the
threshold voltage of Ml. M2 serves as current source and M3 controls the access to the cell.
During write operation, the voltage applied to BL is transferred through M3 and quantized to
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stability point once M3 is cut off. Any stability point can be reached by this voltage mode
operation. The area is much smaller than ordinary 6-transistor SRAM cell but the read-out speed
is slow which can be improved by considering additional MOSFETs or capacitors in the circuit.

storage
node .
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I SOI

ESS poly-Si

•I metal 1

Mi metal 2
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Figure 2.22 (a) A multiple-valued single electron SRAM cell with two depletion-mode
MOSFETs (Ml and M2 ) and one enhancement-mode MOSFET (M3). (b) An example of
the SRAM layout [Inokawa et al., 2003].

3. Content-Addressable Memory

A schematic of a two-bit-per-cell Content-Addressable Memory (CAM) using SETMOSFET mixed circuit as shown in figure 2.23 (a) was presented by Dewaga et al. [Degawa et
al., 2005], The idea is 2 fold. (1) A SET based static memory cell implements four-level data
storage.

(2)

A dual gate SET implementing two-bit per cell data matching function with

dynamic phase shift control. Figure 2.23 (b) depicts CAM architectural diagram with MOSFETs
performing amplifier and control functionality. The advantage is the reduced number of
transistors by 1/3 compared to conventional CAM architecture.
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2.8 Benefits and problems of SET technology
2.8.1 Benefits
The reasons for implementing the metallic single-electron transistor as a promising
nanoelectronic device for future ICs are:

Scaling: The performance of a SET device will improve as its size is reduced. This is in contrast
to MOSFETs, which require dopant profiles and structures for proper functioning. Due to stable
operation in small structures and low power consumption, SETs are the primary requirements for
future LSI devices. With the decrease in size and the capacitance of the device, the operating
temperature, the operating voltage, signal to noise ratio and the device packing density increases.

Functional integration: Due to direct benefit from the quantum effect principle of a SET, it is
possible to build more compact circuits with reduced number of interconnections and devices in
a basic building block.

Compatible CMOS IC fabrication process: It is possible to integrate the SET fabrication
technology with the standard CMOS process. This is further discussed in chapter 3.

Low power circuit:

SET circuits can process information by only a countable number of

electrons. They appear to be a very attractive candidate for future highly dense low-power
applications. Chapter 5 gives more insight on power consumption by a SET as well as CMOS
logic with interconnect effect.

Excellent switching speeds: For a SET based circuit, the SET logic circuit switching speed is
better when compared with CMOS counterpart, and it is of the order of few ps. This will be
explained in chapter 5.

Small physical dimensions: Makes extremely high integration densities on-chip possible.
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Room temperature operation: The SET operating temperature depends on its device total
capacitance and it inversely scales by T oc 1 /C^ Hence in order to operate SETs at room
temperature, it is desirable that the gate and junction capacitance be made as small as possible.
For example, sub aF SET junctions are needed for a room temperature operation. It is difficult to
fabricate small capacitance SET junctions with reasonable accuracy and fabrication repeatability.
However, with advancement in fabrication technology, specially electron beam lithography
(EBL) to attain lithography resolution at nanoscale, it is now made possible as covered in section
2.5 and 2.6.

2.8.2 Problems
Fabrication:
As we have seen (Section 2.6), SETs are fabricated using different methods but very few
succeeded for room temperature operation. Nevertheless, mass fabrication is still a big challenge.
Although research at UdeS has been successful in improving the yield; a few problems have to
be tackled before SET junctions can be used on a large scale for both digital and analog signal
processing. Below are some problems encountered during its making phase:

1. Cleaning: From the beginning till the end of the fabrication process, the sample needs to be
cleaned before the next step. Any residue from a previous step may create charging problems
or device malfunction.

2. EBL alignment: Alignment marks are printed during the initial step of photolithography so
that the sample can be aligned specially for later two EBL processes. If not properly aligned,
the first and second EBL shifts, which results in improper dimensions or structure and finally
the device malfunctions. Proper expertise in using the EBL machine and additional alignment
marks can improve the problem.

3. CMP: It controls SET thickness. For room temperature operation the device must be as thin
as possible. The sample is polished to remove excess metallization and control the junction
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thickness to get around 2 nm. The process needs to be handled delicately or else it may
happen that the SET device metallization with connecting parts may also be taken away
leaving behind just the silicon oxide on the substrate.
Random background charge (RBC):

A single charged impurity trapped in the insulating

substrate or any part of the device surface may affect the island potential. They act as an extra
gate. This results in the change of Coulomb blockade thresholds and hence the operating
characteristics. Although this instability is inherent due to SETs high sensitivity to charge, it can
be ignored as the operation principle of a SET is a charge balance between the gate and the SET
island. But for circuits containing more than a few transistors, charge balance by a coupling gate
is impractical. Hence, in a circuit, although RBC problem cannot be solved at a device level,
using redundancy at higher level of system reduces the error rate.

Studies and research suggests that the RBC may turn out to be not so serious.
Experimental evidence [Korotkov, 1997] proves that even in dirty systems the background charge
tends to zero. Even with the use of extremely pure material, it can be solved. The other way is to
use a resistive-SET (R-SET) (a SET with resistive gate architecture) instead of a capacitive-SET
(C-SET) (a SET with capacitive gate) circuit as the R-SETs are not influenced by RBC at all.
Nevertheless, R-SETs are difficult to fabricate. Recently, a SET circuit with a proposed variable
capacitor [Van Roermund et Hoekstra, 2000] has been developed that is insensitive to the RBC
fluctuations. Another approach is to use a compensation circuit to control the charge amount in
the island, but this is not logical because this extra circuit, if it is of a SET then again it will
suffer from RBC problem and if it is of a CMOS then the advantage of using a SET is not
achieved.

Drive: As explained above, functional integration empowers SET for a wide range of circuit
applications. But since the current flow is limited by tunnelling effect, it causes low driveability,
which is the main cause of its limited integrability in the hybrid environment.

In this work, we could show the first true simulation results of a pure-SET logic driving
capability CMOS logic at 22 nm node with CMOS comparable output voltage and GHz
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frequency operation, which can further be improved by advancement in technology nodes,
advanced MOSFET technology, design architecture, and design considerations. Performance
wise, a pure SET logic circuit outperforms its CMOS counterpart; this will be shown in chapter
5. For a metallic C-SET, the sub aF range capacitance, imparts enough drivability at future
technology node and room temperature operation. The intrinsic SET delay is in fs but when
loaded, it is limited by the capacitive load. Hence for future nanoelectronics, SETs can be used to
build logic circuits or for added functionality to CMOS, whereas CMOS circuit can be used as an
interface to connect to outside world for I/O and signal restoration.

Interconnection problem: When we aim at large integration, interconnect problems arise due
to SET circuit's complexity. Specially, for SET room temperature operation, the SET device
capacitance needs to be extremely small, meaning the interconnecting wires to be much smaller
which is difficult to realize and limited by the fabrication technology. The interconnects have
capacitive components, interlayer and coupling components in the chip. The values of these
parasitic capacitive components should be much smaller than the SET junction capacitance in
order to neglect it's effect. But this is not practically possible. By circuit architecture and
knowing the detailed design principles for a SET based logic this effect can be minimized.
Moreover, for a high signal to noise ratio it is necessary to keep this parasitics as low as possible.

Gain: As can be seen in equation 1.1, the SET inverting gain can exceed unity by making Cg >
Cj, whereas the non inverting gain can never exceed 1. Hence we can make inverters that can

amplify voltage and logic circuits based on it can be constructed, just like CMOS. However,
making Cg larger for higher gain increases the total capacitance. Therefore voltage gain and
temperature are in tradeoff and it is not easy to make SETs logic with higher than unity gain
operating at high temperatures. Gain larger than 1 has been reported in metal SETs at 4 K
[Zimmerli et al., 1992] and a gain of 4 in SETs by vertical - pattern-dependant oxidation (VPADOX) (at 30 K [Ono et al., 2001]. With the SET fabricated at UdeS it is possible to achieve a
gain of 1 for a SET logic (loaded) at room temperature with CMOS comparable output voltage
(chapter 3, 5).
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Integration with other devices: Until now, the problem of SET integration with MOSFETs,
bipolar transistors or JFETs was mainly due to the SETs low temperature operation. Now with
the transistor fabricated at UdeS, because of the SETs capacitance in sub aF range, it is possible
to design a SET logic at room temperature which is further described in chapter 3. The
heterogeneous integration of the SET around the CMOS core can be anticipated either at the chip
level (SoC) or at the package level (SiP). Although silicon based parallel SET fabrication can be
easily adapted to the existing CMOS technology, many fabrication based constraints needs to be
addressed for SET-CMOS integration. The E-beam lithography/fabrication offers sub 20 nm
resolution but still, challenges remain for scaling down to nanometre range and a need to develop
a parallel e-beam system to improve the throughput. A SET circuit can be made to stack on
CMOS platform through BEOL compatible fabrication process to achieve added functionality
without utilizing important silicon space. But still some of the major challenges for integration of
SET-CMOS devices in BEOL includes EBL alignment, CMP (metal layer), SET-CMOS
alignment, and interconnect/via formation. With significant growth in R & D in the area of
nanoelectronics, it can be assumed that most of these questions will be answered in the coming
decade.

In addition, with the shrinking of SET dimensions, there are undesirable consequences
like increase in the electric fields, the current densities, the energy dissipated per switching
event, and the power dissipated per unit area. Other problems like photons and penetrating EM
fields, crosstalk between signal lines should not be overlooked with these dimensions

2.9

Summary
In this chapter, we have presented literature review related to SET physics, modelling,

simulation, circuits and fabrication as well as benefits and problems related with metallic SET.
In the next chapter, we shall use this SET theory to derive analytical equations for the design of a
SET logic. At the same time, knowledge of nanodamascene SET fabrication process will serve as
a platform to design and simulate SET as well as hybrid SET-CMOS circuits with interconnect
effect in the later chapters. The SET models and simulation review gives insight of different
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ways to simulate a SET circuit and their limitations along with a justification to the choice of a
model used in this work. Then we advance our discussion by viewing various ways of building
SET logic and utilizing its unique characteristic to perform new applications. We end the chapter
by examining the benefits and problems faced by metallic SET operation and fabrication process.
The goal is to make the reader acquainted with the recent trends, the possibilities in design, the
compromises between electrical and fabrication parameters that the technology has achieved to
date and the design approach that will be adopted in the later chapters.
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CHAPTER 3. SET Inverter design, analysis and simulation
3.1

Introduction
Nanoelectronics design is a complex process. The design hierarchy from device to circuit

design and circuit design to system design are closely related. The question is "How can we
come to a manageable design process? The research described in this work aims at circuit
analysis on one side and circuit synthesis (design) on the other. This chapter investigates the
design methodology of a SET based logic building block (Inverter) along with its simulation
results. The design methodology is carried out for both unipolar and bipolar characteristic
response of a SET logic.

The aim is to design circuits which use single electron behaviour. For a SET device, it is
important to know under what conditions an electron can tunnel through a barrier. The orthodox
theory tells that when the energy of the circuit is lowered due to tunnelling, an electron can
tunnel through a barrier. For energy difference calculation, we must calculate the energy before
and after a tunnel event. If the energy is not lowered after the tunnelling event the circuit remains
in the same state as before the tunnel event. This has to be done for all the junctions in the
circuit. Indeed, when the circuit consists of many components, calculations with system energies
are time consuming and also difficult. Moreover the model with single junction has limited use.
In order to design a SET based circuit using normal design rules, so that it can be integrated with
CMOS design, we must work in voltage and current domain. Hence we shall use tunnel junction
voltage and critical voltage (section 2.2.2) in our circuit design and analysis. Our approach to
analysis shall make use of network theorem. To do this analysis, it is necessary to study the
movement of each electron.

To begin with, for a given circuit topology and its targeted behaviour (to achieve unipolar
I/O response), the required design parameters are defined (section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). Next, in order
to reduce the complexity of design process and to characterize the benefits and limitations of
SET circuits, analysis of tradeoffs among different electrical and physical matrices is considered.
58
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This study yields section 3.2.3. Then, the circuit parameters are derived in an analytical way
(section 3.2.4). The methodology is based on mathematical description of tunnel junctions and
allows for adaption of such blocks to be utilized in larger SET circuits. Section 3.2.5 estimates
the maximum output voltage of a SET inverter for unipolar response which depends on junction
and gate capacitances of a SET device. Then section, 3.2.6 derives the range of supply voltage
depending on device parameters, followed by voltage gain calculation in terms of device
capacitances. Finally, derivation of required parameters as defined in section 3.2.1 is presented in
section 3.2.7. The design of the inverter circuit can be used to realize NAND, NOR and XOR
logic (section 4.6.1). Moreover static RAM and ring oscillator can be constructed by 2 and 3
inverters respectively.

Section 3.3 involves different stages of circuit design for SET inverter bipolar I/O
response. The subsections (3.3.1 to 3.3.4) include circuit operation, derivation of characteristic
equation, defining operating modes and deriving the unknown parameters. Simulation of the
analytically derived parameters forms section 3.4. Finally, section 3.5 shows implementation of a
SET inverter to build other logic gates. Section 3.6 is the summary.

3.2

SET Inverter design methodology - Unipolar input-output voltage

response
As mentioned in previous chapters, the industry looks forward to SET-CMOS
hybridization. Even then, SET use in commercial ICs is questionable, specifically at the SETCMOS interfacing unit. For such hybridization to become possible, it is necessary to demonstrate
the SET logic driving capability for CMOS with sufficient current drive and output voltage. It is
hence necessary to develop and adopt a systematic design methodology for such hybrid circuits
at a specific technology node for room temperature operation. The core SET logic can be
designed to operate at low voltage, but at the interface the output of the SET logic must be in a
voltage range that can be fed to a CMOS input for proper logic functionality.
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Up to now, there have been publications related to simulations of SET logic (inverter)
[Lientschnig et al., 2003; Ono et al., 2000a; Cheng et al., 2004; Fujishima et al., 1998; Lee et al.,
2007; Park et al., 2005] as well as analysis of a SET inverter [Tucker, 1992; Lageweg et al.,
2002], But these cannot be directly applied to analyze and optimize the performance of SET
logic in this work based on real circuit parameters because they were limited to either: low
output voltages (< 30 mV), low temperature (< 77 K), unrealistic SET parameters, or neglected
interconnect or capacitive load at the output (the driving capability cannot be determined without
its consideration in the circuit simulation). Previous work on SET inverter analysis does not
address the design methodology that can be extended to or applicable to hybrid circuits
considering all the electrical and physical parameters. Therefore, in this research, we have set
down an organized design methodology for SET circuits with a complete set of electrical and
physical parameters for 22 nm technology node at room temperature. This methodology will then
be extended to design hybrid circuits as we will next see in chapter 5. Our paper addresses the
issue of hybrid SET-CMOS interface design at 22 nm room temperature operation [Parekh et al.,
2012] which is detailed here in section 3.2 and 3.4.

The subsequent sub-sections present a systematic approach to design a SET logic.
Initially, the designer must start with the targeted behaviour of the SET based logic for which an
appropriate circuit topology has to be sought. Then, based on the circuit topology, derive
characteristic equations for each tunnel junction analytically to obtain and optimise parameters as
per electrical constraints and within the fabrication range.

Note: The methodology presented is a generalized one. We target here a specific application,
of SET-CMOS interface and hence specified the circuit requirements to meet these criteria.
The design methodology exploits full potential of room temperature operating SET for voltage
and driving capability, so that it can be applied to meet the requirements of hybrid interface
which is a big hurdle in present times and limits SET application to real ICs. The methodology
is then extended to design and simulate SET-CMOS hybrid circuits as in chapter 5.
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3.2.1 Define the fabrication and/or operating parameters

The SET inverter circuit design will be utilized for SET-CMOS hybridization in chapter 5.
To make hybrid circuit operational at room temperature and to achieve CMOS comparable
output voltage, we shall make some initial assumptions. Hence, in that context we shall define
the operating parameters of a SET inverter and derive the SET device parameters which are
within the fabrication range for room temperature operation. The design is a compromise
between electrical parameters like operating bandwidth, speed, temperature, voltage and
fabrication parameters together with load. The following list defines the parameters at 22 nm
technology node:

1. Input/Output voltage response: A unipolar voltage transfer curve (logic circuit requirement
for microprocessor design) must be obtained.

2. Supply and biasing voltages: The SET inverter circuit must operate at CMOS comparable
voltages. For a SET inverter unipolar characteristic response and its possible integration with
22 nm bulk CMOS operating at 800 mV [ITRS, 2009a], it is necessary and practical to
choose the supply, the tuning gate bias voltages, and the input voltage logic "high" at 800
mV; because for efficient SET circuit design, it is possible to obtain output logic "high" same
as the supply voltage.

3. Gain:

The maximum gain of unity considering room temperature operation and SET

fabrication parameter tradeoffs discussed in section 3.3.3.

4. Load:

The inverter must drive a capacitive load equivalent to a CMOS inverter plus

interconnect (contact + Ml (copper) and Ti metallization). More on interconnect parasitic
calculation based on fabrication model is covered in chapter 5.

5. Reliability implications: To observe well defined Coulomb blockade effects and to prevent
against the effect of temperature-dependent shot noise, the electron charging energy must be
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higher than the thermal energy. A reliable constraint of e2/C;r = 40kBT is considered in this
design for room temperature operation.

6. Capacitance: For the SET device, the tunnel junction capacitance Cj, the gate capacitance C g ,
and the tuning gate capacitance Cb must be within the fabrication range for a room
temperature operation (300 K). With the increase in temperature there is a decrease in
maximum allowed capacitance. For more review on SET tunnel junction capacitance values
refer to works by Dubuc et al [Dubuc et al., 2008; Dubuc et al., 2007; Beaumont et al.,
2009]. The capacitance value can be calculated by parallel plate method. As shown in the
diagram 3.1 below, the parameters for gate capacitance are wg, tg and dg whereas for tunnel
junction, it is Wj, tj and dj. With the present fabrication capability of UdeS laboratory, the
possible range for the SET dimension parameters and the calculated values of C h C g and Cb
are shown below in table 3.1. By varying the SET physical dimensions it is possible to obtain
the desired Cg, Cb and Cj values.

Sourc

»TiOx tunnel junction

Figure 3.1 SET (2 gates) schematic.
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C g , Cb and Cj are calculated using parallel plate model using the below equations.

CgCb = erlsl02)c

(3.1)
a9

As in figure 3.1, for a SET, wg and tg are the width and thickness of the gate and dg is the
separation between the island and gate.
er is the relative static permittivity =3.9 for SiC>2
£0 is the permittivity of free space where Eo = 8.854 x 10"12 F/m
Wit;

Cj — £r( T i 0 2 )

(3-2)

As in figure 3.1, for a SET Wj and ti are the width and thickness of the tunnel junction and d, is
the separation between the island and the source or the drain.
£r is the relative static permittivity = 3.5 for Ti02
8o is the permittivity of free space where £o = 8.854 * 10"'2 F/m

Table 3.1 SET device feasible parameter range and capacitance calculation
Tunnel junction capacitance ( Cj )range calculation
W| (nm)

dj (nm)

t| (nm)

3-20

2-8

1 -10

C,

(aF)

0.012-3.1

Gate capacitance range calculation
wg (nm)

dg (nm)

tg (nm)

30

20 -60

1 -10

Cg/C„

(aF)

0.017-0.52

In this work we use the above criteria to derive SET device parameters Cj, C g and Cb. Then with
assumed and derived parameters we simulate the circuit for transient analysis. The other design
possibility can be to use the device parameters to calculate the supply, input and output voltages
for a given load.
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3.2.2 Circuit description

SET-1

p-switch

c,== c2 = c3 = c4 = C j

RI = R2 = R3 = R4
c8. = cg2 = cg
C b i = c b2 = c b

Tunelling,

SET-2

n-switch

Figure 3.2 SET inverter circuit. Assumed parameters: Vs - V; "high'- 800 mV, V, "low" = 0
V, gain = 1, T = 300 K, Rt = 1 Mil. Derived parameters: Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF, Cb =
0.05 aF (all within fabrication range).

The SET inverter circuit to be analyzed is shown in figure 3.2. The criterion to have a
unipolar SET inverter response is, no negative power supply at any of the nodes. Two SETs
(identical symmetric with 2 gates) in series coupled by a gate capacitance Cg to the input voltage
Vj constitutes a complementary SET inverter first discussed by Tucker [Tucker, 1992], The
control gates (Cgi and Cg2) control the transport of electrons whereas the tuning gates (Q,i and
Cb2) are used to tune the SET Vgs bias. Biasing the SET through tuning gate results in
complementary behaviour compared with the unbiased one, which is similar to P and N type
MOSFETs. The primary advantage for a SET inverter, compared to CMOS technology is, SET-1
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and SET-2 can be identical physically due to complementary response. The other advantage is,
reduced power consumption.

For convenient SET fabrication we have considered identical symmetric SET-1 and SET2. Hence, C, = C2 = C3 = C4 = Cj, Cb, = Cb2 = Cb, Cg, = Cg2 = Cg , Vs for SET-1 = Vs of SET-2
and we assume Ri = R2 = R3 = R4 - Rt

=

1 MD. The charge at nodes ni and n2 are qi and q2

respectively. The components of the load capacitance, Cl is the cumulative sum of the CMOS
inverter gate capacitance [ITRS, 2009a], CMOS contact capacitance, first level metallization and
SET Ti interconnect. The resultant calculated value of Cl equals 40 aF (more details on Cl in
chapter 5). The total device capacitance is defined as Cj; = 2Cj + Cg + Cb.. As shown in the
diagram, for Vj "low", the tunnel event shall be initially through J1 and then J2 with a "high"
output and similarly, for Vj "high", initially through J4 and then J3 with a "low" output. For a
SET inverter with positive power supplies, unipolar output and a gain of 1 at room temperature,
let logic "0" = 0 V and logic "1" = Vs= 800 mV = V0 "high".

3.2.3 SET logic parameters design tradeoffs
There have been several SET circuits proposed in literature mostly operating at low
temperature and ignores tradeoffs between different electrical and physical SET parameters. This
section addresses design considerations for a SET inverter (figure 3.2) at room temperature. The
relations between electrical and physical parameters which must be fulfilled for its
implementation are:

i.

The charging energy Ec = e2/2C£.

ii.

The operating temperature T oc e /(21(bC^). For a robust reliable design of SET logic,
which can operate with least possible error at room temperature, the charging energy Ec
must be as large as possible compared to the thermal energy. Moreover at higher operating
temperature, the thermionic current is generated and is considered to be the most relevant
parasitic current through the SET [Dubuc et al., 2009]. Hence, we shall consider q2!Cj_ =
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40 KbT in our design.
iii.

The voltage level oc e/C^.

iv.

The device maximum operating frequency oc l/(Rt Cj); but when Cl > Cj, Cl affects the
frequency.

v.

The SET inverting voltage gain is given by Av = C g /Cj [Takahashi et al., 2002a];
nevertheless, it is also a function of temperature.

vi.

The effects of background charge and co-tunneling are neglected.

For the inverter presented in figure

3.2 and with a unipolar operation (logic circuit

requirement for a microprocessor design), the two logic levels in steady state are ground (0 V)
and supply voltage (V s ). The maximum output voltage (Vo) for an input voltage (Vj) from V s —>
0, can be calculated to be equal to Vs. On the other hand, the inverter with bipolar operation
offers an input / output voltage which is always < Vs for room temperature operation [Ionescu et
al.,2002]. In order to design an inverter that has sufficient amplification, Av must be equal to or
greater than 1, which is obtained by increasing Cg or decreasing Cj. If Cg is increased, it implies
an increase in Or. Since C^ and T are inversely proportional, the operating temperature will be
compromised. In figure 3.3 (a), the plot of the gain vs Cg, (plain curve) shows that a maximum
gain of 1 is obtained at C g = 0.045 aF. The plot of the maximum operating temperature vs C g
(dashed curve) shows that Cg must be smaller than 0.045 aF in order to operate the SET inverter
above 300 K, for a fixed Cj of 0.03 aF. However, this value of Cg may not offer the maximum
voltage gain. The other way to increase gain is to decrease Cj. First, there are technological
limitations to the decrease of Cj. Second, for given values of temperature and Cj, there is a
maximum voltage gain as shown in figure 3.3 (b). It is clear from the graph that for a SET
inverter operating at room temperature (300 K) and with the smallest achievable Cj (0.03 aF)
[Dubuc et al., 2008], the maximum gain that can be achieved is 1. Indeed, we shall see that this
observation is in agreement with the analytical result in the next section.
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Temperature

0.02

0,04

75

0)

0,06 0.080,1

Gate capacitance, Cg (aF)

(a)

Gain * 10
Gain = 1
Gain = 0.5
Gain * 0 1

0.01

0.025

0.05

0.075

Tunnel junction capacitance, Cj (aF)
(b)

Figure 3.3 (a) SET inverting voltage gain (at T = 300 K) & maximum operating temperature
(e2/2CNr = 40 KbT ) as a function of gate capacitance Cg, device parameters: Cj = 0.03 aF, Cb =
0.05 aF (b) SET inverter maximum operating temperature as a function of tunnel junction
capacitance Cj (e2/2C-£ = 40 KbT ), device parameter Cb = 0.05 aF, (all capacitances within
fabrication range).

Furthermore, the current driving capability of SETs depends on the tunnel junction
resistance, Rt. For a SET circuit, with the increase in Rt, the duration between the tunnel events
on an average becomes longer. Hence the charging response time at the output reduces, resulting
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in decrease of operating speed. For high speed applications, in order to enhance the speed or
bandwidth, it is desirable to reduce the resistance of tunnel junction. Figure 3.4 depicts delay and
bandwidth vs Rt for the SET inverter parameters derived in section 3.2.7 driving capacitive load
of 40 aF. Tradeoffs exist between the need to lower Rt to increase current and a requirement for
an opaque junction (value larger than 26 kQ for proper quantum confinement). Because low
power and high-speed operation are inversely proportional to Rt, its value needs to be optimized
for best performance. Moreover, with the increase in junction resistance, the co-tunnelling
decreases whereas change in Rt does not affect the threshold voltage. From a fabrication point of
view, the resistance depends strongly on the barrier thickness. Typical barrier thicknesses are on
the order of one to several nanometers. Additionally, the delay is also dependent on tunnel
capacitance, Cj. When Cj is increased, the Coulomb blockade decreases making easier for
electrons to tunnel and thus reducing the signal delay. Fine control of Cg and Cj during
fabrication is already discussed in section 2.5.

— -3 dB bandwidth

0.01
-= 1e-3

0.1

1

10

100

1000

Tunnel junction resistance ( MD )

Figure 3.4 SET inverter delay & -3 dB Bandwidth as a function of tunnel resistance Rt, device
parameters: Cj = 0.03 aF, C g = 0.045 aF, C b = 0.05 aF, T = 300 K, V s = Vj "high" = 800 mV, Vj
"low" = 0 V, gain = l, CL = 40 aF.
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3.2.4 Mathematical analysis to derive the characteristic equations

We shall first consider the operation of figure 3.2 with a simple plot of its stability
diagram and its oscillation characteristics for SET-1 and SET-2. Within the trapezoidal or
diamond shaped regions, the SET is in Coulomb blockade and "off'. If the bias point lies outside
of it, the SET conducts. Here ±Vc represents the maximum width of the Coulomb blockade. The
supply voltage Vs is less than Vc for proper biasing of SET-1 and SET-2. As shown both the
SETs are biased along the stability diagram from Vgi to Vg2 where the Coulomb blockade
changes with Vj depending on its state. The SET-1 is biased by grounding the tuning gate Cbi
and it operates analogous to p-MOSFET whereas SET-2 is biased by voltage Vs at the tuning
gate Cb2, which operates analogous to n-MOSFET. Depending on the state of stability plot, the
drain-source current also changes and hence SET-1 and SET-2 behaves analogous of p-MOSFET
and n-MOSFET respectively. As seen in the diagram, the input voltage turns the SETs "on" or
"off. As Vj increases from Vgl to Vg2, the SET-1 current last increases and the SET turns "on"
and at the same time, SET-2, source-drain current decreases and it turns "off'.

SET-1

Vas (V)

vds (V)

SET-2

+Vr

Vg(V)

Vg(V)
-Vr
Ids (V)
A

Vg(V)

Vg(V)

Vg,

V g2

Vg,

vg2

Figure 3.5 SET-1 and SET-2 (figure 3.2) stability diagram with oscillations characteristics
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Figure 3.2 circuit can be investigated by analyzing the tunnel junction and the critical
(threshold) voltage equations for each junction in the circuit and relating them for different
circuit conditions. For tunneling event across a junction, the tunnel junction voltage must be
greater than the critical voltage; else, no tunnel current flows. Using network theorem, the
equation for critical voltage is derived by using Thevenin's theorem [Wasshuber, 2001] and
tunnel junction voltage by superposition theorem [Lageweg et al., 2002; Klunder et Hoekstra,
2001]. As the output of the inverter circuit is fed to a load such that Cl » Cj, Cg, Cb, we can
analyze either SET-1 or SET-2 part of the circuit independently to derive the required design
parameters. Dividing the circuit (figure 3.2) into 2 parts, the SET-1 and Cl forms the 'p-switch'
and SET-2 and Cl forms 'n-switch'.

Here, we shall first analyze the 'p-switch' characteristic equations for tunnel junction J1
and J2, where Va and Vci are the critical voltages and VJt and VJ2 are the tunnel junction
voltages. In form of equations they are defined by tunnel junction capacitance, input output
voltages, supply voltage and load capacitance. The same procedure can be applied for 'nswitch'.

The p-switch

Figure 3.6 (a) is the 'p-switch' circuit diagram; figure 3.6 (b) is its stability plot and
figure 3.6 (c) is the transfer characteristic of the switch. The drain of SET-1 is connected to the
supply voltage and the control gate Cbi moves the position of the trapezoidal charge stability
region along Vj to create a situation as depicted in figure (b). Suppose ±Vc is the maximum
width of the Coulomb blockade. For Vj "high", Vo = 0 V, hence the SET drain-source voltage
Vdsi - Vs - Vo = Vs < Vc. The SET is in Coulomb blockade and Cl is disconnected from Vs.
Further reducing Vj, the bias points follows the solid line and the SET remains in Coulomb
blockade until Vj = Vg2a. The SET then turns "on" and Cl charges up, thus increasing Vo- This
reduces the SET drain-source voltage VdSi to less than Vs until Vg]a, the edge of the stability
diagram. The SET then goes in Coulomb blockade. At Vj = Vgu, the SET drain-source voltage
Vdsi - 0 V and CL is fully charged to Vo = Vs. With Vj reduced further towards 0 V, the SET
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enters the first charge stability region and turns "off'. Thus for Vj = 0 V, V0 is "high", i.e. V0 =
Vs, hence the circuit operates as an inverter.

V„,
dsl

vc
SET-1
P-switch y s

J1
ric,
c,

vi

Tunelling,
Vi = 0

Cb,

+t

Vt

Vs

V,dsl

r2c2!
J2

-Vc
Vgia Vg2a Vg3a
V,

(b)
V o ,(q,= 0)
Vot *.
* V 02 (q,= e)

cl

vomax
(a)

OK \OFF

Vi
(c)

Vg,a Vg2a V;

Figure 3.6 The p-switch (a) circuit diagram (b) stability diagram (c) transfer characteristics

Analyzing the same thing from network theorem point of view, as shown in figure 3.6
(a), with Vs "high" when V; is "low", majority of Vs is at J| and hence the tunneling first occurs
through J] from node ni to power supply and the second tunneling is from J2 towards ni. Instead,
with Vj high, both the junctions are in Coulomb blockade.

The lines Voi (qi=0) and V02 (qi=e) are the threshold transition lines for junction J1 and
J2 respectively with the number of electrons in the island before the transition. The non
conducting region marked "off' is obtained with both the junctions lying within the Coulomb
gap. To correctly operate the switch, a quasi-static switching process is required.
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Critical voltage calculation:

For the circuit in figure 3.6 (a), we shall calculate the critical voltage for tunnel junction J1, as
discussed in section 2.3.2. It is given by,

V c '-

W&a)

Ccr F7^+Cgi+Cbi

Where,

(3'3)

0-4)

Substituting in above equation for Vci we get,

e (C2+CL)
^

Cl

2[(C2+CJ(C,+Cb,+C6,)+C2CL]

e (C2+CL)
Yr
l cp

(3-6^

Cp = [(C2+CL)(C,+Cbl+Cg,)+C2CL ]

(3.7)

VCi=

Where,

Similar calculation can be carried out for junction J2, Hence,

CL(Cbl+Cgi+C|)
C2

CL+Cbl+Cg]+C]

VC2 =
CL(Cb,+CBl+C,)

(

•

}

(3.9)

c,+ c +c +c +c
L
bl
gl

V,C2

e (CL+Cbi+Cg^Cj)
2 [C2 (CL+Cb! +Cgi +C] )+CL (Cbl +Cg]+C,)]
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e

V,C2~

(CL+Cbl+Cg|+C,)

2[C2CL+(C2+CL)(Cbl+Cgl+C,)]

(3.11)

Substituting Cr from equation 3.2,

„
v c2

e(CL+Cbl+Cgl+C,)
I

(d.izj

Tunnel Junction Calculation:

To calculate tunnel junction voltage, we analyze the influence of each source independently
(figure 3.7), by superposition theorem stated as below.

The Superposition Theorem [Seshu et Balabanian, 1959] :
"The response of a linear network to a number of excitations applied simultaneously is equal to
the sum of the responses of the network when each excitation is applied individually (the other
excitations are given the value of zero)."

Superposition can only be applied if the circuit is linear. Linear elements like resistors, linear
capacitor, linear inductors and linear dependent sources can constitute the circuit. Independent
charges on capacitors and independent magnetic flux in inductors must be considered as separate
excitations, like independent voltage and current sources. Figure 3.7 is used to derive the
equations using superposition theorem.
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1

1

SET-1
P-switch

J1

Figure 3.7 The p-switch, circuit to calculate the tunnel junction voltage.

The voltage at tunnel junction J i is then given by,

r

-t- r

C2CL

+

Ce + Cbl +C2 + CLc
L E1

Where,

„
V J1

V

v

^
L Z1

L Z1

L Z1

cZl = Cgl+Cbl+7?§_+Ca
w+m.

_
-

(3.14)

V S {(C 2 +C L )(C GL + C BL ) + C Z C L }

VIC GL (C 2 + C L )

(C2 + CL)(Ci + Cgi + Cbl)+ C2CL

(C2 + CL)(Cj + cgl + cbl)+ C2CL

qi(c2 + cL)

c2cLv0

(C2 + CL)(C! + Cgl + Cbl) + C2CL

(C2 + CL)(Ci + cgl + cbl) + C2CL
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Substituting Cp from equation 3.7,

" Vs{ (c2 + CL)(Cgl + Cbl) + C2CL} - Vi Cgl(C2 + CL)

=> V,ji

— Q i CQ

+

C l)

(3.16)

— C2CLVo

Similarly,

V]2 =
s

cj!

vp(cb + c gl + cqcl
Cb + Cg + Cx + CL

CgiCL
Cg Cl

cic
1*-L
Cx + Cl
'

c-si
vt

cyi
-ii

c-5

(3.17)

From equation 3.7 and 3.14,
(3.18)

C2+CL

Again, Substituting Cp from equation 3.7,

v,
v,2=f
Lp

=> V,2 =

cic l
CI + Q

(C2 + CL) + ^

cglcl
cgi + c|

(C2 + CL)

V0(Cb + Cgi + Cx)Cl
lJ
+ qi(C2 + CL) - V
I
(C2 + CL)
Lb + La + Li -I- Ll

[VsCjCl + ViCglCL + qx(C2 + CL) - V0(Cb + Cgl + CJCl]
LP

C2 + Cl = Ci + Cl as Cl » C1;C2, Cgl + Cl = C2 + Cl as Cl » C1( Cgl
& Cb + Cgl + Cx + CL = C2 + CL
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The n-switch

Next step is to derive the critical and the tunnel junction voltages for SET- 2 in a similar fashion.
The figures below help to understand the Coulomb blockade, ON and OFF behavior of SET-2.

SET-2
n-switch

J3;

Vq - Vds2
CL
Vc
Vs

r3c3

'92

v ° 4(q3=0) vo3(q3=-e)

•

—\

\ON j '
1

0ff\

Cb2

A

n2

Vi
J4

R4C4

Vs
-Vc

Vg1b Vg2b Vg3b

Figure 3.8 Then-switch (a) circuit diagram (b) stability plot

Figure 3.8 (a) shows n-switch and figure 3.8 (b) is its charge stability diagram. The control gate,
Cb2 is used to adjust the position of the stability plot along Vj to obtain the situation as shown.
At Vj = 0 V, V0 is "high" with Cl charged to Vs. Thus, within the 1st trapezoidal region the SET
is "off'. With further increase in Vj, the SET remains "off' until Vj = Vgib. Beyond Vgib, the
SET turns "on" and discharges Cl until Vj = Vg2b and Vo = OV. Further increase in Vj upto Vg3b,
V0 = 0 V and the SET turns "off'. Thus for Vj "high" = Vg3b, V0 = 0 V and the circuit operates
as an inverter. The line V03 (q3 = -e) and V04 (q3 = 0) are the threshold transition lines for
junction J3 and J4 respectively with the number of electrons in the island before the transition.
The non conducting region below V03 (q3 = -e) is obtained if quasi static conditions are not
maintained.
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Critical voltage calculation:

We now calculate critical voltage Vo and VC4, by Thevenin's (section 2.3.2) to figure3.8 (a),

v ""

2(c^j

(C4 + Cfi2 + CJ^ICL
CC3 = ;
„ g2 „ b2' L
CL + C4 + Cgl + Cbl

here,

(3.22)

e(C L + C(j2 + C e2 + C 4 )
g2

V C3 = —

ti

(3.23)

2 [C3CL + (C3 + CL)(C4 + cg2 + cb2)]

Similarly for junction J4,
CC4=

r~F~+ CG 2 + Cb2
"3 l l

(3.24)

(C3 -(" Ci )c

VC4 = —p-

-7—

r

^

(3.25)

2 [(C 3 + C L )(C 4 + C g2 + C b2 ) + C 3 C L ]

Tunnel junction voltage calculation:

From figure 3.9, the tunnel junction voltages Vj3 and Vj4 by superposition are,

(c g2 + c b2 + c 4 )c L
J3

Vr

-z2

Cg2 + Cb2 + c4 + CL

-Vi

CLCg2
c b2 c L
v
s
~" &
-g2
-*b2 +c,

q2
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SET 2
n-switch

R4C,

Figure 3.9 The n-switch, circuit diagram to calculate the tunnel junction voltage.

v*

here

rr- + Cg2Vi + C b2 V s + q 2
= c Vn
c 3 + cl
12

C3CL +

(C3 + C L )(C 4

+ Cg2 + cb2)

(C 3 + C L )

(3.27)

(3.28)

In our design of inverter (non hysteretic operation), the transition points of figure 3.6 (b) (VgJa,
Vg2a, Vg3a) and figure 3.8 (b) (Vg)b, Vg2b, Vg3b), must be well matched. For an inverter to function
properly the transition regions must be in appropriate voltage regions. To satisfy these
requirements, the choice of capacitance parameters is thus restricted. Figure 3.10 is the transfer
characteristics where in the shaded part the p and n switches are both "off'.
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ZONE 3 I

«—

ZONE 4

>i

p-switch OFF
swiltch ON
p-switcp O
vswitch
ZONE 1

, ZONE 2

Figure 3.10 SET inverter transfer characteristics.

3.2.5 Estimation of maximum output voltage

It is necessary to know the value of maximum output voltage when we have Vj = 0 —* Vs,
so that when we find the parameter values, optimum and best efficient design can be made
possible. As shown in figure 3.6 (c) graph for SET-1 (p-switch), we shall find the value of
maximum output voltage Vomax and corresponding value of Vj, when Vj is increased from 0 to a
maximum of Vs. We shall calculate here the tunnel junction voltages. With Cl » Ci, C2, Cg, Q,i
we shall disregard Cl in this calculation. From figure 3.6 (a), for tunnel junctions at Coulomb
blockade,

VJ1

= r [(Cgi+Cbi + C2)vs - CglVi - V0C2 - qj =

here

Vj2 =

(3.29)

+ C2 H~ Cg^ + C51

[CiVs + CglVj - V0(Cgl + Cbl + C x ) + qj =
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For SET-1, J1 will be first to reach the threshold. Hence ql will be charged to 'e' from
uncharged '0' state. Solving for equation 3.29 and 3.30, when both the junctions are at threshold,
we substitute qi = 0 for J1 and qi = e for J2. Hence with ql= '0' in equation 3.29 we get,

(C gl + C bl + C 2 )V S - C gl Vj - V 0 C 2 - 0 =|

(3.31)

With ql= 'e' in 3.30, we get,

CiV s + C gl Vi - V 0 (C ga + C bl + Cj + e =|

(3.32)

From 3.31 and 3.32,

(C g + C bl + C2 + C 2 )V S — V 0 (C g + C bl + C2 + Ci) = 0

••• Vowax = Vs

(3.33)

(3.34)

Substituting in equation 3.29 for Vo = Vs, we find for Vj = Vgia at Vomax

••• (C g + C bl + C 2 )V S - CgVj - VSC2 =|

(3.35)

•• (C g + C bl )V s -C g Vi=|

(3.36)

••• Vgla= l[(Cg + Cb)Vs-|]

(3.37)

('•' Cbl = Cb & Cgl = cg)

Hence we can conclude that the maximum value of output voltage (Vomax) when Vj is increased
from 0 to a maximum of Vs is Vs. The value of Vi for which we get V0max is Vgia (figure 3.6 (c))
and is given by equation 3.37.
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3.2.6 Supply voltage analysis and gain calculation
In our design of SET logic (inverter), it was necessary to derive the SET device
capacitances from given supply and input/output voltage specification. At the same time, for a
SET logic (inverter), it is also possible to derive the supply voltage range from known values of
SET device capacitances. To find such a relationship, we shall analyze the tunnel junction
equations for SET-2 (n-switch). For correct simulation practice and to decrease the parameter
window from supply voltage point of view, we will derive its range. We know that for an input
voltage range of 0 —* Vs, we get the maximum output voltage equal to Vs (equation 3.34) at Vg)a
(figure 3.6 (c)). We shall use this equality for the derivation below which determines the range
for Vs based on the capacitance parameters.

For SET-2 in figure 3.8 (a), initially, when VJ = 0 V, q2 = 0, both the junctions are in Coulomb
blockade, hence VJ3 < VC3.Then, from equations 3.23 and 3.26,

„ (cg2 + c b2 + c 4 )c L

V,3 =
-12

V0

7
TT
7~n
Cg2 +
Cb2 +r~n
C?2 +
-r C

Cb2CL
Vs '

0>2 + C L

CL + Cb2 + Cg2 + C4

<

2 cE2

C3 + CL

[vo( c g2 + Cb2 + C4)- Cb2vs] < -

(3.38)

(3.39)

('•' Cl » C3,C4,Cg2)

For a maximum of V q= VS, the condition is,

[vs(cg2 + Cb2 + C4)- Cb2Vs] < -

=> Vc <

(3.40)

(3.41)

2(Cg2 + C4)
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Similarly for, Vj4 < VC4 , from equation 3.25 and 3.27,

C3CL
vop^-tr
+ cbzvs <
l3 + l l
2c£2
-z2

(3.42)

For vq (maximum) = v s
^ vsc3 + cb2v§ <

(3.43)

=* V S (C 3 + C b2 ) < 2

(3.44)

=» vs <

(3.45)

2(C3 4- Cb2)

From 3.41 and 3.45, it can be inferred that,

Vc < ——
r
2(Cg2 + C4)

OR

Vs <

6

2(C3 + Cb2)

(3.46)

We shall fix here for the larger value,

/. Vc <
2 Max {(Cg2 + C4), (C3 + Cb2)}

(3-47)

In our design as mentioned before,

Cg-C gl = C g 2, C I = C4-C 3 =C 2 =Cj & Cbi = C b2 -Cb

Vc <

2 Max {(C g 4- Cj), (Cj + C b )}
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Next, we imply a condition for Vs to be greater than the value calculated from the tunnel
capacitance for proper SET inverter biasing. The range for Vj is from 0 -» Vs. As shown in graph
3.8 (b), junction J4 shall be first to reach the threshold. Hence,

To derive the equation for V04 as in figure 3.8 (b) graph, we use equation 3.27 at Coulomb
blockade.

(3.50)

Hence,
(••• CL » C3)

(3.51)

(3.52)

To find the gate voltage Vg)b at which V04 crosses Vs, from above equation 3.21,

(3.53)

e
••• Vsc3 = --cg2vg4-cb2vs

(3.54)

(3.55)
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Similarly, to find Vg2b at which V04 = 0, from equation 3.21, we get,

0=

Cg2 Vg5 — Cb2Vsj

1 re

Vg2b = 7.

g2

9

LZ

_

cb2vs

(3.56)

(3.57)

Since Vg2b < Vs from equation 3.23, we get,

1

[|- Cb2Vs] < Vs

Cg2 2

••• |-C b2 V s < Vs Cg2

••• ?< Vs(Cg2 + Cb2)

6 ^ .
Vs > .
2(Cg2 + Cb2)

Vs >

2(C g + C b )

(3.58)

(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3-62)

Equation 3.48 and 3.62 imply condition for Vs based on capacitance values. We can thus say that
the range of Vs and hence the maximum input and output voltages of a SET logic depends on the
SET device capacitances.
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SET inverter gain: (unipolar response)

Initially, the idea was to calculate the gain using the same network theorem approach
used to find tunnel junction capacitance. But when we look at the whole inverter circuit in figure
3.2, and apply superposition, a complicated equation of V0 in terms of VJ is obtained which is
difficult to solve. Another approach considered is to use SET current equation. As in the graph
(figure 3.10), we analyze the inverter response in 4 different zones. In zone 1, at steady state, the
current through SET-1 and SET-2 becomes equal. Equating for current equations [Mahapatra et
Ionescu, 2006a] for both SET,

Vjsland-1

2 C^) (visland-l

'SET-1 =

2 C^)
(3.63)

RtV,DS

^ vds + vjs]antj_2

— 2 ~f~< '2 C y j
^vicland
island-2

2

IsET-2 =

JTTT

(3.64)

K t v DS

RT is the tunnel resistance and Cj for both the SET's is same with a heavy load, we can then say,
CZ = CX + C2 + CG + C„,

CJ = C4, C2

=

C3,

CG = CGI = CG2, CB = CBL = Cb2

Assuming no background charge, SET-1 ViSiand-i equals,

Visland-l =^-VDS+^VGS + ^VGS2
ls
li
L1

(3.65)

For SET-1,
VDS =VS -V0,

VGS = VJ — V0,

VGS 2 = - V0

Ci /
x
(\i \r \
v island-l =
— r (Ay s - V 0 ) + 7* (V, - v0)- ^ V 0
•• Visland-l
C
C
c
Z

I

z

(3.66)

(3.67)

Similarly for SET-2,
Vi5i,„d- 2 =^1VDS+^VGS+^VGS2
LI

ls
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Here,

V DS = -V 0 , V GS = V, - V 0 , V GS 2 = V s - V 0

(3.69)

••• vls„0d.2 = £ (-V„) + ^(V, - Vo) + ^(Vs - V„)

(3.70)

Substituting equations 3.66 and 3.67 in 3.63 and 3.69 and 3.70 in 3.64, and equating the steady
state current ISET-I = ISET-2, we get a complex equation in terms of Vo, Vj and Vs. It's a cubic
equation with no single solution. Hence, it is not possible to find a unique analytical expression
ay

for V 0 in terms of Vj. So then, we find the differential gain A v =
equation. Next, we calculate the differential voltage gain Av =

which too is a complicated
avj

for zone 2. In zone 2, the

steady state is attained when,

ISET-I = 0or Vj,=——-

(3.71)

From equation 3.29,

[(Cgi+Cbi + C2>VS - Celvi - V0c2 -

V,1 =
lz

Solving for

qi]

= —(3.72)
z le

we get,
£Vo
-Cgi-Czurf =0

av0

dvi

(

v

(3.73)

-gi

c.

(3.74)

Cg — Cgl & Cj — c2)

It can be shown that the differential gain in zone 3 and 4 is same as zone 2 and 1 respectively for
the same magnitude of input voltage. The equation for differential gain derived here is for a SET
inverter with unipolar input/output voltage response and the same is obtained for a SET inverter
with a bipolar input/output voltage response [Mahapatra et Ionescu, 2006a],
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3.2.7 Derivation of circuit parameters
From section 3.2.4 on mathematical analysis, to derive the characteristic equations, we
shall first define the circuit mode of operations. Then depending on discussion in 3.2.1 and the
results obtained in 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, we substitute supply voltage, node charges, output and input
voltages in the derived operating mode inequalities. The set of equations thus obtained are solved
to find the unknowns. We suppose, the unit of capacitance C = 0.1 aF, charge as e and voltage in
e/C Volts (= 1.6 Volts). Vs = Vj "high" = 800 mV and the load Cl = 400 C at 22 nm node
technology. For the SET device Rt = 1 MQ. We shall find out the values for Ci = C2= C3 =

C4 =

Cj, Cbi = Cb2 = Cb , Cgi = Cg2 = Cg.

1. Define the operating modes :

SET-1 (p-switch)

Using the equalities derived above, for SET-1, to be in Coulomb blockade, let Vj = 0.5 e/C = 800
mV, qi — 0 and Vq must be "low" or 0 V. In this case of unipolar response we get,

M

< V C1

& |v,2| <

V C2

From equation 3.6 and 3.16,

[Vs{ (C 2 +C L )(C gl + C bl ) + C 2 C L } - V, C gl (C 2 + C L ) ]| <

0.5{ (C2 + 400) (Cg + Cbl) + C2 x 400}

6 (C2 + C l )
2

^ (C2+ 400)
<

-{0.5 x Cg(C2 + 400)}

(3.75)

2

(3.76)

From equation 3.12 and 3.20,
e (C L + C bl + C g + C x )

[vscjcl + vicgcjl <

2
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•••

i
i
Cbi + C e + 400 + C x
|0.5 xC, x 329.7 + 0.5 x C g x 400| < —
L

( 3-78 )

The first tunnel event shall be through J1 and J2 still in Coulomb blockade. Hence, qi = 0, Vj = 0
and Vo=0. For [Vj!| > VC1,

IN (C2+CL)(CgI + Cbl) + C2CL }]| >

8 (Cz + Cl)
2

•
,
•> i
C 2 + 400
f
N
10.5 {(C 2 + 400)(C g + C bl ) + C 2 x 400} | >

(3.79)

(3.80)

SET-1 conducts only when an electron tunnels through J1 first followed by J2. Let qi = -e, Vj = 0
V and V0 = "high" or 800 mV. Therefore for |Vj2| > VC2,

ir
/
n ii
e (Ci+Cbi+Cgi+C!)
|[VsCiCL - e(C2 + CL) - V0(Cb + Cgl + CjCj | >
" S

[0.5 x Cj x 400 - (C 2 + C L )'
-V o (C b + C gl + C 1 )400

>

(400 + Cbi

Cgi + Ci)

(3 ' 81)

(3.82)

If the circuit design requires to solve more unknown parameters, we can include the SET-2 (nswitch) inequalities to solve them. Here, because of symmetry of tunnel junctions and identical
SETs it is not necessary but we shall cross verify the derived parameters by substituting in SET-2
inequalities and check whether they are satisfied or not.

SET-2 (n-switch)

For SET-2 initially with q2 = 0, both the junctions are in Coulomb blockade. When Vj = 0 V, Vo
= "high" or 800 mV, then from equation 3.23 and 3.26,
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(cg2 + Cb2 + C4)CL
"£2

v0

r

T7

Cb2CL
Vs;

—~

Cg2 + cb2 + c4 4- CL

c b2

+ CL

Cl + Cb2 + Cg2 + C4i

<

2 c12

c3 + c l

|[V 0 (C g2 + C b2 + C 4 )-C b2 V s ]| < -

(3.83)

(3.84)

(v Cl » C 3 ,C 4 ,C g2 ,C b2 )

Similarly from equation 3.25 and 3.27,

(3.85)

|V 0 C 3 + C b2 V s | < -

For tunneling through N-SET, the first event shall be through junction J4, but the transistor will
cross the threshold voltage only when an electron tunnels through J3 and q2 = e. With Vj =
"high" or 800 mV in our case and Vq = 0 V, from equation 3.25 and 3.27,

CLC„2
-Vj——

Cg2 + CL

Cb2CL
Vc

SC +C
b2
L

—q
2
42

e Cl + C b2 + C g2 + C 4
> r

C3 + c L

|[-ViC g2 -V s C b2 -q 2 ]| >

(3.86)

(3.87)

2. Derive unknown parameters:

Considering the design restrictions discussed above (section 3.2.3) and solving the
inequalities 3.76, 3.78, 3.80, 3.82, the optimum result for identical symmetric SET-1 and SET-2
is Cj = 0.03 aF,

Cb

= 0.05 aF and

Cg

= 0.045 aF, and they are all within the fabrication range

[Dubuc et ai, 2008]. Further verification can be done by substituting the parameters in n-switch
equations 3.43, 3.44 and 3.46 and they are all satisfied. The same approach can be adopted to
design SET logic as per any higher technology node meeting voltage and load requirements.
With the derived SET parameters, the SET circuit is simulated using a standard SET simulator
SIMON [Wasshuber etal., 1997],
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3.3

SET inverter design methodology - Bipolar Input-Output voltage

response

Section 3.2 was dedicated to a complete design methodology for SET inverter unipolar
response and now in this section we present a similar systematic approach to design SET inverter
(figure 3.11) for bipolar I/O response. We shall begin with the circuit operation and the
procedure is similar to the design methodology discussed in section 3.2. Here we first derive the
equations based on circuit operating modes and based on the design criteria we substitute the
known variable to derive the unknowns like supply voltage or input/output voltages, or SET
device parameters. Previous research related to bipolar SET inverter characteristics by
Mahapatra et al. derived the supply voltage based on SET device capacitance and it did not make
possible to derive the required parameter (like the optimum capacitance values) from the set of
circuit parameters (like the supply and input/output voltages). The output voltage was limited to
15 mV with a load of 1 aF [Mahapatra et Ionescu, 2006b].

3.3.1 Circuit operation

The circuit shown in figure 3.11 can be implemented to design a SET inverting circuit
based on bipolar characteristic response. Two identical symmetrical SETs with a single gate
serves the purpose, since the drain of SET-1 is biased with the +ve supply and SET-2 is biased
with -Ve supply. Similar to SET inverter design with unipolar response, due to fabrication
restrictions, C] = C2 =

C3 = C4

and we assume R] = R2 =

R3

= Cj, Cgi = Cg2 = Cg. Let V$ at SET-1 drain = -Vs at SET-2 drain

= R4 = R| - 1 MQ. The charges at nodes nl and n2 are qi and q2

respectively and the load capacitance, Cl as 40 aF (same as one fixed for SET inverter unipolar
I/O response). For an input at +Vj, the output must be -V0 and for an input of -Vj the output
must be +Vo. Hence for +V, input, SET-2 must be tunnelling and for -V; input SET-1 must be
tunnelling. Both the transistor will exhibit the same switching behaviour; however the charge
transport would occur in the opposite direction (as seen from the output node).
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SET-1

c , = C2 = C , = c4 = Ci
R . = R2 = R3 = R4 = R,
c g , == Cg2 = cg

=r Cl

SET-2

Figure 3.11 SET inverter circuit - Bipolar input-output voltage response. Assumed parameters:
±VS = ± 400 mV, gain = 1, T = 300 K, R, = 1 MQ. Derived parameters: ± Vj = ± Vo = ± 200
mV, Cj = 0.05 aF, Cg = 0.1 aF (all capacitances within fabrication range).

We must fix the supply and the input such that the inverter characteristic is obtained. To
do so, we shall first derive the characteristic equations for either SET-1 or SET-2 (since they are
identical). Then based on switching behaviour we obtain the inequalities from the characteristic
equation which will be used to analyse the circuit parameters based on given conditions (logic
state of "0" or "1").

Note: The same circuit can operate as buffer too. It is the value of the supply voltages and input
that decides its operation as buffer or as an inverter for a particular set of device capacitances.
Because of strong dependency of electrical and fabrication parameters, directly running a
simulation without analysis approach shall not result in efficient circuit parameter design.
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3.3.2 Definition of the operating parameters

We need a bipolar characteristic response of the inverter circuit which can then be
extended to be hybridized with CMOS at 22 nm node. The SET inverter output must satisfy the
voltage range for proper CMOS functionality and at the same time drive CMOS with enough
current. For CMOS operating at 800 mV at 22 nm node [ITRS, 2009a], the SET inverter must
be biased at + Vs = ± 400 mv. With this supposition we shall optimise and derive Vj, V0 and
device parameters Ci = C2 = C3 = C4 = Cj, Cgi = Cg2 = Cg which are within the fabrication range.
We suppose Ri = R2 = Rt = 1 MQ. We shall analyse SET-1 characteristic equations to design the
circuit.

3.3.3 Derivation of the characteristics equation

Here we shall derive the critical voltages (Vci and Vc2) and tunnel junction voltages (Vji and
Vj2) for SET-1.
SET-1 critical voltage
,
C1

_ e (C2+CL)
2c pi

Here, C pi = [(C 2 +C L )(C,+C gl )+C 2 C L

(3.88)

(3.89)

(3.90)

Tunnel junction voltage equations

V
J1

= -L
C pi [

C S> (C 2 + C L) + C 2 C L} -

V; Cgl (C2 + CJ
- q,(C 2 + C L ) - C 2 C L V 0

Vj2 = —— [VSC,CL + VjCglCL + q1(C2 + C L )-V 0 (C gl +C,)C L ]
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3.3.4 Definition of the operating modes
For input of +Vj, SET-1 is in Coulomb blockade and does not affect the output. The output must
be -Vo when we consider the whole circuit operation. For our analysis purpose of the circuit
comprising of SET-1 and a load, output of -Vo can be considered as an initial condition and qi =
0, hence for
|Vj, I < v cl £ I vJ2| < vC2

vs{ cgl (C2 + CL) + C2CL} - Vi Cgl (C2 + CL)

e (C2+CL)

- q, (C2 + CL) - C2CLV0

2

(3.93)

and,

For -Vj input junction J1 is the first to tunnel (|Vj j | > VC1) while J2 still in Coulomb blockade.
The output still at -Vo, ql = 0, hence

Vs{ Cgl (C2 + CL) + C2CL} - V, Cgl (C2 + CL)

e (C2+CL)

- q,(c2 + cL) - c2cLv0

2

(3.95)

For tunnelling through SET-1, the first tunnel event is through J1 and the next is through J2.
The output is now +V0 for -Vj and ql = -e, hence for |VJ2| > VC2,
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3.3.5 Derivation of unknown parameters
Substituting the values of Vs and node charges in the inequalities 3.93, 3.94, 3.95, 3.96, the
optimum results derived is ±Vj = ±V 0 = ±200 mV and Ci = C2 = C 3 = C4 = Cj = 0.05 aF, C g] =
Cg2 = Cg = 0.1 aF.

3.4

SET inverter Simulation results

3.4.1 Unipolar Input-Output voltage response

With the assumed and derived parameters in section 3.2, we simulated the inverter circuit using
SIMON and obtained the graph as under. It can be observed that the SET inverter can drive a
load of 40 aF (equivalent of similar CMOS logic and interconnect) with stable CMOS
comparable output voltage of 800 mV.

— • • SIMON input voltage

0.8 -

"l

• SIMON output voltage. 40 aF load

•

I

©

•

|0.6
o

Output voltage

f
/

i /

1 4paF load

% 0.4 L

ii

Q.

O 0.2
Input^oltage

|0.0

*1
10

12

14

16

Time (ns)

Figure 3.12 SET inverter unipolar transient analysis. Supposed parameters: Vs = Vj "high" =
800 mV, Vj "low" = 0 V, gain = 1, T = 300 K, R, = 1 MO; Derived parameters: Cj - 0.03 aF, Cg
= 0.045 aF, Cb - 0.05 aF.
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3.4.2 Bipolar Input-Output voltage response

The graph below is the simulation result for bipolar SET inverter circuit depicted in figure 3.11
with the SIMON simulator. It can be observed that with the voltages at the input-output of a SET
inverter for the optimized capacitance values, we validate the derivation (section 3.3).

Input
Output - load 40 aF

0.2
o
>

0.0-

> -0.2-

3

6

9
time (ns)

12

15

Figure 3.13 SET inverter bipolar transient analysis. SET parameters: Supposed parameters:
±V S = ± 400 mV, gain = 1, T = 300 K, R t = 1 MO; Derived parameters: ±Vj = ±Vo = ±200
mV, Cj = 0.05 aF, Cg = 0.1 aF.

3.5

Summary
In this chapter we investigated SET based building block (inverter) both for unipolar and

bipolar I/O voltage response. The design of such logic used the SET tunnel junction ability to
control the transport of electrons. The design methodology corresponded to targeted circuit
behaviour for a related circuit topology and then deriving analytically the circuit parameters. The
tunnel junctions are mathematically described and the operating modes analyzed to derive the
optimal parameters to drive a MOSFET load with compatible supply voltage. We demonstrated
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and verified this approach by simulating SET inverter both for unipolar and bi-polar voltage
response. In the next chapter, the same approach of design and simulation is extended to build
more logic like NAND and NOR gates. Furthermore we shall utilize this design methodology to
build and design hybrid SET-CMOS circuits. Bandwidth, delay and power analysis for the
hybrid circuit is presented. A new CAD approach to simulate very large scale SET-CMOS
circuits is demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 4.

4.1

SET-CMOS Hybridization

Introduction
In this chapter we focus on SET-CMOS hybridization, the motivation behind it (section

4.2), relates issues and solutions to develop and implement it. We present discussion in context
of design, simulation, modeling and fabrication (section 4.3). The later part of the chapter
concerns the SET-CMOS hybrid simulators (section 4.4) and the hybrid simulation method
developed as a part of this work (section 4.5). The method is then validated for 22 nm CMOS
models and SET circuit simulation. Finally, SET and its hybrid circuit examples are presented in
section 4.6. Summary is section 4.7.

4.2

Motivation
The electronics industry will soon see the first nanoelectronics product within next 2 to 3

years and an explosion of applications in a decade. The timeline for development and
implementation of new techniques and criteria is short. The Nanoelectronics Research Initiative
(NRI) has already begun to estimate the performance of alternative information processing
devices and the results are expected in year 2012-13. As discussed in chapter 1, "Extended
CMOS" devices like Tunnel FET, I-MOS, Spin FET, SET, NEMS switch, etc., can complement,
enhance and extend CMOS performance (via heterogeneous integration) and eventually
supplement CMOS in a new information processing paradigm. The semiconductor industry
migration from geometrical scaling to equivalent scaling is very well reflected in ITRS.

A SET has a potential to perform Boolean logic, memory function with other unmatched
functionality (explained in previous chapter) compared to CMOS. The SET has capabilities to
satisfy "Beyond CMOS" technology requirements and with the advancement in technology it is
possible to fulfill the relevance criteria like stability, performance, energy efficiency, OFF/ON
ratio, gain, operational reliability, operational temperature, CMOS technological capability,

97
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CMOS architectural capability, logical completeness and low cost. The main challenge for SETCMOS integration is to bridge a knowledge gap that exists between behaviour of SET device and
scaled CMOS, their functionality and discover the outcome of such integration. The test and
build approach is not only expensive but time consuming and limits innovation. For first-timeright design accurate modelling and simulation of circuit behaviour, including parasitic is crucial.
Developing an efficient simulation method in Cadence which can address such heterogeneous
integration of large scale SET-CMOS is therefore addressed in this chapter.

4.3

SET-CMOS hybridization Challenges

4.3.1 Design
In the context of this research, circuit design enables the conception, implementation and
validation of integrated SET-CMOS circuits. Design enables objective of the system designer to
transform into manufacturable and testable representations. Design optimizes circuit parameters
enabling tradeoffs among multiple criteria such as speed, power, bandwidth, temperature and
device parameters. The complexities of SET based circuit is very high due to its non-linear
behaviour. Combining SETs with MOSFETS or bipolar transistor can add gain and drivability
which they usually miss. Design of SET based circuits is already discussed in chapter 3.

For the design of hybrid SET-CMOS circuits, the SET circuit output must drive the
CMOS circuit considering the interconnect parasitic and so the SET device parameters must be
optimised accordingly. Considering integrated circuit, proper parasitic calculation is essential
since it has high impact on the output. This shall be covered in detail in chapter 5. For IC
implementation, logical design considers mapping of system-level design to a gate-level
representation suitable for input to physical design. System-level design can be accomplished by
designed block reuse. Estimation of circuit performance with accuracy is a part of good design.
Once the parameters are designed and analysed, the circuit performance based on the various
circuit parameters needs to be modeled and simulated.
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4.3.2 Modeling and Simulation

Modeling and simulation is the virtual counterpart of device and circuit fabrication and
their characterization. The overall goal is to facilitate development of real-world technologies
which otherwise can be too time consuming and costly if obtained from physical devices.
Considering SET-CMOS circuits, modelling and simulation tools must contain an appropriate
physical model which includes proper parameter setting and meets various requirements for
complex design applications at future technology nodes. The CAD tool must simulate and assess
mutual interactions of building blocks (possibly from different technologies) and interconnects.
A demand for simulation methods that can merge electronics, mechanics and optics for present
and more future heterogeneous integrated IC is anticipated. A detailed description of SET based
models and simulation has already been covered in section 2.5. Literature review on hybrid SETCMOS simulators that has been used for research to date is presented in section 4.4.

4.3.3 Fabrication
ITRS shows that Moore's law will encounter the "red brick wall" at 16-11 nm nodes. The
main concern is cost related to UV lithography and RC delay. The 3D technology is a key to
overcome this "wiring crisis" and a well accepted approach to the so called "More than Moore"
applications. Already modern ICs are 3 dimensional in nature. The benefits of 3D technology are
considerable shorter interconnects, low power dissipation due to fewer buffers and flip-flops,
reduced silicon real estate and metallization (hence power reduction), lower inter-block latency,
increasing frequency and chip performance. Increase in chip density, cost reduction, faster time
to market and simplified packaging are other benefits of 3D technology. The idea is "the use of
new differentiating technologies to build new architectures that cannot be attained in existing
technologies". Great efforts in the area of 3D integration have been undertaken by IBM, NEC,
Siemens and Fraunhofer since 1980's.

SET-CMOS hybridization can be made possible through heterogeneous 3D integration.
The heterogeneous 3D integration and functional integration of SET device as logic and memory
elements, at chip level or package level are possible solutions to future silicon technology
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challenges which are limited by increased power dissipation and thermal heating due to
continuous scaling. Through such an approach, 3D IC can pack greater functionality into a
smaller footprint, realizing shorter critical path and hence faster operations. Although various 3D
technologies are currently pursued, according to the literature review, the SET-CMOS
integration can be realized in 2 ways as under, where the first approach is more reliable
economically and presently under research at CRN2 laboratories, UdeS.

1.

BEOL compatible SET fabrication (chip-level):

On a CMOS carrier, SET transistors are formed inside the on-chip interconnect layer on a
piece of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) film as shown in figure 4.1. Since SET transistors are
formed by BEOL compatible process, it has the advantage of added functionality with reduced
silicon space and low thermal budget. This method demands substantial changes to the SET
manufacturing process and there are concerns regarding the device reliability. The advantage is,
scale down of the interlayer vias with the transistor size.

Metallization

1 I
4=

i
-ULK

^
1

i

i

i

-SET
"TEOS

^

Figure 4.1 SET build-up BEOL compatible 3D technology
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2.

Monolithic wafer level 3D technology
In this process, technologically different wafers are aligned, bonded and connected by use

of TSVs for interstrata interconnections. As shown in figure 4.2, they differ as to when a via is

Figure 4.2 Wafer level 3D technology [Lu et al., 2007]. (a) via-last, oxide-to-oxide bonding, (b)
via-last, adhesive (polymer) bonding, (c) via-first, copper-to-copper bonding, and (d) via-first,
metal/adhesive redistribution layer bonding.

formed. Separate logic and memory wafers can be stacked using monolithic wafer level BEOL
compatible process. The bottom wafer which retains its thickness serves as mechanical support.
All subsequent wafers are thinned after stacking, maintaining the overall thickness to that of
single wafer. Thus BEOL-compatible 3D-hyper-integration is perhaps the most attractive 3D
technology. The advantages of this method are: (a) each wafer is assembled if it meets quality
criteria (b) each layer is optimized for a separate function (c) needs least amount of changes to
the existing process, hence minimally perturbing manufacturing costs. The drawback is that the
size of the inter-layer vias does not scale as transistor size because of interlayer bonding
alignment tolerances.
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4.4

Hybrid SET-CMOS simulators
For successful SET-CMOS hybrid circuit implementation and integration, knowledge as

well as proper understanding of the SET device physics and circuit theory for the hybrid circuits
is necessary. Hybrid SET-CMOS simulation based on the Master Equation (ME) simulation of
SET devices combined with SPICE based analytical-model for MOSFETs has been reported
[Cheng et al., 2004; Fujishima et al., 1998; Kirihara et al., 1999] but it is time consuming with
limitations for large circuits. The "Macro Modeling" technique [Chun et Jeong, 2003] in a
SPICE simulator has limitations due to non-physical nature of SET operation as explained in
section 2.3. A CAD framework for co-simulation of hybrid SET-CMOS circuits has been
developed with the VerilogA language and the Smartspice simulator (from SILVACO
international) [Mahapatra et al., 2003]. The SPICE coding complexity increases with the circuit
size and the large number of parameters that needs to be analyzed. The simulation method for
hybrid circuits must handle design of circuits at high frequency with reasonable simulation time
and have the capability to interface with the standard cells. Therefore, the primary objective of
the work discussed here is to develop a simulation method capable of efficiently simulating large
scale hybrid SET-CMOS circuits as discussed in next section.

4.5

SET-CMOS co-simulation in Cadence

4.5.1 Methodology
For efficient hybrid SET-CMOS simulation, we have developed a simulation method in
the Cadence environment [Cadence] which is currently used for VLSI simulation. Cadence is an
Electronic Design Automation (EDA) environment that supports all the stages of IC design and
verification from a single environment. It allows different applications and tools (both
proprietary and from other vendors) to integrate in a single framework. These tools support
different fabrication technologies and are completely general. When a particular technology is
selected, a set of configuration and technology-related files (commonly referred as a design kit)
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are employed for customizing the Cadence environment. For the simulation method that needs to
be developed for this work, as we want to integrate SET with the ultimate CMOS, there is no
design kit presently available for MOSFET since it is still under research.

Hybrid SET-CMOS
simulation
Cadcnce Environment
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/ Create & Debug \
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\ defination.va file /
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1
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Spcctre
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\J

file
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Sehe ma tic
Editor
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schematic

Spectre
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Figure 4.3 Hybrid circuit simulation flow flowchart
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We achieved success in hybrid simulation by using a VerilogA model defining the SET
analog behavior [Mahapatra et al., 2004] and a 22 nm BSIM4 predictive model for bulk CMOS [Cao
et Zhao, 2006] and implemented in the Spectre® Circuit Simulator and Virtuoso® Analog
Design Environment from Cadence [Parekh et al, 2012]. This provides a schematic editor for
design and simulation of large scale hybrid SET-CMOS / SET for digital and analog circuits
with active or passive conventional device elements. The flow chart of the simulation method is
shown in figure 4.3. In terms of efficiency, our simulation method has advantages in accuracy,
simulation time, parametric analysis, and gives the designer the power to adapt to the technology
requirement when compared with other SET based hybrid simulation methods. The next section
validates CMOS and SET simulation results.

4.5.2 22 nm CMOS model Validation

The Cadence spectre simulation uses predictive transistor models provided by Nanoscale
Integration and Modeling (NIMO) group at Arizona State University [Cao et Zhao, 2006; Cao,
2011; Zhao et Cao, 2006]. The predictive technology model (PTM) work can be found at
http://ptm.asu.edu/. This work utilizes 22 nm BSIM4 model for planer bulk CMOS. We had also
studied other PTM models like high K metal gate with stress effect for low power and high
performance applications but since to the best of our knowledge there is no published literature
based on the model or experimental results to validate them, the choice of planer bulk was
considered in this work. Figure 4.4 is the validation of bulk CMOS model where the line
represents the simulated curve and the dots are the data extrapolated from the published result
[Li et al., 2009], The model is also compared with the ITRS 2009, 2010 update and 2011
predictions for the NMOS drive current, Id,sat (figure 4.5). To make a comparison as per ITRS
data, we fixed the gate length at 21 nm and its width to l(um and obtained the simulation curve as
shown in figure 4.5. The graph shows that the model is in good agreement with the ITRS data.
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Figure 4.4 The nominal IdS-VdS curves of 22 nm planar bulk CMOS devices.
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Figure 4.5 NMOS (22 nm PTM planar bulk model) gate length = 21 nm and width = lfim
simulated WVds curves compared with ITRS predicted NMOS saturation drive current for 21nm
technology node.
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4.5.3 SET logic simulation validation
In this section, we shall validate the SET inverter simulation response in Cadence
environment with that obtained in SIMON simulator (section 3.4) for unipolar and bipolar
input/outpout voltage response (figure 4.6 and 4.7). For this comparison, a transient analysis of
the SET inverter characteristics has been performed with and without a 40 aF load. From the
curves in figure 4.6, the simulated intrinsic delay of the SET inverter is 160 fs while with the
load it rises to 230 ps at a 50% voltage level of the waveform. It is clear from figure 4.6 [Parekh
et al., 2012] and 4.7 that the results obtained with our simulation method match exactly with
SIMON graphs and are in agreement with the circuit design discussed in section 3.2 and 3.3
respectively.
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SIMON output voltage, 40 aF load
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Figure 4.6 SET inverter transient analysis. SET parameters: V s = Vj "high" = 800 mV, Vj "low"
= 0 V, gain = 1, T = 300 K, R,= 1 MD, Q = 0.03 aF, Cg - 0.045 aF, Cb - 0.05 aF.
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SIMON simulation output - load 40 aF
CADENCE simulation output - load 20 aF

- - - - CADENCE simulation output - load 40 aF
CADENCE simulation output - unloaded

& 0.0
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Figure 4.7 SET inverter transient analysis. SET parameters: Supposed parameters: ±Vs = ±
400 mV, gain = 1, T = 300 K, R, = 1 MQ; Derived parameters: +V, = ±V 0 = ±200 mV, Cj =
0.05 aF, Cg = 0.1 aF.

4.6

Circuit simulation examples
Now that we have validated the hybrid simulator individually for SET and 22 nm CMOS,

here are the simulation examples of SET and its hybrid circuit using the simulation method
developed in section 4.5. The characteristic curve of the SET circuits is presented in the next
subsection 4.6.1. Section 4.6.2 is on simulation result for hybrid SET-CMOS circuits, (1) hybrid
inverter comprising of one SET and one PMOS and (2) a literal gate. The SET dimensions are
within fabrication range and the simulations performed at room temperature.
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4.6.1 Additional SET logic gates

For the NAND and NOR gates as shown in figure 2.15, the same derived and assumed
parameters of unipolar SET inverter can be applied. The diagram 4.8 below represents the
simulation result.
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Figure 4.8 Transient analysis (a) NAND gate (b) NOR gate. Circuit 2.15 parameters: Vs = 800
mV, Vgi = gnd, Vg2 = 800 mV, A = input 1 and B = input 2 as in graph above.

4.6.2 SET combined with other circuit elements

First, for the hybrid inverter shown in diagram 4.9 (a), the SET device parameters are
same as derived in section 3.2.7. The PMOS model is for 22 nm planar bulk technology. From a
design point of view, the supplies are fixed at 800 mV for unipolar characteristic response at 22
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nm node. As shown in waveforms 4.9 (b, c) the circuit operates like an inverter. The circuit
performance when compared with pure-SET inverter can be improved by a small fraction. The
output voltage of the inverter can be increased to 1 Volt when compared to 800 mV for pureSET inverter. The reason being, for a SET device the operating voltage is proportional to e/Cj,
and

is limited by fabrication and temperature. The other improvement can also be observed in

the driving capability of such an inverter (compared to pure-SET inverter) but it makes
fabrication a complex process since the two devices demand different processes. The second
hybrid circuit considered for simulation is the literal gate as shown in diagram 4.10. This has
been explained in section 2.6.4. The main drawback of SET logic is slow signal response when
the output is connected to a heavy load which depends on the tunnel junction resistance. This
circuit is capable to deliver high output voltage with high gain as shown in the waveform.
Conventional SET inverters cannot attain such a response because of low voltage gain of discrete
SET where the applied voltage is limited to sustain the Coulomb blockade condition.

(b)
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Figure 4.9 (a) SET-MOSFET inverter (b, c) simulation waveform. Circuit parameters: Vs =
Vin "high" = 800 mV, Vin "low" = 0 V, T = 300 K, Rt = 1 Mft, Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF, Cb =
0.05 aF, PMOS 22 nm planer bulk model.
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Figure 4.10 (a) Schematic of the universal literal gate (b) Id - Vm characteristics, (c) transfer
characteristics. Circuit parameters: Vs = 800 mV, Rt = 1 MQ, Cj = 0.09 aF, Cg = Q, = 0.19 aF,
Vg = 330 mV, 310 mV, 280 mV, 270 mV (from blue to black lines), MOSFET 22 nm planar
bulk model.

4.7

Summary
This chapter gives insight into SET-CMOS hybridization and challenges involved with

its design, simulation and fabrication and the desired means to resolve it. It also describes a
successful way to implement hybrid simulation efficiently in Cadence environment used for
present VLSI simulation. The simulation method is validated for CMOS and pure-SET circuits.
Finally simulation results for SET inverter as well as its hybrid circuit is presented at 22 nm node
room temperature operation. We shall apply this simulation method to further study the
efficiency of such integrated circuit with parasitic effect in next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5.
Integrated SET-CMOS circuit architecture,
design and simulation
5.1

Introduction
In the previous chapters we presented the basis for implementing SET based hybrid logic

by analytical method that can be used as a building block to build LSI circuits. We also presented
a simulation method to simulate large scale SET and hybrid SET-CMOS circuit with
conventional circuit elements. This forms the basic ingredients to sections on SET-CMOS
hybridization and SET logic drivability. Here we have applied the design methodology discussed
above to a practical problem, which is interface of SET and CMOS circuit. At the interface the
output of the SET logic must be in a voltage range that can be fed to a CMOS input for proper
logic functionality. Up to now, there have been some publications related to simulations of
hybrid SET-CMOS inverters [Park et al., 2005; Venkataratnam et Goel, 2008] but none on an
interface issue. Those results cannot be directly applied to analyze and optimize the performance
of hybrid SET-CMOS logic in this work as they do not address the design of hybrid circuits
associating several SETs to several MOSFETs and they were limited to either low output
voltages, low temperature, unrealistic SET parameters, or neglected interconnect or capacitive
load at the output.

In section 5.2, for practical implementation of SET-CMOS heterogeneous integration, we
consider a case study of an interface unit consisting of hybrid cascaded inverter. We study the
SET logic driving capability for CMOS at 22 nm room temperature operation. Section 5.2.1 is
about its circuit and its fabrication model with interconnect. Section 5.2.2 calculates interconnect
parasitic and section 5.2.3 presents its simulation results with transient and DC analysis, -3dB
bandwidth, delay and power calculations. Section 5.2.4 throws light on design considerations to
improve delay and the effect of varying tunnel junction resistance in a hybrid circuit by
simulation. Section 5.3 studies SET logic drivability. Section 5.3.1 is about its circuit design and
fabrication model with interconnects. Next, section 5.3.2 explains parasitic calculation followed
by section 5.3.3 on the simulation results like transient and DC analysis, bandwidth, delay and
111
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power calculations. Section 5.4 is about comparison between SET logic and CMOS logic. The
parameters for comparison are power, bandwidth, delay and area. Section 5.5 exhibits ways to
enhance SET logic driving capability. Summary is section 5.6.

5.2

Case study - Hybrid inverter in cascade
In this section we show the efficiency of a SET logic in hybrid circuits by measuring the

delay and -3 dB bandwidth with CMOS comparable output voltage at 22 nm and room
temperature operation. From the fabrication model of such hybrid circuit, interconnect parasitics
are calculated and considered in the simulation. The content of this section is included in our
published paper [Parekh et al., 2012].

5.2.1 Circuit and Fabrication Model
To realize SET-CMOS hybridization, Figure 5.1 presents the fabrication model and the
schematic of the hybrid cascaded inverter where a SET-only inverter drives a CMOS inverter at
22 nm with interconnect parasitics for room temperature operation. Figure 5.1 (a) shows cross
section view of one of the possible hybrid integrated SET-CMOS layers with interconnect
parasitic. As depicted, the SET is fabricated on the pre-metal dielectric (PMD) of a CMOS IC in
order to obtain a minimum interconnect delay. The SET inverter interconnect includes the
nanometer sized Ti wires which extend to the Ml interconnect to connect with the CMOS
inverter through the gate contact.

Figure 5.1 (b) is the circuit representation of the fabrication model which is used for the
simulation. As in the circuit diagram, signals are analyzed for delay and -3 dB bandwidth at node
VI of the SET inverter, taking into account the effect of the interconnect parasitic and V2 for the
hybrid inverter output. In this diagram,

C w j re

and Rwjre represents the interconnect parasitic that

connects the SET inverter output to the input of the FET inverter. These values are calculated by
adding the contact parasitic through the gate, Ti and Ml metallization and simulated by its

TI

model equivalent. Its calculation is shown in next section 5.2.2. With these details, the SET
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Figure 5.1 Hybrid SET-CMOS cascaded inverter with interconnect parasitics. (a) Model (b)
Circuit diagram
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inverter output of 800 mV is fed as an input to the FET inverter with unity gain. The SET
inverter parameters shall be the same as the ones derived in section 3.2.7 because we apply the
same load and circuit conditions to the SET inverters in both cases. They are,

Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF, Cb = 0.05 aF, R, = 1 M£2, T=300 K, Vs = 800 mV

5.2.2 Interconnect parasitic calculation
The interconnect parasitic components Rwire and Cwire are derived by using realistic values based
on fabrication and ITRS predictions. It is the cumulative sum of the,

1. contact parasitic through the gate,
2. Ti metallization.
3. Ml metallization.

The calculation for all the 3 components is detailed as following.

1.

For contact the dimensions were calculated from documentation by STMicroelectronics. It is
possible to approximate the dimensions at 22 nm node for different level of metallization
(metal thickness, pitch and via thickness) and bulk layer by scaling 45 nm technology node
with a factor of (0.7)2. Table 5.1 below lists these values and they will be used in deriving
the capacitance and resistance values.

Table 5.1 Dimensions at 22 nm for different layers in CMOS IC.

Level

22 nm node - by scaling (nm)

Bulk

137.2

Ml metal thickness

63.7

Ml pitch

63.7

M2 metal thickness

68.6

M2 via thickness

58.8
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The contact capacitance is derived by a parallel plate method and the contact resistance by
tungsten resistivity (p).

w. I
Ccontact ~

£0

^

(5-1)

The contact width (w), length (1) and the separation between two contacts (d) are 31.85 nm,
137.2 nm and 31.85 nm respectively (table 5.1).
£r is the relative permittivity of PMD = 4.2 [ITRS Interconnect, 2007]
£0 is the permittivity of free space = 8.854 x 10"12 F/m

Hence,

Ccontact

5.102 aF

If we consider other 2 contacts adjacent to a single contact then this value must be doubled and
therefore, total contact capacitance equals,

Ct_contact ~ ^ X Cc0ntac£

:=:

10.204 aF

Contact resistance is given by,

I
Rcontact ~ P 7~

7

(5-2)

Vv . t

With, 1 = 137.2 nm, w = 31.85 nm, thickness, t = 31.85 nm (table 5.1) and p = 5.6 x 10"8 Q m for
Tungsten,
Rcontact

2.

=

75 ft

The Ti nanometer-sized interconnect parasitic is calculated for unit length from its
dimension (width = 15 nm, height = 5 nm) based on fabrication. Using parallel plate
method, the interlayer capacitance is calculated between Ti nanowires and M2 metallization.
Depending on the dimensions (Table 5.1), d, the distance between Ti and M2 metallization
is calculated as 120 nm. Although Ti interconnect parasitic can be neglected by efficient
layout or in absence of M2 metallization, we will consider this in our simulation. Using
formula 5.1 and 5.2, we calculate as under the Ti interconnect capacitance and resistance.
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Table 5.2 Ti interconnect parasitic calculation

SET Ti interconnect capacitance with M2 layer (1 pitch)
€o
(Farad/m)

cr

8.854E-12

2

Width, w
(m)

Length, 1
(m)

Distance, d
(m)

(aF)

1.50E-08

6.37E-08

1.20E-07

0.14

CXI

Ti wire resistance (1 pitch)

3.

P
(fiilm)

Legth, 1
(m)

Width, w
(m)

Height, h
(m)

RTt
(Q)

0.420

6.37E-08

1.50E-08

5.00E-09

353

For Ml interconnect the capacitance and resistance values are calculated from the conductor
effective capacitance and resistivity as given in ITRS roadmap [ITRS Interconnect, 2007]
(almost same as in 2010 Interconnect, ITRS). For the 22 nm technology node, the Ml metal
layer resistivity is 6.01 |ui2-cm and the capacitance per unit length for Ml wires is 1.7
pF/cm. The resistance for 1 pitch of Ml metal layer can be calculated as 2 £2. With these
details we next simulate the hybrid circuit for DC analysis, transient analysis, AC analysis,
and power.

5.2.3 Hybrid inverter simulation results
For simulation of the hybrid circuit in figure 5.1 (b), we used the same SET parameters as
derived in section 3.2.7, interconnect parasitic as calculated in section 5.2.2 and simulated by the
method developed in section 4.5.

1. D.C and Transient Analysis

We first compute the operating point of the circuit by DC analysis (figure 5.2 (a)) and
then follow the transient and AC analysis at VI and V2 stages of the hybrid inverter (figure 5.1
b)). The graph is the voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) of the inverter and the inverter
switching threshold can be found at the intersection of the VTC and input voltage, V; (black
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color line). For the transient analysis in figure 5.2 (b), a square wave of 0 V to 800 mV is applied
as an input, with a delay of 1 ns, rise and fall time of 10 ps, pulse width of 4 ns and a period of

8.02 ns. As seen in the graph, for an input of 0 —• 800 mV (Vj, dotted line), the SET inverter
output is an inverted square wave (VI, blue color line) with a gain of almost 1 at some delay
(approximately 230 ps) due to the load of FET inverter plus interconnects. The output of the SET
inverter which is fed to the FET inverter is again inverted (at V2, red color line), charging and
discharging the load capacitance Cl at the output. As seen the FET inverter output is delayed
(approximately 10 ps from VI) due to MOSFETs gate and diffusion capacitances.

0.2

0.4

0.6

Input Voltage (V)

(a)

Time (ns)
(b)
Figure 5.2 Hybrid SET-CMOS inverter with interconnect parasitic simulation (simulation
method developed in section 4.5). SET parameters: Vs = Vj "high" = 800 mV, Vj "low" = 0 V,
gain = 1, T = 300 K, R, = 1 MO, Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF, Cb = 0.05 aF, CMOS inverter - 22
nm BSIM predictive model [Cao et Zhao, 2006] (a) D. C. Analysis, (b) Transient analysis
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2. -3 dB Bandwidth and delay analysis
Figure 5.3 plots -3 dB bandwidth and delay as a function of Ml metallization
interconnect length of 1 to 10 pitchs (1 pitch = 63.7 nm). From the values mentioned above for
M1 interconnect resistance and capacitance for unit length; the resistance will vary from 2 ft for
1 pitch to 20 ft for 10 pitches and the capacitance will vary from 10.8 aF for 1 pitch to 108 aF
for 10 pitches. In simulation, the propagation delay for SET inverter was considered at 50 % of
voltage level between a falling edge of input signal to the rising edge of output signal (between
Vj and VI, figure 5.1 (b)) and the propagation delay for hybrid inverter considered at 50 % of
voltage level from falling edge of input signal to falling edge at the output of the FET inverter
(between points Vj and V2, figure 5.1 (b)). This simulation result proves that the SET inverter
can drive a CMOS inverter including its interconnect load with a stable output of 800 mV and
GHz frequency operation. It is certainly possible to increase the driving capability of the SET by
increasing Cj. In this case, the SET inverter gain would be reduced, while the output voltage V2
would remain at 800 mV. The SET inverter delay can also be improved by circuit architecture
such as connecting SETs in parallel. Further improvements in efficiency might be expected for
future technology nodes since the equivalent CMOS logic load will be reduced along with a
decrease of the physical gate lengths.
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3. Power

The total power required by the hybrid circuit as in figure 5.1 (b) for an input of square
parameters defined above (period of 8.02 ns) and capacitive load Ctof 5 aF is 120 nW. Table 5.3
is the measurement of static, dynamic and total power consumed by SET and CMOS inverter in
the hybrid circuit. The static power is 26.3 nW. Therefore the dynamic power (Average power static power) consumption equals 93.7 nW. As seen in the table, CMOS has higher dynamic
power consumption and lower static power consumption whereas SETs have lower dynamic
power and higher static power consumption. Hence dynamic power dominates in the hybrid
SET-CMOS circuit design.

Table 5.3 Power consumption by SET and CMOS inverter in hybrid circuit (figure 5.1 (b)).

Power

SET inverter

CMOS inverter

Hybrid circuit
SET inverter +
CMOS inverter

Static power

3.2 nW

23.1 nW

26.3 nW

Total power

4.6 nW

115.4 nW

120 nW

Dynamic power
(Total power - Static power)

1.4 nW

92.3 nW

93.7 nW

5.2.4 Design considerations

In this section, for the hybrid circuit presented in section 5.1, we shall present simulation
results for explaining the design considerations to decrease the delay or increase the bandwidth
(compared to graph 5.3). We shall decrease the delay of SET inverter (driver) in hybrid
environment, by reducing the SET inverter gain to 0.5625 while the final hybrid inverter output
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(V2 in figure 5.1 (b)) is maintained at 800 mV. The advantage is for reduced SET inverter gain,
the tunnel junction capacitance Cj can be increased. This in turn increases comparatively the
driving capability of SET inverter and hence more bandwidth or decrease in delay. The increase
in Cj makes SET fabrication comparatively easier because the restriction for EBL and/or CMP
resolution can be relaxed in addition to reduction in Ti layer oxidation time [Dubuc et al., 2008;
Beaumont et al., 2009], The SET inverter delay can also be improved by circuit architecture like
connecting SETs in parallel.

In order to increase the driving capability, we simulate the hybrid circuit of figure 5.1 (b)
such that the SET inverter operates with a gain of 0.5625 to obtain an output signal (VI) within
the switching range of the CMOS inverter in the hybrid configuration. So for the unipolar input
of 800 mV, a SET inverter output of +175 mV to +625 mV is fed as an input to FET inverter
with an output of 0 V to 800 mV. The set of parameters for the SET inverter can then be
calculated using the technique developed in chaper 3 and they are :
Cj = 0.07 aF and Cg= 0.045 aF, Cb= 0.05 aF, Rt = 1 MQ, T=300 K, V s = Vj "high" = 800 mV,

Vj "low" = 0 V, SET inverter gain 0.56, parasitic same as calculated in section 5.2.2.

Using these parameters we plot the graph of delay and bandwidth (figure 5.5) as a
function of the interconnect length. The propagation delay for figure 5.5 (b) is calculated in a
similar way as section 5.2.3, i.e. the propagation delay for SET inverter was considered between
50 % falling edge of input signal to 50 % rising edge of output signal and the propagation delay
for hybrid inverter considered was from 50 % falling edge of input signal to 50 % falling edge at
the output of the FET inverter. The delay and bandwidth is calculated to observe the effect of
varying Rt and we can observe the following:

1.

SET inverter (gain of 0.56) can drive the FET inverter with a stable output voltage of 800
mV (figure 5.4).

2.

With increase in tunnel resistance, there is reduction in -3 dB bandwidth (figure 5.5 (a)) or
increase in SET inverter delay (figure 5.5 (b)) which is logical because increase in tunnel
resistance decreases the SET inverter current which in turn is fed to FET inverter plus
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interconnect load. Low driving capability as a result of increase in resistance, takes more
time to charge or discharge the load and hence increase in delay or decrease in the
bandwidth.

3.

We can compare the graph in figure 5.3 and 5.5 (a) and (b) for R, = 1 MO and it can be
observed that graph in figure 5.5 is more efficient. The hybrid circuit output in both cases is
same, 800 mV but delay and bandwidth in figure 5.5 is better. The reason is parameter Cj
which is increased to Cj = 0.07 aF in figure 5.5 compared to Cj of 0.03 aF for curves 5.3. We
increase Cj by decreasing the dielectric tunnel junction. When Cj is increased, the Coulomb
blockade decreases, making easier for electrons to tunnel and thus reducing the signal delay.
Table 5.4 below shows the values of delay for comparison from the same graphs. As
observed, there is a considerable decrease in delay by increase in Cj. With decrease in delay,
the bandwidth increases, this is very well reflected in the graphs.
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Figure 5.4 Transient analysis (figure 5.1 (b)). Parameters: Cj = 0.07 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF, Cb 0.05 aF, Rt = 1 MO, T = 300 k, Vs = Vj "high" = 800 mV, Vj "low" = 0 V, SET inverter gain
0.56, parasitic same as calculated in section 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.5 Hybrid SET-FET inverter (figure 5.1 (b)) simulation result for varying tunnel
junction resistance. Parameters same as in figure 5.4. (a) -3 dB bandwidth vs interconnect length
(b) delay vs interconnect length.
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Table 5.4 Delay measurement to show improvement in SET logic performance by design
considerations

Hybrid circuit delay measurement (figure 5.1 (b))

gain = 0.56, Cj = 0.07 aF
Figure 5.5 (b)

gain = 1, Cj = 0.03 aF
Figure 5.3

SET Inverter
(VI terminal)

Hybrid Inverter
(V2 terminal)

SET Inverter
(VI terminal)

Hybrid Inverter
(V2 terminal)

(ps)

(ps)

(ps)

(ps)

Minimum
(1 pitch)

87

94

230

239

Maximum
(10 pitch)

173

181

483

492

Interconnect
length

The results above are for SETs with symmetrical tunnel junctions (STB) and room
temperature operation. It is further possible to improve the driving capability if we design and
fabricate asymmetric tunnel junctions (ATB). A study by Matsumoto et al., [Matsumoto et al,
1997; Matsumoto et al., 1996] proves that the tunnelling of electrons is bilateral in STB and
unilateral for ATB. Hence, ATB have an advantage like high speed, high temperature and low
power consumption over STB. In addition, the tunnel resistance of ATBs is independent of the
barrier capacitance and depends on the energy of the tunnelling electrons. The tunnel barriers
used for simulation are symmetric, due to fabrication restrictions. But if it's possible to make a
SET with ATB, it is quite possible to further improve the efficiency.
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5.2.5 PVT variation and simulation results

In this section we present simulation results that consider variations in process (P),
voltage (V) and temperature (T). In VLSI simulation, the differences due to process variations
are supplied with the process kit and usually they are located in the model library. There is also
possibility that the IC performance is affected by parameter variation such as voltage supply (V)
and different temperature (T). During simulation all of the PVT parameters are varied and its
influence on IC can be checked. It is important to perform PVT simulation because if the design
meets all the requirement during simulation stage, the likelihood that all requirements will be
meet during testing increases.

We will consider here the same hybrid SET-CMOS logic (section 5.2, figure 5.1). The
results of the PVT variations will be compared with the reference graphs (figure 5.2 (b), 5.3)
which are repeated in the table below. We will vary the SET tunnel junction capacitance and
resistance to study process variations and measure output voltages at VI (SET inverter) and V2
(FET inverter) terminals (figure 5.1 (b)) as well as calculate delay at VI terminal for 1 and 10
pitches of M1 (copper) metallization. Since we use spectre code of 22 nm BSIM4 predictive
model for bulk CMOS, it is not possible to include its process kit as VLSI designers do (for
example Fast nmos Fast pmos, Slow nmos Slow pmos, Fast nmos Slow pmos, Slow nmos Fast
pmos, Typical nmos Typical pmos). The SET capacitance and resistance values depend on its
dimensions and during fabrication the variation in dimension can increase or decrease the width
or thickness of tunnel junction and the dielectric thickness. Hence to simulate the process
variation we increase and decrease the worst case value of gate capacitance (Cg, Cb) by ±20 %
and tunnel junction capacitances (Cj) by +20% (reference Cj of 0.03 aF is the least value and it
cannot be decreased further as detailed in chapter 2 and 3). The tunnel resistance (Rt) will be
varied to 0.1 MQ and 10 Mil, with all other parameters as designed (section 5.1). For
temperature variation we simulate the same circuit with same parameters as in section 5.1 but at
temperature of 350 K and 400 K. At lower temperature SET performance improves. Similarly we
vary the supply voltage by ±10% and simulate the hybrid circuit with 720 mV to 880 mV. Below
are the simulated graphs to show the impact of PVT variation.
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Case
no.

Reference
values

-

1

Process:
capacitance,
resistance

Variation

2

3

Cj, Cg, Cb by +20 %
Rt at 0.1 MQ

Cj, Cg, Cb by +20 %
Rt at 10 MQ

Cg, Cb by -20 %,
Rt at 0.1 MQ

SET inverter
(VI) output

FET inverter
(V2) output

SET inverter (VI)
delay

Low
(mV)

High
(mV)

Low
(mV)

High
(mV)

1 pitch

10 pitch

(ps)

(PS)

Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF,
Cb = 0.05 aF, R, = 1 MQ,
CMOS 22 nm planer bulk ,
Vj "high" = Vs = 800 mV,
Vj "low" = 0 V, T = 300 K

15

780

0

799

230

484

Cj = 0.036 aF, Cg = 0.054
aF, Cb = 0.06 aF, CMOS 22
nm planer bulk, Vj "high" =
Vs - 800 mV, Vj "low" = 0
V, T = 300 K

73.5

726.2

1.6

796

15

28

90

694

6

795

1189

2483

28

762

0

799

123

240

Parameter values

Cj = 0.036 aF, Cg = 0.054
aF, Cb = 0.06 aF, CMOS 22
nm planer bulk CMOS, V;
"high" = V s = 800 mV, Vj
"low" = 0 V, T = 300 K
Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.036 aF,
Cb = 0.04 aF, CMOS 22 nm
planer bulk, V; "high" = Vs
= 800 mV, Vj "low" = 0 V,
T = 300 K
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4

Cg, Cb by -20 %,
Rt at 10 MQ

Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.036 aF,
Cb = 0.04 aF, CMOS 22 nm
planer bulk, Vj "high" = Vs
= 800 mV, Vj "low" = 0 V,
T = 300 K

227

525

99

746

8351

16370

42

844

1.2

877

157

330

9

694

0

719

434.6

915.5

23

772

0

799

222

469

764

0

799

214

452

Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF,
Cb = 0.05 aF, R, = 1 MQ,

5

+ 10%

Supply
Voltage

6

-10%

CMOS 22 nm planer bulk,
Vj "high" = 800 mV, Vj
"low" = 0 V, Vs = 880 mV,
T = 300 K
Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF,
Cb - 0.05 aF, R, = 1 MQ,
CMOS 22 nm planer bulk,
Vj "high" = 800 mV, Vj
"low" = 0 V, Vs = 720 mV,
T = 300 K
Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF,
Cb = 0.05 aF, R, = 1 MQ,

7

+350 K,

CMOS 22 nm planer bulk,
Vj "high" = Vs = 800 mV,
Vj "low" = 0 V, T = 350 K
Cj = 0.03 aF, Cg = 0.045 aF,
Cb = 0.05 aF, R, = 1 MQ,

Temperature

8

+400 K

CMOS 22 nm planer bulk,
V; "high" = Vs - 800 mV,
Vj "low" = 0 V, T = 400 K

32
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The results summarizes,
1. Process variation: With variation in SET dimensions, the capacitances and resistance values
change simultaneously. The SET logic design as we have seen in chapter 3 and 5, is a complex
interdependence of input output parameters (voltages, delay, bandwidth) with SET dimensions at
a given operating temperatures. The SET based circuit electrical parameters are very sensitive to
the SET dimensions. When a process results in capacitance resistance variation, the SET inverter
voltage degrades from its normal designed value (reference values). The delay performance is
improved if the tunnel resistance R, is decreased and delay increases if R, is increased. The
physics behind this behaviour is detailed in chapter 3. From the results in table above, the worst
performance is case 4 (variation of Cg, Cb by -20 %, Rt at 10 MQ) where a reduced SET inverter
gain gives FET inverter output with a gain of less than 1, which is 99 mV —> 746 mV and a 1
pitch delay of 8.35 ns. For all other cases 1 to 3, the variation in SET inverter output is in a range
that can be fed to FET inverter for proper functioning and it is very well observed from the table
that the final hybrid output is approximately from 0 —> 800 mV.

2. Supply voltage: We have seen in section 3.2.5 that for a SET inverter the possible maximum
output voltage is equal to the supply voltage in case of unipolar characteristics. With +10 %
variation in supply voltage, the voltage level will be 880 mV from the original value of 800 mV
and the input "high" at 800 mV. With this variation the SET inverter gain of 1 is maintained and
the FET output of 1.2 mV —> 877 mV is obtained. For -10 % change in voltages; the supply
voltage level will be 720 mV. The SET inverter voltage shall be 9 mV —> 694 mV which when
fed to FET inverter will result in an output of almost 0 mV—>720 mV. As presented in the table
the delay increases more in case of negative variation compared to positive voltage variation.

3. Temperature: We have seen in section 3.2.3 that, the SET operating temperature is defined
based on its capacitance value. Moreover at a given value of temperature and tunnel junction
capacitance there is a maximum voltage gain. Moreover at high temperatures thermionic current
is generated. Hence the voltage level of the signal attenuates as the temperature increases and at
the same time, the delay is decreased compared to the reference value.
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On order to protect the circuit under such variation, a few things can be implemented. If
the circuit requirement permits design to operate at lower voltages, then performance wise there
is a larger parameters margin for the circuit to operate at designed voltage and delay
requirements. In addition it is possible to boost the voltage level by circuit architecture such as
connecting the SETs in series and delay can be decreased by connecting SETs in parallel as
explained in chapter 5.

5.3

SET logic drivability
In all the ICs, the driving capability is limited by the load.

Because of SETs small

dimension, the influence of external device and interconnect strongly affects the behaviour of the
circuit based on it. In this section, we show how efficiently the SET logic can operate when
driving a circuit composed of very large numbers of SETs plus its Ti interconnect.

5.3.1 Circuit diagram and fabrication model

Fanout of a logic gate is the maximum number of similar logic digital inputs that its
output can feed. A large fanout physically means a large load capacitance at the output of a logic
gate. To measure the fanout capability of a SET inverter, a number of SET inverters are
connected to its output through Ti interconnect. The SET inverter fanout circuit in Fig. 5.6 (a) is
designed using the same SET parameters derived in section 3.2.7 for a unipolar 800 mV unity
gain room temperature operation. The fanout circuit performance is evaluated by simulating it
for -3 dB bandwidth and delay as a function of varying load (number of SET inverters with
interconnect parasitic effect (figure 5.6 (b)). Figure 5.6(c) reveals the possible fabrication of SET
circuit layer sandwiched between Ml and M2 metal layer at 22 nm for hybridization with CMOS
IC. For the calculation of parasitic, a layout is drawn considering fabrication rules and the SET
physical dimensions determined from the derived parameters with minimum interconnect routing
which is explained in section 5.3.2. Although, inter layer capacitance can be neglected by
designing SET interconnect such that they do not overlap with Ml and M2 metallization, we
shall simulate the minimum {best case) and maximum (worst case) occurrence of parasitic to
investigate the delay and -3 dB bandwidth as a function of number of SET inverters.
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Figure 5.6 SET inverter Fanout (a) Circuit diagram (b) Circuit with parasitic (used for
simulation) (c) Model for SET layer on CMOS carrier (22 nm node). Metallic SET features
BEOL fabrication and hence offers low costs and low thermal budgets without using effective
silicon area. For functional and heterogeneous 3D integration of nanoelectronic devices, SET
circuits can be stacked above the CMOS platform. For SET-CMOS hybridization, CMOS is
essential for I/O, signal restoration and to maintain compatibility with established technology.
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5.3.2 Layout and parasitic calculation
It is necessary to have a well designed layout to calculate the right parasitic from the
interconnect and hence study the circuit performance. For the layout of a circuit to measure SET
logic driving capability, we must first fix

the SET device dimensions for the derived SET

parameters (section 3.2.7). For the SET presented in diagram 3.1, we fix its dimensions based on
the derived values of tunnel junction capacitance Cj, control gate capacitance Cg and tuning gate
capacitance Cb using parallel plate method. Table 5.5 shows the calculated values of Cg/ Cb and

Cj. For our design, we shall approximate the Si02 thickness for control gate and tuning gate to be
same as their derived values are almost same.

Table 5.5 SET device (figure 3.1) capacitance calculation

Gate capacitance
Wg(nm)

tg (nm)

dg(nm)

Cg/Cb (Farad)

30

2

40

5.18E-20

30

2

50

4.14E-20

Tunnel junction capacitance

Wj(nm)
4

.

tj(n in)

di(nm)

Cj (Farad)

2

8

3.10E-20

Based on the SET dimensions, we plan the layout considering the fabrication rules for
SET and Ti interconnect to calculate the Ti interconnect parasitics. This is depicted in figure 5.7.
The solid dots in the diagram are used to represent the distance in pitches which will be used to
calculate the parasitic. The number with the dots represent the distance in pitch (1 pitch = 63.7
nm at 22 nm, table 5.1) from the previous adjacent dot in the path.
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Ti
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Figure 5.7 Layout to study SET inverter driving capability consisting of SET inverters with Ti
interconnect. Interlayer capacitance is marked blue and green. Blue is between Ti interconnect
and green is between Ti interconnect and the source of SET which is also Ti. Resistance for
interconnect is considered throughout the length of Ti wire.
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For the above layout we need to measure the Ti wire capacitance. The interconnect
capacitance is derived considering interlayer coupling capacitance effect with Ml and M2
metallization and lateral crosstalk capacitive effect of the same layer by parallel plate method
from its vertical dimensions (figure 5.6 (c)) and horizontal dimensions (derived from the SET
parameters) respectively. As in Fig. 5.6 (b), for simulation purpose, the interconnect parasitics is
replaced by its n model equivalent all through nodes, Ni

Nn as per layout where C/ .... C,v is

the resultant capacitance and Ri....Rn is calculated from Ti resistivity. We will use the model
below to measure Ti interconnect and implement it to our design.

Top Metal Layer
'pi
'L1

Inter

Layer
'L2

Cp2

Figure 5.8 Interconnect capacitance layer

From the figure, To measure wire capacitance we use,
Cwire =

Cl

+ Cp

CL = C l1 + CL2 = £ r £ 0 T L / S
CP = CP, + CP2 = £rf0TL/H
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To calculate interlayer and coupling parasitic we can consider 2 cases, the best (figure 5.9
(a)) and the worst (figure 5.9 (b)). The best case parasitic is the minimum value of capacitance
offered by designing the SET layer such that it does not overlap with Ml and M2 layer and we
consider only the crosstalk capacitance. The worst case parasitic is obtained due to Ti inter
connect overlap with Ml and M2 metallization (CP) and CP2 in figure 5.8) and the crosstalk
capacitance (Cu and Cl2 in figure 5.8) of the same layer.

M2
metallisation
interconnect
Ml
metallization

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9 (a) SET interconnect layout for minimum interlayer capacitance (b) SET interconnect
layout for maximum interlayer capacitance

The crosstalk capacitance (same layer) considered in simulation is only for the Ti
interconnect which is affected by adjacent Ti interconnect marked green and blue in figure 5.7
(bottom left corner). We shall neglect other minor value of coupling capacitance. Table 5.6
calculates the capacitance and resistance for unit length of Ti interconnect which will be
considered in simulation. In the table below w, 1, t are the width, length, thickness of Ti nanowire
and d is the distance between it and the metallization layers.
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Table 5.6 Interlayer and lateral crosstalk capacitance calculation for Ti interconnect

SET layer interconnect capacitance calculation per unit length of Ti interconnect

CO
(Farad/m)

cr

w
(nm)

1
(nm)

d
(nm)

Cg
(Farad)

M2 layer

8.854E-12

2

1.50E-08

6.37E-08

5.88E-08

2.88E-19

Ml layer

8.854E-12

2

1.50E-08

6.37E-08

4.50E-08

3.76E-19

Crosstalk

8.854E-12

3.9

5.00E-09

6.37E-08

6.37E-08

1.727E-19

Ti wire resistance
P
(fiQ-m)

1
(nm)

w
(nm)

t
(nm)

R
(Q)

0.42

6.37E-08

1.50E-08

5.00E-09
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5.3.3 SET logic fanout simulation results

To plot the delay and bandwidth as a function of integrated load (SET inverter + Ti
parasiti c ) , we simulated the circuit with SET inverter number in order of 2", where n = 1, 2,... 13.
The efficiency of the simulation method developed can be realized from the schematic window
(figure 5.10) of the simulation setup developed in this work. The schematic has the driver (SET
inverter) with 8192 SET inverters at its output including n model for parasitic.

1. D.C. and Transient Analysis

For the circuit diagram 5.6 (b), the simulated result for the DC and Transient analysis are plotted
as in figure 5.11 for the worst case Ti interconnect load with 213 SET inverter at the output of a
single inverter (driver). It can be observed that the output is stable at 800 mV.
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Figure 5.10 Schematic of a single SET inverter driving 8192 SET inverters with Ti interconnect
parasitic.
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Figure 5.11 Simulation result for the circuit in figure 5.6 (b). SET parameters same as derived
in 3.2.7. (a) D.C. analysis (b) Transient analysis.
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2. -3 dB Bandwidth and propagation delay

The schematic in figure 5.6 (b) is simulated for AC and DC analysis to estimate -3 dB
bandwidth and propagation delay. From the curve reported in Fig. 5.12, we observe that, as the
number of SET inverter increases, the delay increases and the bandwidth decreases. It can be
seen that the limitations of SET driving capability is not an issue in pure SET based circuits.
When the SET inverter drives a parallel load of 8192 (213) similar SET inverters with
interconnect parasitic, the best case (which is very much feasible) delay is 17 ns and -3 dB
bandwidth is 10 MHz and with single inverter as load, the best case delay and bandwidth are
3 ps and 210 GHz respectively. Hence, a SET based circuit is capable to deliver high output
voltage with high bandwidth at room temperature. The SET device here fulfills the requirement
of a successful computer device confirmed by solid-state electronics in the last 50 years [Keyes,

1985]. The 3D hybridization of figure 5.6 (c) can further simplify the fabrication process as both
the devices, SET and MOSFET can be fabricated on different layers or chips.

9
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2° 2' 22 23 24 2 s 26 1 t 29 210 211 2 n 2 U

Fanout, no of SET inverter with interconnect paracitic
Figure 5.12 SET fanout simulation in Cadence environment, effect of varying load on delay &
bandwidth. SET parameters: Vs = Vj "high" = 800 mV, Vj "low" = 0 V, gain = 1, T = 300 K,
R, = R2 = R3 = R4 = 1 MQ, Ci = C2 = C3 = C4 = 0.03 aF, Cgl = Cg2 = 0.045 aF, Cbi = Cb2 = 0.05
aF.
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3. Power

Ideally a complementary inverter does not dissipate power for the same constant input.
However, the SET inverter dissipates static power (Pstatic ) due to a non zero static current
flowing from Vs to ground when the output is in logic 0 or 1. In complementary capacitive
inverter (considered in this work) at T ^ 0 K, thermally generated normal tunnelling occurs even
at Coulomb Blockade state which results in leakage current even at no transients on the input. In
addition, inelastic macroscopic quantum tunnelling contributes to static power dissipation and its
main factor of power dissipation at very low temperatures (as thermal fluctuations can be
neglected) but at room temperature, co-tunneling rate is buried under thermally enhance normal
tunnelling rate. This is in contrast to CMOS inverter, however modern sub-100 nm CMOS also
dissipates static power due to leakage current. The SET logic operation is dominated by static
power whereas CMOS is dominated by dynamic and leakage power. But, the static power in
SET inverter is an order of magnitude lower than that of CMOS. We will see this in next section
5.4. For SET inverter, Pstatic varies with Vout and temperature. The dynamic power dissipation,
Pdynamic? is due to charging and discharging of the load. For the output voltage, to change from 0
to 1 (or 1 to 0), not all the energy supplied by the voltage source is stored in the load, but some
energy is dissipated as heat. Hence it is important to calculate the dynamic power of a SET
inverter. Pdynamic is a function of frequency and also depends on the load.

Particularly to measure power component of this massive circuit with 213 inverters driven
by single inverter, we have calculated total power dissipated in the entire network. By applying
an input signal that varies with time, which causes the output node to charge/discharge, we can
calculate the total power. For static power, we apply static (DC) input signal, so that no
switching occurs. A "high" or "low" at the input turns one side of the circuit "off' and this
should ideally eliminate any static short circuit current through the transistors. With our
simulation method, we calculate both the total and static power. Dynamic power is the difference
between the two. Table 5.7 calculates the average, static and dynamic power for 2 different
scenarios of integrated load.
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Table 5.7 Power calculation for SET inverter driving capability circuit in figure 5.6 (b)

Worst case Power

Integrated load

Static

3.64 nW

Total

3.804 nW

Dynamic

0.164 nW

Static

15.16 nW

Total

15.96 ^W

Dynamic

0.8 ^W

1 inverter + interconnect
1
Period 2 ns

8192 inverter + interconnect
2
Period 10 us

5.4

Comparison between SET and CMOS logic
To make a fair comparison between SET and CMOS inverter, we shall consider two

cascaded inverter stages as shown in figure 5.13, simulated in their respective technology for
speed and power at 22 nm [Parekh et al., 2012]. For this task we will consider the parasitic effect
between both the inverters in order to mimic realistic model. The SET inverter considers Ti
interconnect resistance with lateral crosstalk capacitance effect while CMOS parasitic considers
contact and Ml metallization effects. We consider interconnect length as 2 pitches in these
simulations. The SET and CMOS inverter parameters are same as in section 5.2.1.

/""n
Inverter

Inter
connect

Inverter

WBbHb

Figure 5.13 Simulation setup to compare SET inverter and a CMOS inverter.
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The transient simulation result of cascaded SET and CMOS is shown below at Voul. We consider
a square wave input of 0 to 800 mV with rise and fall time of 50 ps and a period of 1 ns for both
the technology inverters. We then measure the delay as explained in section 5.2.3 and also
calculate -3 dB bandwidth at Vout. Table 5.8 lists these values.

•v.M
• V OUl - SET inverter
V(Kit - FET inverter
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.0
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(

j

(

1.4

1.6

.

—J

1.8

1

1

2.0

time (ns)
Figure 5.14 Simulation results to compare SET and CMOS logic, Transient analysis.

Table 5.8 Comparison between SET and CMOS logic

CMOS cascaded inverter

SET cascaded inverter

Total power

130 nW

4 nW

-3 dB bandwidth

81 GHz

210 GHz

delay

7.8 ps

3.1 ps

From the table, when we compare both the inverters, the SET inverter outperforms
CMOS with respect to delay by a factor of
and bandwidth by
a factor of
J

2X0 GHz
81 GHz

7,755 ps

3.1 ps

= 2.5, power by a factor of

3.919 nW

= 33.2,

= 2.6. Hence, motivation for a need of SET circuits in
'

future nanoelectronics can be justified if proper I/O restoration using CMOS technology is used.
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Enhanced SET logic driving capability
While the study in the field of SET based circuits accepts and refers to SET limitations to

driving capability [ITRS 2009c; Zhu et al., 2009; Mahapatra et al., 2003; Park et al., 2005; Lee
et al., 2007; Uchida et al., 2003], there had been no indepth study which proves SET efficiency
to drive SET-only and CMOS based circuits. We have seen in this chapter the capacity of SET
logic to drive number of other similar SET logic and its capability in terms of delay and
bandwidth when driving a CMOS logic including interconnects, at room temperature. In context
of this section, lets brief the SET physics and then discuss possible remedy to enhance SET logic
drivability.

SETs have high resistance, low driving current and also high output impedance. The
theoretical upper limit of SET intrinsic speed is roughly the junction RtCj; response time of 160
fs ( Rt = 1 Mft, Cj = 0.03 aF, C^ = 0.16 aF). But SET driving capability at high frequency is not
limited by their intrinsic speed but by its limited ability to drive high capacitance load, CL. SO, in
order to overcome this inherent disadvantage, SETMOS hybrid circuits [Inokawa et al., 2001a,
2002; Mahapatra et Ionescu, 2005; Ohata et al, 1997] have been demonstrated since MOSFET
features high driving capability and high input impedance. However, this approach suffers from
major limitations, like a requirement of an ideal current source in the range from pA to nA for
proper operation, a fabrication process which can integrate both the technologies with least
interconnect effect.
We have proved the efficiency of SET logic in a SET-only circuit when compared to its
CMOS counterpart. Referring to SET logic speed when driving CMOS logic and interconnect,
we have seen (section 5.2.4) how its speed can be improved by design consideration. Still
further, to improve delay, we demonstrate parallel connected SET inverters driving a load
consisting of CMOS plus interconnect (contact + Ml metallization). The circuit diagram shown
in figure 5.15 represents "n" parallel connected SET inverters as a driver followed by the load
elements. To study the effect of parallel connected SET inverters on delay, we simulate the
circuit with 1 SET inverter, then 2 and 3 parallel SET inverters. In graph 5.16, we have
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Figure 5.15 Circuit diagram to increase SET logic driving capability, parallel connected SET
inverters driving CMOS plus interconnect load.
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Figure 5.16 Delay analyses to improve SET logic efficiency for the circuit in figure 5.15.
Parameters: Cj = 0.07 aF, Cg= 0.045 aF, Cb= 0.05 aF, R, = 1 Mfl, T=300 k, Vs = Vin "high" =
800 mV, Vin "low" = 0 V, CMOS inverter - 22 nm BSIM predictive model [Cao et Zhao, 2006],
parasitic same as calculated in section 5.2.2
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compared the delay by changing the driver from 1 to 3 SET inverters (parallel). Specially since
we need to enhance SET logic driving capability, we do this study based on the parameters
considered in section 5.2.4 "Design consideration".

It can be seen from the graph that the SET inverter delay can be greatly improved (87 ps
to 30 ps), by a factor of 3 just by connecting up to 3 inverters in parallel. By increasing the
number of parallel inverters, the delay can be considerably decreased further. Adding SETs in
parallel is similar to increasing the FET width. Specially when the fanout of a SET logic (driver)
is large, there is a compromise between the fanout load and the delay as depicted in graph 5.12.
In such design, the delay can be further decreased if the driver is comprised of parallel connected
SETs.

5.6

Discussions and Summary
This chapter studies the efficiency of SET logic in integrated hybrid and SET-only

circuits. Herein, we first implement circuit and fabrication model of hybrid configuration to
simulate the circuit for delay and bandwidth. The circuit parameters are based on analytical
derivation (section 3.2.7) of SET logic parameters for CMOS comparable output voltage at room
temperature driving integrated CMOS load. This was followed by design consideration to
improve the delay by compromising in SET gain (but the SET inverter output voltage maintained
in a range to efficiently drive a FET inverter). We present PVT variations simulation results that
show the impact on voltage and delay performance of the circuit. The physics behind the circuit
behaviour to these variations and possible ways to improve the circuit performance is discussed.
Then the next study proved how efficiently the SET logic can drive a SET-only logic, with
interconnect parasitic, with CMOS comparable voltage at room temperature. This proves the
motivation that the SET device has a potential to be used in logic application. Then comparing
both the SET and CMOS technology in section 5.4, we found that SET logic wins in delay,
bandwidth, and power.
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Based on our results, we can say that application of SET based logic to future ICs is
appealing and a right solution to the future of nanoelectronics. Due to economic constraint and
other reasons discussed in chapter 1, we also know that a complete replacement of CMOS by
SET is unlikely in the near ftiture. For hybrid SET-CMOS ICs, SET based design is more
efficient for local architecture and its interconnect and the hybrid SET-CMOS design for global
interconnect. For hybrid SET-CMOS based interconnect SETs are only used to drive CMOS
buffers which drive wires. We have seen in this chapter the efficiency of such a circuit and how
it can be improved to CMOS comparable performance at interfacing unit.
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Chapter 6.

Conclusions

In this thesis we investigated design, analysis, and simulation of hybrid SET-CMOS
circuits. The methodology is generalized and can be adopted to design any SET based as well as
hybrid SET-CMOS circuits meeting the circuit requirements. The design methodology
implemented in this work addresses the problem semiconductor industry would face for
implementation of SET-CMOS circuit, specially the SET-CMOS interface. From the SET
operating principle, a SET based circuit electrical response depends very much on its device
physical parameters. The SET device parameters considered in this work are of a SET fabricated
to operate at room temperature and the interconnect. A summary of the results and conclusions
is section 6.1 while section 6.2 lists future directions.

6.1

Summary and conclusion
To achieve the thesis objective, in chapter 2 we presented the related overall background

on SET technology and it includes SET theory, models and simulations, its fabrication and
circuits.

In chapter 3, using an example of SET inverter as a basic building block we proposed a
systematic methodology to design, analysis and simulation of SET logic. The methodology is
generalized and can be extended to design large scale SET circuits as well as hybrid circuits. To
begin with, the circuit requirement was to obtain unipolar input output voltage response of a SET
inverter that can be hybridized with CMOS at 22 nm node. To achieve it, we first defined the
fabrication and fixed operating parameters like supply voltage, input voltage, and load. Based on
it, a circuit topology with its description based on single electron tunnelling and Coulomb
Blockade is presented. After that we gave a deep insight into tradeoffs between the circuit
electrical parameter and SET device physical parameters. This narrows down the parameter
window to find the unknowns, e.g. SET fabrication parameters like tunnel junction capacitance,
control gate capacitance, tuning gate capacitance, if the voltages of the circuit are predefined or
for

given fabrication parameters find the voltages required. We then analysed the circuit
144
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behaviour based on network theorems to derive the desired parameters. For efficient design, we
also estimated the maximum output voltage, the supply voltage and gain as a function of SET
device physical parameters. A similar approach of analysis was also carried out for SET inverter
bipolar input output voltage response. Finally the SIMON simulation results with the set of
derived parameters were in good agreement with the design. We also showed simulation result of
other logic gates like NAND and NOR using the designed parameters which very well reflected
the characteristics curves.

We found that such methodology can accurately predict and relate the SET logic circuit
response to the SET device physical parameters including the interconnect load. The initial
results that can be predicted from graphs obtained in section 3.2.3 for design parameter tradeoffs
were in exact match with the ones derived analytically. We obtained a unipolar voltage response
of 0 —> 800 mV for a SET inverter driving a load of 40 aF (equivalent to CMOS inverter +
interconnect at 22 nm), with a bandwidth of 1.1 GHz for a room temperature operation. It proves
that SET inverter can efficiently drive the succeeding CMOS stage with the voltage level that
required by CMOS at 22 nm and enough current drive for a SET with the fabrication device
parameters. Hence a major issue with SET-CMOS interface is resolved and it is very much
possible to design hybrid circuits in near future with all added advantages of SET circuit. For
efficient design of SET logic or hybrid SET-CMOS circuit, demanding the requirements of large
set of parameters like temperature, gain, voltage, delay, and SET device parameters, this
methodology is very accurate as we have shown. Similar approach can be used to build any SET
based logic circuit which can be used as a building block to build a bigger circuit. For example,
we have shown that the inverter logic designed in this section can be very well applied to build
other logic gates like NAND, NOR, XOR, etc., and build large scale circuits.

In Chapter 4, we first examined SET-CMOS hybridization, its design, modelling and
simulation. We also proposed fabrication models for SET-CMOS hybridization and its
possibility with present fabrication technology. Next, we discussed on hybrid simulation
methods and their limitations and proposed a new computer aided design framework in Cadence
environment (used for VLSI simulation) to simulate large scale SET-only as well as SET-CMOS
hybrid circuits with conventional device elements. We verified the proposed simulation
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methodology for CMOS at 22 nm node and SET logic with SIMON simulation result. Finally
we presented simulation results with our simulation method, for SET circuits as well as hybrid
circuits.

From this chapter it can be concluded that the challenges faced by SET-CMOS
hybridization in context of design, simulation, modelling, and fabrication can very much be
resolved completely. We have tried to show this by design and simulation. In terms of efficiency,
our simulation method has advantages in accuracy, simulation time, parametric analysis, and
gives the designer the power to adapt to the technology requirement. The bottleneck of other
simulation methodology of writing long SPICE coding is not any more an issue since our
simulation method has a facility of schematic editor.

Chapter 5, is about integrated SET-CMOS circuit architecture, design and simulation
wherein we designed the hybrid circuit based on fabrication model considering interconnect
parasitic effect. In the case study presented here, we have a SET inverter driving a CMOS with
interconnect parasitic. This way, we addressed the issue faced for implementation of SET-CMOS
hybrid circuits. We begin with a schematic and fabrication model of hybrid inverter in cascade.
Then calculated interconnect parasitic like CMOS contact, and the Ti and copper metallization at
22 nm node. Then we simulated (for transient, DC and AC analysis) the hybrid circuit with
interconnect parasitic effect and studied the -3 dB bandwidth, delay and power consumption of
the circuit. We observe that the driving capability of a SET inverter is sensitive to interconnect
load and the delay as well as power consumption of the circuit increases with increase in
interconnect length. We also discussed about improving the performance of hybrid circuit
through parameter variation (tunnel junction resistance, Rt tunnel junction capacitance, Cj) and
circuit architecture along with its simulation results. The simulation result about the impact of
PVT variation on the performance of hybrid SET-CMOS circuit is presented. A brief discussion
about the physics behind the circuit behaviour to variation with a possibility of performance
improvement is given. With an intention of studying the SET logic drivability in a SET-only
circuit we examined a circuit composed of 8192 (213) SET inverters with its interconnect effect.
The schematic of the simulation is based on fabrication model of this large circuit along with
interlayer and coupling capacitances of its metallization. We compared a pure SET logic with
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similar CMOS at 22 nm and demonstrated through simulation the possibility of enhancing the
SET logic drivability through circuit architecture in a hybrid environment.

From chapter 5, we can hence conclude that a SET inverter can drive a CMOS with its
interconnect with a stable output voltage of 800 mV, -3 dB bandwidth of 1.1 GHz for room
temperature operation at 22 nm node. The static power consumption is 26.3 nW and dynamic
power is 93.7 nW. By increasing just Cj the delay of the SET inverter in same hybrid setup
decreased from 230 ns to 87 ns, with the same hybrid output voltage at 800 mV while
compromising the gain after SET inverter. But the overall circuit performance improved.
Moreover, with circuit architecture like connecting 3 SETs in parallel, it was possible to bring
the delay to just 30 ns. With more SETs in parallel further decrease in delay is possible but at a
compromise of space. That should not be an issue since it will be in part of the circuity which
demands increase in SET logic driving capability like the SET-CMOS interface and not within
the core SET logic. Further, decrease in tunnel resistance can also improve the delay as shown by
simulation but fabrication wise is a challenge to decrease it. The simulation results to study the
effect of PVT variation on hybrid circuit show the sensitivity of the output voltage and delay on
the varying parameters. The result shows that if the SET inverter output voltage degrades due to
these variations, it is still in a range to be fed to FET inverter and the final hybrid output is
usually as designed. Still protection methods like connecting SETs in series to restore voltage
level can be implemented. If the delay is increased, then it can be improved by connecting SETs
in parallel, as explained in the chapter. From the simulation result of the study on SET logic
drivability, when the SET inverter drives a parallel load of 213 (8192) similar SET inverters with
interconnect parasitic, the worst case delay is 17.2 ns and - 3 dB bandwidth is 10 MHz and with
single inverter as load, the best case delay and bandwidth are 3.1 ps and 210 GHz respectively.
The interesting results from comparison between SET-only and CMOS cascaded inverters with
interconnect shows that SET logic outperforms CMOS at room temperature in terms of delay,
bandwidth, and power for a same unipolar output voltage of 800 mV at 22 nm node. For the
cascaded SET inverter the total power, -3 dB bandwidth, and delay are 4 nW, 210 GHz, and 3.1
ps, and for cascaded CMOS inverter its 130 nW, 81 GHz, and 7.8 ps. This advocates the use of
SET circuit as a next standalone platform for information processing. Obviously even a SET
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only based processor would require interfacing with CMOS for I/O signals as mentioned in
above chapters.

Moreover, the gate capacitive load of CMOS is expected to decrease with continued
scaling while at the same time interconnects will be shortened. This is expected to improve the
response of the hybrid circuit presented in this article for technology nodes beyond 22 nm. Thus
the use of a SET circuit for adding new logic functionality through its integration on top of a
CMOS circuit for future nanoelectronic circuits is well justified.

6.2

Future research directions

Research has progressed since 2007 in the fabrication of room-temperature SET, effort must
be made to design SET based circuits which can provide a new function or to perform a function
with a reduced number of devices compared to CMOS. Moreover, developing a hybrid circuit
with CMOS would help utilize the novel functionalities of SETs in functional circuits. Through
this research, we have set down a platform to design and build SET-CMOS hybrid circuits and
shown that there is definite possibility of realizing the driving capability of SET logic driving
for CMOS with interconnect parasitic. As a continuation of this work, I suggest future directions
for further research as follows.
B

Our simulation methodology is developed in Cadence environment. In order to be benefited
from the full potential of this software, it is advisable to explore the method of extracting the
metallization parasitic, TSVs acquired from semiconductor vendor library and include in the
hybrid SET-CMOS simulation to make it more realistic and effective.

11

All the simulations performed in this work did not take into consideration the effect of
random background charge. From the fabrication of SET device at CRN2, UdeS, it is not
verified about the possibility and intensity of such charge. In case if it exists, then a study
can be made to consider the practical applicability of the design considering the variations in
physical structure. A simulation based study of voltage variations, effect on delay and noise
margin of the logic would be of interest.
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" The reliability of SET fabrication is hard to predict as electrical test based diagnosis and
failure analysis needs to be performed. Still, it would be interesting to investigate fault
tolerant algorithms.
B

With the design approach presented, it would be interesting to design and study the
performance of logic circuits like arithmetic logic unit (ALU), decoders, encoders,
multiplexers, latches, flip-flops, adders, etc., and compare it with its CMOS counterparts.
Then combine these different blocks to build a pure SET microprocessor. Study electrical
parameters like delay, noise margin, and bandwidth. The simulation method developed in
this work can easily handle large scale circuits hence it will not be an issue.

m

Design for industrial application hybrid SET-CMOS circuits by exploiting the SET Coulomb
blockade oscillations and achieve new functionality with reduced number of devices for
digital applications like multiple valued logic, reconfigurable logic and analog applications
like multiband filtering circuits, analog pattern matching circuits or associative recognition
tasks and interface it with a CMOS based controller circuit.

m

Design a SET based SRAM or a DRAM memory. Interface it with a CMOS micropro
cessor or a microcontroller.

French conclusion follows next.
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Chapitre 6. Conclusion (French version)
Dans cette these sont presentes les resultats de nos recherches sur la conception, l'analyse
et la simulation de circuits SET—CMOS hybrides. La methodologie developpee ici est generate
et peut etre adoptee pour concevoir tout circuit, SET aussi bien qu'hybride SET-CMOS, en
respectant les contraintes de tels circuits. La methode de conception exposee dans cette these
repond aux problemes que pourrait rencontrer l'industrie des semiconducteurs dans le cadre de
Implementation de circuit SET-CMOS, et particulierement en ce qui concerne l'interfa^age
SET-CMOS. Selon le principe d'operation du SET, la reponse electrique d'un circuit SET depend
en grande partie des parametres physiques du dispositif seul. Les dits parametres consideres dans
ce travail sont ceux de SET fabriques pour operer a temperature ambiante et de leurs
interconnexions. Un resume des resultats et des conclusions qu'ils amenent est presente section
6.1 tandis que la section 6.2 liste les futures orientations du projet.

6.1 Resume et conclusion
Dans un premier temps, le contexte general de la technologie SET a ete presente dans le
chapitre 2, plus precisement la theorie des circuits SET, les modeles de simulations et les
precedes de fabrication.

Dans le chapitre 3, en utilisant un inverseur SET comme element de base, notre methode
de conception systematique est exposee pour la conception, l'analyse et la simulation de circuits
logiques SET .,Cette methodologie peut etre generalise et etendu au design de

plus larges

circuits SET et egalement pour des circuits hybrides. Tout d'abord, nous souhaitons obtenir un
dispositif presentant une reponse unipolaire en tension en entree-sortie, pouvant permettre
l'hybridation avec un inverseur CMOS au nceud 22 nm. Pour parvenir a ce resultat, nous avons
tout d'abord defini le procede de fabrication et fixe les parametres de fonctionnement tel que la
tension d'alimentation et la charge. A partir de cette base, une topologie du circuit avec sa
description se basant sur l'effet tunnel d'un electron et le blocage de Coulomb a ete presentee. Par
la suite, nous avons etudie en profondeurs les compromis qui doivent etre fait entre les
150
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parametres du circuit electrique et ceux physiques du dispositif SET. Ceci a reduit la plage des
parametres afin de trouver les inconnus, e.g. les parametres de fabrication des SET telles que les
capacitances de la jonction tunnel, de la grille de controle et de la grille de reglage, si les tensions
du circuit sont predefinies ou pour des parametres de fabrication donnes respectant la tension
necessaire. Nous avons ensuite analyse le comportement du circuit en nous basant sur les
theoremes des reseaux pour en deriver les parametres desires. Pour une conception efficace, nous
avons egalement estime la tension de sortie maximale, la tension d'alimentation et le gain en
fonction des parametres physiques d'un dispositif SET. Une approche similaire fut egalement
utilisee pour la reponse en tension de l'inverseur SET bipolaire. Finalement les resultats obtenus
par simulation SIMON avec les parametres derives se revelerent en bonne correlation avec la
conception. Ont aussi ete presentes les resultats de simulation d'autres portes logiques telles que
NAND et NOR en utilisant les parametres de conception, et qui ont parfaitement respecte les
courbes caracteristiques.

Nous avons done etabli que notre methode pouvait predire et decrire precisement la
reponse d'un circuit logique SET aux parametres physiques du dispositif SET y compris la
charge des interconnexions. Les resultats initiaux qui peuvent etre predits a partir des graphiques
de la section 3.2.3 pour les compromis des parametres de conception se sont reveles en parfaite
concordances avec ceux obtenus analytiquement. Nous avons obtenus une reponse en tension
unipolaire de 0 —» 800 mV pour un inverseur SET pilotant une charge de 40 aF (equivalente a un
inverseur CMOS de 22 nm et ses interconnexions), avec une bande passante de 1.1 GHz a
temperature ambiante. Ceci demontre que l'inverseur SET peut efficacement controler l'etage
CMOS suivant avec le niveau de tension requis par un circuit CMOS a 22 nm et un courant de
controle suffisant pour un SET avec les parametres de fabrication du dispositif. Un ecueil majeur
de l'interface SET-CMOS est done resolu et la conception de circuits hybrides devient tout a fait
probable avec tous les avantages apportes par les circuits SET. Pour une conception efficace de
circuit SET ou hybrides SET-CMOS, se basant de grandes quantites de parametres, tels que
temperature, gain, tension, delai et parametres propres aux SET, notre methodologie se montre
tres precise. Une approche similaire peut etre utilisees pour batir tout circuit logique SET, qui
peut a son tour etre utilise comme bloc de base pour la fabrication d'un circuit de plus grande
taille. Ainsi par exemple, nous avons montre que l'inverseur logique con?u dans cette section
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peut tres bien etre appliquer pour fabriquer d'autres portes logiques telles que des NAND, NOR,
XOR, etc, et des circuits de grande taille.

Dans le chapitre 4, nous avons d'abord examine l'hybridation SET-CMOS, sa conception,
sa modelisation et simulation. Nous avons egalement propose des modeles de fabrication pour
l'hybridation SET-CMOS et etudie leur faisabilite par les procedes de fabrication actuels. Nous
avons par la suite discute des methodes de simulation hybrides ainsi que de leurs limitations, et
propose un nouveau canevas de conception assistee par ordinateur dans l'environnement
CADENCE (utilise pour la simulation VLSI) afin de simuler des circuits SET a grande echelle
aussi bien que des circuits SET-CMOS a partir d'elements de dispositifs conventionnels. Nous
avons verifie la methode de simulation proposee pour des CMOS de 22 nm et la logique SET
avec les resultats de simulation SIMON. Finalement nous avons propose des resultats de
simulations en utilisant notre methode pour des circuits SET et hybrides.

De ce quatrieme chapitre, on peut done conclure que les defis offerts par l'hybridation
SET-CMOS en matiere de conception, simulation et modelisation peuvent etre totalement
resolus. En terme d'efficacite, notre methode simulation est avantageuse en terme de precision,
de temps de calcul, d'analyse parametrique et par le fait qu'elle donne au concepteur la capacite
de s'adapter aux besoins de la technologie etudiee. L'inconvenient majeur rencontre lors de
l'utilisation d'autres methode de simulation, a savoir la redaction de longues lignes de code
SPICE, n'est plus un probleme avec notre methode qui offre la simplicity d'un editeur
schematique.

Le chapitre 5 traite de l'architecture, de la conception et de la simulation des circuits
hybrides SET-CMOS. Nous avons con9u un circuit hybride base sur notre modele de fabrication
prenant en compte les effets parasites des interconnexions. Dans l'etude de cas presentee ici, nous
analysons un inverseur SET controlant un CMOS avec des parasites d'interconnexions. De cette
fa£on, nous avons resolu le probleme pose par l'implementation de circuit hybride SET-CMOS.
Nous avons debute par un schema et un modele de fabrication d'inverseur hybride en cascade.
Nous avons ensuite calcule les effets parasites des interconnections tels que les contacts des
CMOS, et le titane et cuivre, a 22 nm. Enfin nous avons simule (pour des regimes transitoire,
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alternatif et continu) le circuit hybride avec ses effets parasites d'interconnexions et etudie la
bande passante a 3 dB, le delai et la puissance absorbee du circuit. Nous avons observe que la
capacite d'attaque d'un inverseur SET est sensible aux interconnections, et le delai ainsi que la
puissance consommee augmentent avec la longueur d'interconnexion. Nous avons ensuite
discute de l'augmentation des performances du circuit en modifiant certains parametres
(resistance de la jonction tunnel, Rt, capacitance de la jonction tunnel Cj) et l'architecture du
circuit avec les resultats des simulations. Avec pour objectif d'etudier le controle de la logique
SET pour un circuit SET pur, nous nous sommes interesse au cas d'un circuit compose de 8192
1 "X
(2 ) inverseurs SET en tenant compte de l'influence des interconnexions. Le schema de la
simulation se base sur le modele de fabrication de ce circuit de grande taille, avec ses intercouches et les capacitances de couplage de sa metallisation, Nous avons compare un circuit
logique SET pure avec un circuit CMOS similaire et etabli par simulation la possibility
d'ameliorer le controle de la logique SET via l'architecture du circuit dans un environnement
hybride.

A partir des resultats presentes chapitre 5, nous pouvons conclure qu'un inverseur SET
est bien capable de controler un CMOS de 22 nm et ses interconnexions, ce avec une tension de
sortie stable de 800 raV et une bande passante a 3 dB de 1.1 GHz a temperature ambiante. La
consommation statique de puissance est 26.3 nW et la dynamique 93.7 nW. En augmentant
simplement Cj, le delai de l'inverseur SET est diminue de 230 ns a 87 ns, tout en conservant une
tension de sortie hybride de 800 mV, mais en compromettant le gain apres l'inverseur SET. La
performance globale du circuit est cependant amelioree. De plus, avec une architecture reliant 3
SET en parallele, il est possible de ramener le delai a 30 ns. On peut meme diminuer encore le
delai en augmentant le nombre de SET montes en parallele, mais au prix d'un encombrement
superieur. Cela ne devrait neanmoins pas etre un probleme puisque cela fera partie du circuit qui
necessite une augmentation de la capacite d'attaque du circuit SET tel que l'interface SET-CMOS
et non dans le cceur logique SET. Une diminution de la resistance tunnel peut aussi ameliorer le
delai mais c'est une defi du point de vue de la fabrication. A partir des resultats des simulations
sur la capacite d'attaque des circuits SET, quand l'inverseur SET controle en parallele 8192
inverseurs SET similaire, le delai etait dans le piredes cas 17.2 ns et la bande passante a 3 dB 10
MHz. Avec un seul inverseur comme charge, le scenario le plus favorable donne un delai de 3.1
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ps et une bande passante de 210 GHz. Apres comparaison entre des inverseurs en cascade SET et
CMOS (en tenant compte des interconnexions), on peut conclure que la logique SET surclasse la
CMOS a temperature ambiante en termes de delai, bande passante, puissance et volume pour une
meme tension de sortie unipolaire de 800 mV correspondant au nceud technologique de 22 nm.
Pour les inverseurs SET montes en cascade, la puissance, la bande passante a 3 dB, et le delai
sont de 4 nW, 210 GHz, and 3.1 ps respectivement. Dans le cas d'inverseurs CMOS en cascade,
ces valeurs sont alors de 130 nW, 81 GHz, 7.8 ps respectivement. Ces resultats parlent en faveur
de l'utilisation de circuits SET circuit comme nouvelle plate-forme independante de traitement
de l'information. Evidemment, meme un processeur base essentiellement sur une logique SET
devra avoir recourt a la technologie CMOS pour les entree/sortie tel que discute dans les
chapitres precedents.

Autre argument en faveur de l'hybridation SET-CMOS, la charge capacitive de la grille
d'un CMOS diminue avec la miniaturisation tandis que dans le meme temps les interconnexions
sont raccourcies. Ceci devrait ameliorer la reponse des circuits hybrides presentes dans cette
these pour des noeuds technologiques en de?a de 22 nm. En consequent, l'utilisation de circuits
SET afin d'ajouter de nouvelles fonctions logiques via une integration par dessus un circuit
CMOS afin de parvenir a de futurs circuits nanoelectroniques est bien validee.
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